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Regular, 1 mg. “tar”, 0.2 mg. nicotine 
av. per cigarette, FTC Report Dec. ‘81 

© 1982 Baw 1 Co 

The pleasure ts back. 

BARCLAY 
Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

99 % tar free That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 
2 
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ANOTHER TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCE FROM SHARP. 

_IT TURNS NUMBERS 
INTO PICTURES. 

Mystifying numerical values brought down to earth—right before your 
eyes! Could this be magic? 

On the contrary, the new EL-7050 from Sharp not only performs all the 
functions of a full-featured desktop printing calculator, it does more. 

It can translate data into your choice of four different types of graphs: 
circle, bar, band and broken line. To help you see how a certain quantity fits as 
part of a whole, or the relative values of different items, or transitions and 
trends over a period of time, to mention just a few. } 

It also has a 4-color printer with shading potential to give your figures 
added visual power. 

: : ta . Watch for our TV 
NOW YOU CAN CREATE PRECISE, Because the EL-7050 is com i, | commercial to learn 
4-COLOR GRAPHS-INSTANTLY! Pact and portable, you can bring it = more about the latest 

to the boardroom, the office, the . | advance in calculator 
commuter train, or even the restaurant. #P. ; technology from 

Best of all, the EL-7050 is fast and easy for anyone to use, thanks to —__ onerp. We 7 
Sharp’s simplified input procedures. So now you can generate the graph you | "Placed half-million transistors "aie rps simp: put proc st - y ng graph y and diodes with one tiny “chip? ate 
want—presto—at the push of a button. Without having to grapple with 
sophisticated computer languages. 

The new EL-7050 from Sharp. A calculator that lets numbers 
speak with their full force—graphically. 

FROM SHARP MINDS 
Sharp Electronics Corporation, 10 Sharp Plaza, Paramus, N.J. 07652 COME SHARP PRODUCTS 



STOP DRUNK DRIVING. 
TOUGH LAWS MAY HELP BUT WE ALSO NEED TO CHANGE OUR ATTITUDES. 

Do you know anyone who's 
in favor of drunk driving? Not 
likely. And yet many people 
have driven when under the 
influence of alcohol, or will do 
it at least once. 

Take a look at some chill- 
ing statistics. One out of every 
two of us will be involved in 
an alcohol-related accident 
sometime during our lives. 
Last year alone, more than 
25,000 people died in such 
accidents; an additional 1.5 
million were injured. A dis- 
proportionate number of those 
killed were under 25 years old. 

The cost of drunk-driving 
accidents amounts to over $24 
billion every year in property 
damage, loss of wages, medical 
and legal fees. Not to mention 
the emotional pain to the vic- 
tims’ families and friends. 

What is being done 
about it? Over the years, 
many different approaches 
have been tried: mandatory jail 
sentences, stiff fines, license 
suspensions, alcohol-rehabil- 
itation programs, and higher 
drinking-age laws. 

No single countermeasure 
seems to do the job by itself. 
Tough laws, unless they are 
supported by equally tough 
enforcement and the certainty 
of punishment, don’t seem to 

HOW TO 

work over the long run. Even 
with all three, probably the 
most effective single thing we 
could do is to examine our own 
attitudes about drinking and 
driving. 

How much do you really 
know about the effects of 
alcohol? The facts may sur- 
prise you. For example, a lot 
of Epic believe that beer 
and wine are less intoxicating 
than other drinks. In fact, a 
can of beer, a glass of wine, 
or a 1%-ounce drink of 86- 
proof liquor are all about 
equally intoxicating. 

A lot of factors deter- 
mine how quickly you'll get 
drunk. Your body weight, how 
much you've had to eat, and 
the number of drinks you have 
over a specified time all make 
a difference. That’s why it’s 
so hard to know when you’ve 
had too much. 

A common legal definition 
of intoxication is .10 percent 
blood-alcohol level. For a 160 
lb. person, it takes about four 
or five drinks in the first two 
hours on an empty stomach to 
reach the legal limit, compared 
with three or four drinks in the 
first two hours for someone 
who weighs 120 Ibs. Of course, 
your judgment and reaction 
time will be impaired well 
before you reach the legal limit. 

At General Motors, we're 
very concerned about the 
effects of drinking on driving. 
Over a decade ago, we devel- 
oped a device that tests a 
driver’s reflexes and motor 
responses before starting the 

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS 

car. The Department of Trans- 
portation is now field-testing 
that device. 

We also strongly favor all 
efforts that focus attention on 
the problem such as the Presi- 
dential Commission on Drunk 
Driving. Make sure your friends 
and family know the facts about 
mixing alcohol and driving. 
Drunk driving will only sto 
when we all decide it isn't 
socially acceptable. Be self- 
confident enough to admit 
when you’ve had too much to 
drink to drive safely. 

Meanwhile, seat belts 
are still your best protection 
against drunk drivers. They 
can’t prevent an accident, but 
they will help save your life 
during a serious crash—what- 
ever the cause. 

This advertisement is part of 
our continuing effort to give 
customers useful information 
about their cars and trucks and 
the company that builds them. 

MARK OF EXCELLENCE! 

Chevrolet * Pontiac 
Oldsmobile * Buick 

Cadillac * GMC Truck 
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Willwerth and Lépez are optimistic that the recent mood of 
frankness will continue. De la Madrid’s administration seems 
more open to the foreign press than that of his predecessor. But 
Willwerth remains cautious. Says he: “The real test of the ad- 
ministration’s interest in good press relations will come in about 
a year, when the economic crisis should be at its worst.” 

To Associate Editor George 
Russell, who wrote the story, the 
subtleties of Mexico's complex na- 
tional character had a familiar fla- 
vor. As TIME’s Buenos Aires bureau 
chief from 1979 to 1981, Russell got 
a first-hand education in Latin 
American culture. He was also the 
writer of some half a dozen cover 
stories on the Falklands war be- 
tween Argentina and Britain Rus- 

. sell, born in Canada, was particular- 
ly conscious of Mexico's status as a 
next-door neighbor of the US. 
“Growing up in the tremendous 
wash of influence that we felt from 
the U.S. was difficult enough in a 

ALetter from the Publisher 
n his most harried moments, Mexico City Bureau Chief 
James Willwerth suspects that the Mexican political system 

rivals the Kremlin for having secrets within secrets. But as the 
current economic and social crisis in 
Mexico deepened, Willwerth no- 
ticed a parallel easing of Mexican 
reserve toward journalists. “Much of ° 
Mexico was forced into the open by 
its traumas during the past year,” 
says Willwerth, “and, for a change, 
lots of Mexicans were willing to talk 
about it in unmasked terms.” 

To identify as many pieces of | 
the Mexican puzzle as possible for 
this week's cover story, Willwerth 
ranged from Tijuana and Monterrey 
to a hillside in the elegant Bosques 
district of Mexico City, which af- 
fords a view of outgoing President 
José Lopez Portillo’s unfinished 

STEVE NORTHUP 
“ns 

Lépez and Willwerth, right, with De la Madrid 

family estate. Reporter Laura Lopez headed south to Chiapas 
and Taxco. She also visited some of Mexico’s most remote areas 
during the presidential campaign of Miguel de la Madrid and 
watched his helicopter fleet land, “no different in the eyes of the 
isolated villagers from seeing an Aztec god descend from the 
heavens.” After a one-hour interview with the new President, 

L 
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World 
New instructions for 
Habib. > A show trial 
in Egypt. » Mugabe 

cracks down on Ian 
Smith. > In Ulster, 
deaths at a disco 
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Books 
A short shelf of chil- 
dren’s literature offers 

15 volumes of pic- 
tures, prose and poet- 
ry for young senses of 
humor and wonder 

Cover: Mexico's new 
President Miguel de 
la Madrid acts like a 
man ina hurry to 

solve the problems of 
a US. neighbor bat- 
tered by economic 

troubles and wide- 
spread corruption 

But will his policies 
work? See WORLD 
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mas selling season 
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seen. » OPEC squeeze 
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The “ego-centered 
mentality,” a sociolo- 

gist charges, is re- 
sponsible for a dan- 
gerous corrosion of 
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country that shares many of the same roots,” he says. “I can 
well imagine the frustrations of feeling that overwhelming U.S 
influence if your culture is a completely different one.” 

Cover: Illustration by Richard Mantel 
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Death Penalty: A 
Texas prisoner is the 

first to be executed by 
lethal injection, a con- 

troversial method le- 

gal in five states. The 
execution, which may 

portend more in 1983, 
reignites a capital- 
punishment debate 

See NATION 
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conquers television 
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A tax is a tax is a tax 
A recent statement by Senator Robert Dole of Kansas seemed to reflect a 
prevalent myth that oil companies don't pay their fair share of federal taxes. The 

statement was made in conjunction with his endorsement of new restrictions on 

the foreign tax credit. 
The Senator said: “We were looking for areas that did not fit with our ideas 

of equity and fairness, and this stuck out like a sore thumb." Actually, the foreign 

tax credit is simply protection against double taxation. 
Unfair as its curtailment is, the situation illustrates a larger problem: 

accusations that the oil industry does not pay its fair share of taxes. Another 
example was a statement by lame-duck Democratic Representative Toby 
Moffett of Connecticut. During his campaign for the Senate, he offered a pat 
solution to raising tax revenues: “Start with oil.” Similar sentiments have been 
voiced by Senator Thomas Eagleton, Democrat of Missouri; columnist Jack 
Anderson, and many others. All lead us to wonder whether they have done their 

homework. 
Without going again into the merits of foreign tax credits or the depletion 

allowances non-integrated oil companies get, we want to set the record straight 
onone key point that legislators on both sides of the aisle, and the public, seem 

to have all wrong. Oil companies do pay taxes. Their fair share. Maybe even 

more than their fair share. And we're not talking about levies like gasoline taxes 
and payroll taxes for which the companies are simply collecting agents for 
Uncle Sam. We're talking about taxes that dig directly into oil company pockets. 

Consider the picture for last year: 
@ The 23 leading U.S.-based oil companies paid federal taxes— including 

the so-called “windfall profits” levy—amounting to 51 percent of their pre-tax 

net income. By comparison, the 100 leading non-oil industrial companies paid 
only 26 percent, since they're unburdened by the “windfall profits” tax. 

@ Even without the so-called “windfall” levy, the oil companies paid an 

average 33 percent, which is more than the non-oil concerns, according to the 
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account, oil companies do pay taxes—income, “windfall,” or whatever—more 

than commensurate with those of other industries. And, of course, we also pay 

our share of taxes to states and municipalities. 
There can be little dispute about the government's need to reduce the 

federal deficit. But the notion that this should be done with new taxes, rather 
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The Audi 40008 low price and high 
technology restore dignity to the word value. 

At a time when many automobiles 
seem excessively priced, the Audi 

4000 continues to be an outstanding value. 
A high-technology Bavarian sedan, it offers 

the old-world engineering and craftsmanship 
that have made prestigious European sedans 

prestigious. And, at a reasonable price 
This Audi is what one expects from every 

Audi: an exemplary automobile. In every re- 
spect, the 4000 is a driver's car 

To wit, outstanding handling from our front- 

wheel drive. Modern aerodynamics from low 
drag coefficient styling. Brisk performance 
from a four-cylinder, 1.7-liter, CIS fuel- 
injected engine that delivers lively acceleration 

Luxury interior with plush seats and carpets 
Extraordinary economy. 
mpg an estimated highw 
high-efficiency 4000 Diese 
mated mpg and 52 estimated highway.” 

5 © 1982 Porsche Aud: 

The Audi 4000. 
Precision German engineering that’s worth 

every Pfennig you pay for it. 
*(Use “est. mpg” for comparison. Mileage 

varies with speed, trip length, weather. Actual 

hwy. mileage will probably be less. ) 
**Mfr’s sugg. retail price. Title, taxes, trans., 

registration and dealer delivery charges addi- 

tional. 

PORSCHE +AUDI 

Audi: the art of engineering 
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ing 50m. of 101-Proof Wild Turkey. Individually Bift-boxed. *Available where lega 



Bishops’ Debate 
To the Editors: 

The letter from the Roman Catholic 
bishops on the use of nuclear armaments 
is far more than a theological discussion 
[Nov. 29]. The bishops are making a val- 
iant attempt to prevent the destruction of 
the human race. 

J. Meredith Smith 
West Palm Beach, Fla. 

As a Catholic priest I am encouraged 
to see that some in the American church 
are willing to tackle the most important 
moral issue in history. The bishops are 
well aware that they are leaving them- 

| selves open to charges of meddling in af- 
fairs beyond their competence. But it is 
better to interfere than to ignore the issue 
and leave it in the hands of those who deal 
only in political realities. 

(The Rev.) Thomas P. Kneebis 
Binghamton, N.Y. 

Though a Lutheran seminarian, I ap- 
plaud the Catholic bishops for challeng- 
ing U.S. nuclear policy. It is time that reli- 
gion and ethics were brought back into 
public discourse. 

Richard L. Swenson 
St. Paul 

God save us Catholics from our bish- 
ops. Under their “nuclear theology” the 
US. would still be fighting the Japanese. 

Aniello J. Confessore 
Huntington, N.Y. 

Just as war is too serious a subject to 
leave to generals, certainly deterrence of 
war is too important to leave to the clergy. 

H. Thomas Fincher 
Lieutenant Colonel, U.S.A. 

Newport, R.1. 

The Catholic bishops have as much 
right as anyone to speak out on issues of 
nuclear arms. They can also expect to be 
listened to about as much as anybody else. 

Mary Schwappach 
Camp Springs, Md. 

Letters ol 
Man of the Year 

The clear choice is the peace activist 
who is responsible for the phenomenal 
growth of the grass-roots movement for 
nuclear disarmament. 

Carol L. Addison 
Sioux Falls, S. Dak. 

Pope John Paul II. 
Mary Bukay 

Wilmington, Del. 

Philip Habib, an envoy for all seasons. 
Saleem K. Boghdan 

North Plainfield, N.J. 

Yasser Arafat, commander of the he- 
roes who defended Beirut. 

George Khoury 
Riyadh 

The half a million civilians who 
stayed in Beirut. 

Kamal Yacoub 
Coral Gables, Fla. 

Lenny Skutnik, who rescued a woman 
from the icy water in the Washington, 
D.C.. air disaster. 

Freda McGee 
Mount Pulaski, Ill. 

“The Man in the Water,” who gave 
his life so that others could be rescued be- 
fore him. 

Paul DeVincenzo 
Savannah, Ga. 

Phyllis Schlafly. 
Don Dussias 

Buffalo 

Ed Garvey, who gave us the cold- 
turkey treatment for football addiction. 

Walter T. Sokolski 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Saving Social Security 
After reading your story “Wrestling 

with Social Security” [Nov. 22], I have de- 
cided that somebody besides the young © 
should support Social Security. No one 
guarantees that my income will keep up 
with inflation. I am taxed so much now 
that I am not able to save for my retire- 
ment. It is my generation that just might 
be reduced to eating cat food. 

Cheryl Dillon 
Stockton, Ill. 

Perhaps it is time to tax churches, 
synagogues and other religious institu- 
tions. The money collected from these 
sources should be earmarked for Social 
Security. What better way to serve God? 

Margaret Z. Schwartz 
Los Angeles 

I am ashamed of my fellow retirees 
who assume that retirement from remu- | 
nerative labor also means retiring from the 

obligations of citizenship. Social Security 
benefits should be taxed as income, partic- 
ularly the portion that is paid by employ- 
ers. The graduated income tax, with dou- 
ble exemptions, protects those who are 
poor from hardship or impoverishment. 

Richard E. Haswell 
Springfield, Mo. 

Organ Ethics 
The scarcity of organs for transplant- 

ing raises ethical questions, but not the 
ones covered in your article “Which Life 
Should Be Saved?” [Nov. 22]. The issue is: 
Do people have the right to decide what to 
do with their own organs? The American 
Medical Association can lay down guide- 
lines for transplants, but this does not ne- 
gate the donor's privilege to choose who 
will receive his organs. 

Rena Epstein 
David Henderson 

Arlington, Va. 

The most difficult ethical question 
facing medicine today is: Are the donors 
really dead? As a neurosurgeon, I speak 
for the speechless, the so-called brain 
dead. When I must make the decision to 
terminate life support for my patient 
so that another may live, I feel un- 
clean. I decry the dehumanization of our 
profession today. We are being asked to 
place the welfare of the next patient on a 
recipient list above the best interests of 
our own patient. The criteria for brain 
death can be too loosely applied these 
days, especially if there is a publicity 
campaign for the transplant of a vital or- 
gan, such as a pediatric organ. 

Richard G. Nilges, M.D. 
Chicago 

I lost an 18-month-old boy in a 
drowning accident. If someone in that 
emergency room had only mentioned it, I 
would have jumped at the chance to do- 
nate an organ from my child. 

Lynn Scaduto 
Miami 

Lear’s Hopes 
Your story on the Lear Fan turboprop 

plane, “Saga in Epoxy” [Nov. 15], was well 
researched and accurate. However, Bob 
Burch’s expectation that the Lear Fan will 
be certified by the Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration in the “summer of 1983” is 
based on unfounded optimism and lack of 
experience. If Burch’s group is willing to 
put in an extra $200 million on top of the 
$90 million it has already invested, it 
might obtain certification by 1985. 

What has been said about my mother, 
however, is not correct; she did the best 
she could when she was running the com- 
pany, particularly since she was sur- 
rounded by incompetence and greed. 

John Lear 
Cairo 
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Letters 
In spite of your unfactual article, the | 

Lear Fan will become not only a techno- 
logical marvel but a commercial one as 
well—thanks to the foresight of my fa- 
ther, the dedication of my stepmother 

Moya, and especially the 275 buyers who 
have provided a backlog of orders totaling 

$350 million for what you have mistaken- 
ly called a “commercial misfit.” 

William P. Lear Jr. 
Los Altos Hills, Calif. 

Your report on the Lear Fan plane 
does a disservice to a great lady. Moya 
Lear's courage, determination and forti- 
tude made the Lear Fan a reality. In the 
middle of things she is, confused she ain’t 

Arthur M. Godfrey 
New York City 

Wrong Note 
In response | Nov. 22] to your story on 

the Wurlitzer Co.’s fight to survive [Oct 
11], Sandra Rosen says that 
manufacturer has maintained the consis- 
tent high quality of Wurlitzer.” Obviously, 
Reader Rosen has not had to service these 
products. If she had, she would have been 
playing a different tune 

Kenneth S. Wagner 

North Braddock, Pa 

Dam Production 
Brazil and Paraguay should be con- 

gratulated for building the largest hydro- 
electric dam in the world [Nov. 15]. But if 
the dam produces power equivalent to 
only a “600,000-bbl.-a-year oil well,” it is 
not a very good investment. You obvious- 
ly mean 600,000 bbl. a day 

Robert T. Durbrow 
Carmichael, Calif. 

Ring Death 
Re the tragic death of Korean Boxer 

Kim Duk Koo [Nov. 29]: Let’s not pointa 

finger at boxing. Perhaps more than any 
other sport, boxing is a microcosm of life in 

which the lessons of victory and defeat are 
taught in brutal fashion. Casualties are 
bound to occur, just as in other professions 
where pressures can lead to ulcers, alco- 

holism and suicide. Boxing is one more ex- 
ample of humans striving for a dream 

Bob Hutcheson 

1982 Dayton Golden Gloves Boxer 
Xenia, Ohio 

Few boxers hail from affluent fam- 
ilies. Often these men have but two op- 
tions: fighting or crime. When this is your 

choice, boxing takes on a new light 
Steve Kuplinski 

Seneca Falls, N.Y 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed 

to TIME, Time & Life Building. Rockefeller Center 
New York, N.Y. 10020, and should lude the writ- 

er’s full name, address and | me. Letters 

may be edited for purposes ¢ 
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Dense Pack Gets Blasted 
In a rebuke to Reagan, the House says no to the complex MX basing system 

he House is Washington's home 

for hawks. What the Pentagon 
wants, the House normally gives 
it—and sometimes more. But last 

week, by a surprisingly decisive margin of 
69 votes, the House refused to give Ronald 

Reagan something the President had in- 

sisted, with all the persuasive flourishes of 

his best prime-time TV oratory, that 

America urgently needs to counter the So- 

viet Union’s threatening nuclear arsenal 
money to begin production of the 96-ton 
MX missile with its ten-warhead punch 

The stunning rejection of a Presi- 
dent’s wishes on a major national security 
issue drew an uncharacteristically bitter 
reaction from Reagan. “I had hoped that 
most of the members in the House had 
awakened to the threat facing the United 

States,” he said. “That hope was appar- 

ently unfounded. A majority chose to go 
sleepwalking into the future 

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinber- 

ger warned the Senate Armed Services 

Committee that if the Senate too blocks 

MX production funds, the U.S. would be 
“telling the world we are disarming uni- 

laterally.” Edward Rowny, the chief U.S 

negotiator in the Strategic Arms Reduc- 
tion Talks with the Soviet Union in Gene- 
va, predicted that without the MX, the 
US. will find it “extremely difficult” to 

achieve a START agreement. Secretary of 
State George Shultz, attending NATO and 

12 

trade meetings in Brussels, struggled to 

convince the allies that resistance to the 

MX in the US. is not quite the same as 

resistance in some Western European 
nations to positioning nuclear-tipped 

Pershing II and cruise missiles on their 
soil as scheduled for next year. “We have 
1,000 long-range land-based Minutemen 

throughout the West,” Shultz emphasized 

Joseph Addabbo helps shoot it down 

The briefings were like a lead balloon 

The MX, he said, is just “a modernization 

of that system.” 

The Administration stumbled on the 
MX missile’s most glaring weakness: after 
more than eight years of study, the expen- 
diture of $4.5 billion on the missile and 

consideration of some 30 options, the Pen- 
tagon still lacks a politically acceptable 
and scientifically credible basing mode 
for its sophisticated bird. Reagan, Wein- 

berger and a flurry of military papers and 
briefings had all failed in the rush to sell 
Dense Pack, the basing plan that would 
plant 100 of the 71-ft.-tall missiles in a 21- 
sq.-mi. strip of Wyoming, 14 miles long by 

1.5 miles wide. Proponents argued that 
because the missiles would be clustered so 
closely, incoming Soviet rockets theoreti 
cally would destroy one another, and 

superhardened silos would protect most of 

the MX missiles from destruction. The 
survivors would then rise to retaliate, 
knocking out any Soviet intercontinental | 
missiles still in their silos 

Technically, the House did not vote | 
on Dense Pack. It only eliminated $988 | 
million sought by the Administration to 
produce the first five of the 226 MX mis- 
Siles it wants to acquire in a program that 

would cost at least $30 billion. In fact, the 
House readily approved spending $2.5 | 
billion for continued research and devel- 
opment of the MX and its basing system, 

presumably something other than Dense 



Pack. The House did not reject Reagan's 
basic argument that the 1,000 Minutemen 
are vulnerable to a first strike from im- 
proved Soviet ICBMs and that the MX is 
needed, in some form, to counter that 
threat. But in effect the House was saying 
no to Dense Pack when it killed the pro- 
duction funds. 

New York’s Democratic Congress- 
man Joseph Addabbo, 57, an obscure and 
almost shy eleven-term Representative 
from Queens, led the fight against MX 
production. He had heard Air Force offi- 
cers briefing House members on Dense 
Pack. “That went over like a lead bal- 
loon,” he recalled later. “The more they 
tried to explain Dense Pack, the less the 
members knew.” Addabbo had also heard 
that not even the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
were wholly behind Dense Pack. 

On the day of the vote, Reagan sum- 
moned 76 Congressmen to the White 
House for a sales pitch from himself, Vice 
President George Bush and Weinberger. 
The President warned against turning the 
imminent Dec. 7 vote into another Pearl 
Harbor. Still, his enthusiasm for Dense 
Pack was far from contagious. He called it 
“the option with the least warts.” Wein- 
berger worked the telephones hard, press- 
ing Congressmen to support all of the MX 
funding. He called one Representative 
three times, finally getting an impatient 
reply: “I'm a no vote. If I change my 
mind, I'll call you.” 

n Capitol Hil, Addabbo got 
strong help in rounding up anti- 
production votes from Washing- 
ton Democrat Norman Dicks. 

Several Republicans who did not want to 
be lobbied by Reagan told Dicks, “I’m 
probably going to vote with you, but don’t 
tell the White House.” Despite the heat, 
Mississippi Republican Trent Lott, work- 
ing with Minority Leader Robert Michel 
of Illinois to support Reagan’s position, 
concluded that the President would lose. 
He gave White House aides the news so 
that Reagan could withdraw from an all- 
out fight, perhaps by agreeing to reconsid- 
er the basing mode, and avoid a repudia- 
tion. Reagan refused. 

During the debate, anti-Dense Pack 
Congressmen had a field day ridicul- 
ing the unproven “fratricide” and silo- 
hardening theories. “Pearl Harbor was 
the original Dense Pack,” said California 
Democrat John Burton, reversing Rea- 
gan’s argument. Iowa Republican James 
Leach called the attempts to harden silos 
beyond anything ever achieved “a public 
works project for the cement industry.” 

The President's men insisted that the 
issue was not Dense Pack but “modern- 
ization” of the land leg of the nation’s nu- 
clear triad. At the least, they argued, MX 
production should proceed as a bargain- 
ing chip in the START talks. But even Ala- 
bama Republican Jack Edwards, who di- 
rected pro-MX forces, conceded that the 
missile “is too expensive to use simply as a 
chip.” The strongest argument for Rea- 
gan’s position was offered by Michel, who 

| Sought to sow doubts about the ability of 

Congressmen to assess such technical 
matters. “In every age there are always 
well-meaning patriotic people who say we 
can defend freedom and peace just as well 
if we cut this or that weapons system,” he 
said. Then he paused and asked, “But sup- 
pose they are wrong?” 

In the end, it was a mere one-minute 
speech that had the greatest impact. 
Florida Democrat Charles Bennett, 72, a 
remarkably diligent legislator (he has not 
missed one of the 9,406 roll calls in the 
House since June 1951) with a reputa- 
tion as a champion of defense spending, 
rose as the second-ranking member of the 
House Armed Services Committee. Said 
Bennett: “There is too much money at 
stake to spend it on such an incredible 
type of defense as Dense Pack. I believe 
it will be useless by the time it is in 
place.” 

The roll call was anticlimactic. The 
packed galleries rang with cheers when 
Speaker Tip O'Neill announced the re- 
sults: 245 to 176 in favor of deleting the 

$988 million for MX production. Fifty 
Republicans had opposed Reagan. Only 
38 Democrats had taken his side. 

The next day, however, the House 
promptly rebuffed any interpretation that 
it was opposed to the general thrust of 
the President’s record arms buildup. It 
shouted down attempts to eliminate $3.9 
billion for production of the B-1 strategic 
bomber and $3.5 billion for one of two 
new nuclear-powered aircraft carriers. It 
passed the $231 billion defense appropria- 
tions bill for fiscal 1983, $48 billion more 
than this year’s military outlays, but $18 
billion less than Reagan wanted. 

As the MX production battle moved 
to the Senate, Weinberger and Joint 
Chiefs Chairman John W. Vessey Jr. ran 
into a cold reception from the Senate 
Armed Services Committee. Most of the 
Senators reaffirmed their support of the 
MX but badgered the Pentagon witnesses 
about all of the zigzags on basing the mis- 
sile. Scolded Washington Democrat Hen- 
ry Jackson: “The public’s got the idea that 
this is a boondoggle, a Rube Goldberg.” 

Georgia Democrat Sam Nunn, one of the 
Senate’s most influential defense experts, 
warned: “I don’t think you realize the 
trouble the MX basing model is in now.” 

Then Nunn drew a remarkable ad- 
mission from General Vessey. He asked 
whether the Joint Chiefs all supported 
Dense Pack. With a rueful half-smile, 
Vessey conceded that three of the five did 
not. That confirmed the rumor circulating 
in the House. Vessey, an Army general, 
later clearly implied that only he and Air 
Force Chief of Staff Charles A. Gabriel 
had favored going ahead with Dense 
Pack. Opposed to Dense Pack until there 
is greater technical evidence of its ability 
to survive a Soviet first strike were Army 
Chief of Staff Edward C. Meyer, Chief of 
Naval Operations James D. Watkins and 
Marine Commandant Robert H. Barrow. 

At week’s end Reagan finally bowed 
to congressional realities. He announced 
that he was willing to delay indefinitely 
any final decision on how to deploy the 
MX. Meanwhile, he argued, the Senate 

should approve production funds for the 
MX, and the House should reconsider its 
rejection of those funds so that no time is 
lost in the missile’s possible deployment. 
Said he: “I welcome a vigorous debate on 
the best way to base the missile.” 

The Dense Pack fiasco astonished 
congressional observers. The big question: 
How could anyone high in the White 
House have expected to conceal such a 
significant split among the Joint Chiefs 
from key defense legislators, who are of- 
ten social as well as professional asso- 
ciates of the top generals? 

Dense Pack was, in fact, mainly a cre- 
ation of National Security Council Con- 
sultant Thomas Reed, a former Secretary 
of the Air Force, and National Security 
Adviser William Clark, who has no mili- 
tary expertise. Under a Dec. | deadline to 
come up with a basing system, the Presi- 
dent rushed to oversell a plan whose flaws 
probably foredoomed it. That was push- 
ing even Reagan’s prowess as a communi- 
cator much too far. — By Ed Magnuson. 
Reported by Neil MacNeil/Washington 
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More a Ladle Than a Knife 
Weinberger’s performance at the Pentagon earns poor reviews 

t was the quintessential performance by 
a supremely confident yet self-effacing 

man, ever gracious in manner, polite in 
speech, but implacably stubborn. As Sena- 
tor after Senator fired questions at him, 
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger 
coolly presented the Administration's case 
for the MX missile before the Armed Ser- 
vices Committee last week. Never once 
did Weinberger lose his temper or raise his 
voice. And no matter how heated the in- 
terrogation, Weinberger did not budge a 
millimeter from his position. “Once his 
mind is made up, he is impossible to 
bend,” says a close associate at the 
Pentagon. “He is a gentle man with a 
rod of iron in his back.” 

Over the past two years, that 
gentle man with the iron spine has 
emerged, debatably, as the most in- 
fluential member of the Reagan 
Cabinet. By dint of their position, he 
and Secretary of State George Shultz 
are the most powerful men in the 
Administration, but Weinberger en- 
joys a longstanding relationship with 
the President that Shultz can never 
match. As the man responsible for 
translating the defense imperatives 
of Ronald Reagan into dollars and 
cents, he is requesting the biggest 
peacetime military buildup in US. 
history, one that will cost $1.6 trillion 
over the next five years. Yet criti- 
cism is growing that Weinberger, by 
pushing so fervently to carry out 
Reagan’s mandate to “rearm Ameri- 
ca,” has been creating opposition in 
a frustrated Congress, which must ei- 
ther cut defense costs, slash social 
services or raise taxes to reduce the 
projected deficit of at least $150 bil- 
lion in fiscal 1983. By serving Rea- 
gan too well, Weinberger may be 
serving him unwisely. 

Despite the poor reviews, Wein- 
berger retains the absolute confidence 
and trust of Ronald Reagan. The pair 

Shortly after his victory in 1980, when 
Reagan was mulling over appointments, 
he boasted that Weinberger could fill any 
Cabinet post. The Defense Secretary, for 
his part, is an extremely loyal team player 
who is fond of pointing out that Reagan 
is the “most underrated world leader of our 
time,” and often compares his boss to 
Winston Churchill. 

Weinberger and Reagan get along so 
well in large part because the two men 
share the same world view: the Soviet 
Union can only be prevented from domi- 

DAVID LEVINE © 1982 THE NEW YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS relay his messages to the Oval Office 

at all: during a crucial budget session 
in September 1981, when many White 
House aides were urging Reagan to cut de- 
fense funds, Weinberger simply presented 
charts illustrating the various proposed 
budgets. The one with Weinberger’s num- 
bers was labeled REAGAN BUDGET, and 
showed a figure of a brawny soldier hoist- 
ing an automatic weapon. The alternative 
was called OMB BUDGET, and pictured a 
puny man with a smail rifle. 

Weinberger and “the Governor,” as he 

still calls Reagan, talk on the phone almost 
daily, and he usually briefs the President in 
person twice a week. Though the Defense 
Secretary can have Reagan’s ear any time 
he wants it, he does not exploit his access. 
He is extremely businesslike in his deal- 
ings with the White House and will usually 

through established channels. Yet 
when dealing with White House staff- 
ers, Weinberger often wears them 
down by restating his position relent- 
lessly. Ina remarkable demonstration 
of faith in his standing with the Presi- 
dent, Weinberger did not even bother 
to attend many of the key budget 
meetings held between Election Day 
and Thanksgiving this year. 

With such strong backing from 
Reagan, Weinberger has occasionally 
been emboldened to step into the for- 
eign policy arena and make public 
pronouncements ofa type that should 
be coming from the State Depart- 
ment, or should not be said out loud at 
all. On a tour of the Middle East last 
February, for example, Weinberger 
suggested that Jordan should receive 
an antiaircraft missile system from 
the US., forcing Reagan to write a 
soothing letter to Israeli Prime Minis- 
ter Menachem Begin. On the other 
hand, Weinberger has scant interest 
in mastering the complexities of arms 
control negotiations. He has no back- 
ground or expertise in the field, and so 
relies on his aides to do his thinking 
for him. 

As Pentagon chief, Weinberger 
has been a disappointment to many 
people both in the Administration 

first got acquainted in 1966, when 
Reagan was running for Governor in Cali- 
fornia and Weinberger, a Harvard-trained 
lawyer living in San Francisco, was serving 
as state G.O.P. chairman. In 1968, Gover- 
nor Reagan tapped Weinberger to be his 
state finance director. “My personal Dis- 
raeli,” Reagan has called his aide. Wein- 
berger left Sacramento less than two years 
later to join the Nixon Administration, 
where his budget-paring skills as Director 
of the Office of Management and Budget 
earned him the nickname “Cap the 
Knife.” The two men, who have become 
warm personal friends over the years, mir- 
ror each other’s qualities: a mellow Cali- 
fornia poise combined with a wide streak 
of stubbornness. The blend gives each man 
his air of serenity and self-assurance. 

nating the West by a rapid buildup in the 
military might of the U.S. In the White 
House, Weinberger is opposed by Chief of 
Staff James Baker and David Stockman, 
Director of the Office of Management and 
Budget, who feel that the defense buildup 
should be eased somewhat to curb the defi- 
cit. But Weinberger can carry the day sin- 
glehanded with the President by raising 
the specter of the Soviet threat. Says a top 
White House aide: “The President simply 
trusts Cap as a budgeteer more than he 
trusts Stockman as a budgeteer.” 

Weinberger, moreover, skillfully pre- 
sents his arguments in ways most likely to 
catch the President's attention and ap- 
proval. On at least one occasion, the De- 
fense Secretary did not really need words 

and on Capitol Hill. No one questions 
his appetite for work: he generally 

rises at 5:30 a.m., jogs for 15 minutes, is at 
his desk by 7:30 and stays for the next 
twelve hours or so before packing his brief- 
case with papers to pore over at home. For 
relaxation, he spends an occasional night 
out at the National Symphony and 
squeezes in a weekend trip now and then to 
his vacation home on Mount Desert Island 
in Maine. But some Reagan aides and 
G.O.P. Senators had hoped that he would 
live up to his knife-wielding reputation 
and, while rebuilding the nation’s defense 
as Reagan wishes, still find savings in the 
Pentagon that would cut the budget deficit. 
Instead, Weinberger gave too much con- 
trol of the budget to the individual services, 
then tended to accept all the major weap- 
ons on the Pentagon’s “wish list.” Says 
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Democratic Representative Albert Gore 
Jr., who helped lead the assault on the MX: 
“He’s lostall credibility. Instead of Cap the 
Knife, he’s Cap the Ladle.” 

In addition, Weinberger is criticized 
for failing to come up with an overall, co- 
herent defense strategy that would at least 
justify the staggering costs. Without a na- 
tional strategy, Weinberger cannot know 
if, say, the Navy will need 600 ships by 
1990 or if the Air Force is asking for the 
right mix of expensive F-15s and cheaper 
F-16s. Even a hard-liner like Melvin 
Laird, who served as Secretary of Defense 
for Richard Nixon, questions the sense be- 
hind the vast sums. “The Navy is going 
wild by making all these commitments on 
ships,” Laird says. “It hasn’t been proved 
to me that you need a Navy that large. I 
don’t think we can afford it.” 

Beyond these complaints, however, 
there is the larger criticism that Weinber- 
ger remains an amateur in defense mat- 
ters. A poor administrator who does not 
run the Pentagon on a day-to-day basis, he 
relies on others, most notably Deputy Sec- 
retary Frank Carlucci, to plan, budget and 
analyze. Weinberger, unlike some of his 
predecessors, such as Robert McNamara 
and Harold Brown, does not immerse him- 
self in the details of his job, and thus 
he is not as knowledgeable about his de- 
partment’s programs as he should be. The 
result: he is much more likely to okay the 
recommendations handed him. 

erhaps the most ‘damning charge 
leveled at Weinberger is that, amid 

all his dire warnings of Soviet intentions 
and strength, he has lost public support 
for the defense buildup that he so fervent- 
ly pushes, as reflected in last month’s 
election. “By being so insistent and un- 
willing to compromise, he has hurt the 
consensus for the defense budget,” says 
an Administration official. “He’s a great 
disappointment.” 

Weinberger denies, stubbornly, that 
he is being needlessly stubborn about the 
budget. “I am not contumaciously glued 
to any particular number,” he says. “But I 
do feel that the programs we have now 
are essential, and if we do not get them 
we are sending bad signals around the 
world.” Weinberger, moreover, points out 
that even if critics get their way and the 
Pentagon budget is cut by $5 billion to 
$10 billion, the slash will hardly make a 
sliver’s worth of difference in a projected 
deficit of $150 billion. The Defense Secre- 
tary has grown so protective of his budget 
domain that he adamantly refuses to heed 
requests from Congress to suggest par- 
ings. “I don’t want to participate in a pro- 
cess of that kind,” Weinberger says flatly. 
“I don’t have cuts to propose.” 

But with last week’s defeat for the MX 
in the House, Weinberger has perhaps be- 
gun toshowa willingness tocompromise in 
order to save the missile altogether. Said a 
Government official: “Maybe the cold 
gray dawn of reality is finally coming to the 
Defense Department.” —#Sy James Kelly. 
Reported by Douglas Brew and Bruce W. Nelan/ 
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State's Burt 

Jesse Plays the Front Man 

Senate's Helms ACDA's Grey 

White House opposition dooms an arms-control nomination 

orth Carolina’s Republican Senator 
Jesse Helms, a gadfly of the right, 

thought he had finally won a congressio- 
nal victory last week. Thwarted in every 
attempt on the Hill to advance his “social 
issues” agenda—banning abortion, rein- 
stating prayer in public schools, ending 
the busing of students to desegregate 
schools—into real legislation, he has ap- 
pointed himself as a special Senate watch- 
dog on presidential nominations, one who 
is ever on the alert for signs of ideological 
deviation. Early in the Reagan Adminis- 
tration, Helms was able to delay confir- 
mation of a few State Department offi- 
cials whom he considered squishy-soft on 
Communism. But once the White House 

rolled right over the Senator’s opposition. 
“Helms is considered a paper tiger on the 
Hill,” scoffs one Administration official. 

He may still be, but last week he was 
celebrating an unofficial White House de- 
cision to back away from support for Rob- 
ert Grey, a career State Department offi- 
cial who had been nominated by Reagan 
as Deputy Director of the U.S. Arms Con- 
trol and Disarmament Agency. It was 
Grey’s longtime association with Eugene 
Rostow, who heads the agency, and his 
brief service as an administrative assis- 
tant to California’s liberal Democratic 
Senator Alan Cranston that inspired 
Helms to threaten the Senate leadership 
with a ten-hour filibuster to block confir- 
mation. In Helms’ view, even the hawkish 
President was not selecting tried and true 
conservatives to the arms negotiating 
posts. In a sudden twist, the White House 
gave up the fight and is expected to with- 
draw Grey's name 

Helms’ triumph was something of an 
illusion. He had considerable help from 
Senate Republican leaders, who were edgy 
at the thought of a Helms filibuster. In ad- 
dition, Republican Senators Malcolm 
Wallop and Orrin Hatch were going after 
the nomination of Richard Burt, whose 
appointment as Assistant Secretary of 
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| and Helms claim that in 1979 Burt, then a 

| ington, revealed classified information in 
| his paper. For that, Hatch and Helms con- 

State for European Affairs has been pend- 
ing for nearly four months. Both Hatch 

New York Times correspondent in Wash- 

tend Burt should be disqualified from a 
sensitive post at State. Asa result, the Sen- 
ate leadership set the nomination aside. 

Helms, indeed, was cleverly used by 
White House aides, who have been un- 
happy with Rostow’s performance as 
ACDA head. They sought to put him in 
his place by dumping Grey, even if that 
should prompt Rostow’s resignation. 
“Rostow drives the West Wing up a wall,” 

| says one Administration official, claiming 
pushed a bit, Reagan and the Senate | 

presidential aides had foreseen. 

he intrudes into policy issues that do not 
involve his office and once even sent a 
written critique to the President about the 
Administration’s Middle East policy. 
Rostow, who was recuperating from a hip 
operation in Connecticut, telephoned Na- 
tional Security Adviser William Clark to 
complain about Grey’s fate. But he did 
not seem angry enough to quit. 

If he did, Paul Nitze, whom presiden- 
tial aides praise as an effective negotiator 
at the intermediate-range nuclear forces 
talks with the Soviet Union in Geneva, 
could become angry enough to follow his 
boss out the door. The White House 
would not welcome that development. 
Meanwhile, Burt’s nomination is expect- 
ed to be reintroduced in the Senate in Jan- 
uary, mainly at the insistence of Secretary 
of State George Shultz 

Helms paid a price, even for his imag- 
ined glory. A third nomination, that of 
Richard McCormack as Assistant Secre- 
tary of State for Economic and Business | 
Affairs, was also withdrawn from Senate 
consideration last week. McCormack was 
a Helms protégé. He was passed over 
when Democratic Liberals Edward Ken- 
nedy and Joseph Biden, angry over what 
Helms had done to Grey, threatened their 
own filibuster retaliation—precisely as 
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How to Be Santa Claus 
Congress rushes to pass jobs bills, however flawed 

ith 12 million or more Americans 
likely to be still unemployed at 

Christmas, a legislator who fails to vote 
for something or other that can be labeled 
a “jobs bill” is casting himself as Ebenezer 
Scrooge. Or so believe many Representa- 
tives and Senators who are scrambling to 
push supposed job-creating measures 
through the lameduck session of Congress 
that is scheduled to end this week, while 
simultaneously growling to themselves 

| the equivalent of “bah, humbug!” A star- 
tling number confess to the deepest skep- 
ticism that any of the bills would actually 
create a significant number of jobs any 
time soon. 

For the moment, however, such 
doubts are being publicly brushed aside. 
The tone of the session was set last week 
by House Speaker Tip O'Neill, who is 
making a remarkable comeback. O'Neill 
was so badly outmaneuvered by President 
Ronald Reagan in 1981 that Republicans 
openly laughed at him on the floor of the 
House, and not a few Democrats snick- 
ered behind his back. But the recession 
and the midterm election that trans- 
formed the nominal Democratic House 
majority into a real one have made his lib- 
eralism seem more relevant. O'Neill last 
week told some 240 House Democrats 
who had just unanimously nominated him 
for a fourth term as Speaker: “After two 
years of playing defense, we are going on 
the offense for jobs, jobs and more jobs.” 

With that as their keynote, legislators 
are steering toward votes four measures 
ranging from the probably worthwhile to 
the potentially disastrous. Ranked by 

O'Neill giving pep talk to Democrats 

The equivalent of “bah, humbug!” 

their chances of becoming law, they are: 
1) A bill to raise the federal gas- 

oline tax S¢ per gal. effective April 1 and 
use the estimated $5.5 billion a year in 
new revenues to repair highways, bridges 
and mass-transit systems. It passed the 
House last week by a resounding 262 to 
143, but hit an unexpected snag in the 

| Senate when three of that chamber’s con- 
trolling Republicans began a filibuster. 
Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker 
predicts the bill will pass, but the measure 

Give Wheat to Farmers? 
t sounds like a rural version of the coals-to-Newcastle bit: 
giving farmers wheat, corn, rice and cotton. In fact, the 

payment-in-kind (PIK) plan unveiled last week by Agricul- 
ture Secretary John Block is an intriguing idea that just 
might reduce bulging Government stockpiles and prop up 
depressed farm income. 

The Government already requires farmers to take 15% 
to 20% of their land out of production to qualify for price 
supports. Under the PIK plan, farmers would idle an addi- 
tional 10% to 30% of their land and receive crops that are 
now being held in Government storage. They could then sell 
the crops for whatever price they could get. 

These sales might further depress already low farm 
prices, but Block thinks the effect would be minor. The rea- 
son: if a farmer let land lie fallow on which he could grow, 
say, ten bushels of wheat, the Government would give him 
only eight bushels (though exact ratios are not settled). Thus 
the total reaching the market would be reduced. Farm in- 
come would be bolstered because farmers could sell crops 
without the expense of growing them. 

SSS es EE ee esr SR Ee 

| “light public works”: 

In some cases, a farmer could in effect sell the same crop 
twice. He could grow wheat on land he kept in production, 
sell it to the Government at the support price, get it back in 
payment for the acreage he had idled—perhaps before the 
wheat had left his farm—and resell it on the open market. 

All of this would enable the Government to begin to 
shrink its monstrous stockpiles, which now amount to a full 
year’s domestic consumption of some grains, and, by Block’s 
perhaps overly optimistic estimate, could save as much as $5 
billion between now and fiscal 1985 in price-support pay- 
ments and storage fees, which totaled $12 billion in the past 
fiscal year. Block also believes the plan would have a negligi- 
ble effect on retail food prices. 

Farm organizations, though waiting for more details, 
seem willing to consider the plan. Among some two dozen 
ideas for reducing stockpiles that Block reportedly discussed 
with farm lobbyists, the lobbyists chose PIK as the most 
promising. Block can probably start the plan without con- 
gressional approval, but he is asking the legislators for au- 
thority to freeze “target” (support) prices at their 1983 levels 
for the next two years. He is unlikely to get that authority 
from the current lameduck session and is uncertain whether 
he should start PIK without it. 

may have to be watered down to make it 
more acceptable to truckers. 

The bill is supposed to create 320,000 
jobs. Few in Congress think it will, at least 
in time to be of any immediate help to vic- 

.| tims of the recession. Dick Cheney of Wy- 
oming, chairman of the House Republi- 

=| can Policy Committee, complains that the 
gas tax will take money out of the econo- 

my immediately, but highway projects, 
which are notoriously slow to start, will 
put people to work only gradually. Says 
Barber Conable, ranking Republican on 
the House Ways and Means Committee: 
“There’s no way to get the money out 
quickly, short of shoveling it out of an air- 
plane.” Even some aides to O'Neill pri- 
vately agree. Concedes one: “The money 
will be slow.” | 

Wharton Econometric Forecasting 
Associates calculates that the bill might 
create a mere 40,000 jobs by the end of 
1984, at the price ofa 1.4% increase in the 
inflation rate by mid-1983. Why vote for 
it? For one thing, highway and bridge re- 
pairs are urgently needed, and they can be 
financed by the gas tax without swelling 
deficits. For another, even a slight gas tax 
raise will lead to some fuel conservation 
But the real motive is pinpointed with 
rare candor by Democratic Senator Paul 
Tsongas of Massachusetts: “We're only 
doing this because we're desperate” to 
pass something that Congress and the 
White House can back as a jobs bill 

2) A bill proposed by O'Neill last Fri- 
day to spend an additional $5.4 billion on 

painting govern- 
ment buildings, weatherizing poor peo- 
ple’s homes, filling potholes. The Speak- 
er’s aides insist that the money can be 
pumped out within 90 to 120 days, Many 
Congressmen doubt that it can, or that the | 
bill will create the targeted 300,000 jobs in | 
any case. But, says California Democrat 

————— 
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Leon Panetta, “based on symbolism 

alone, it will pass.” 
Or at least it will pass the House as an 

amendment to a “continuing resolution” 
providing funding for most of the Govern- 
ment. The Republican Senate is expected 
to defeat the bill this week, but the ensu- 
ing Senate-House conference may com- 
promise by approving half the money, or 
$2.5 billion. Reagan, who sternly opposes 
“make-work” projects, is likely to veto the 
measure, thus stopping all Government 
funding and forcing Congress back into 
session Christmas week either to override 
his veto or to pass a stopgap spending bill 
without the public works money. 

3) An omnibus bill drafted by Senate 
Democrats to combine the highway and 
public works programs and finance them 
not by raising the gasoline tax but by re- 
ducing the income tax cuts scheduled to go 
into effect July 1. This $17.9 billion plan 
will be offered as a substitute for the House 
Democrats’ highway-gas tax program, 
and will be defeated, as its sponsors know 
perfectly well. Their aim is to tell constitu- 
ents that they voted to create 650,000 jobs, 
a grossly inflated estimate. 

4) A bill to require more “domestic 
content” in foreign cars sold in the U.S., as 
much as 90% American parts and labor in 

| models recording 900,000 or more USS. 
sales a year. The scheme could raise prices 
as much as $3,000 a car on makes such as 
Datsun and Toyota, and probably ignite a 
trade war that would wipe out many more 
jobs in American export industries than it 
would save in U.S. auto factories. The bill 
will probably pass the House but will be de- 
servedly ignored in the Senate. 

hile Congress rushed to play Santa 
Claus, the Reagan Administration 

rehearsed for a very different role in the 
| struggles over the fiscal 1984 budget that 
begin next month. Officials leaked a pro- 
posal to impose income taxes on the med- 
ical-insurance premiums above a certain 
limit that employers pay for their work- 
ers. The plan might raise $4.8 billion from 
23 million taxpayers in 1984 if the tax- 
exempt limit were set at $1,800. Adminis- 
tration budgeteers also discussed ways to 
cut about $5 billion out of Medicare-Med- 
icaid spending. One idea is to substitute 
set fee schedules for the current practice 
of reimbursing doctors and hospitals for 
all “reasonable, customary and prevail- 
ing” charges. Another is to limit Medicaid 
payments for mental health care. 

Besides saving money, the proposals 
aim at curbing medical inflation, which is 
now spurred by a sky’s-the-limit psychol- 
ogy among doctors and patients who rely 
on employers or the Government to pick 
up most of the bills. But these measures 

| are sure to trigger fierce opposition. If 
Reagan actually puts forth these plans, 
he will set off a struggle that will 
make last week's scuffies over jobs bills 
look like the sham battles that several in 
fact were. —By George J. Church. 
| Serted by Evan Thomas/Washington 
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The Presidency /Hugh Sidey 

Looking for Ideas That Work 
patency Apne venga re Hanna Holborn Gray, president of the 

University of Chicago, to George Gilder, the supply-side guru, worked their 
dozens of seminars, breakfast discussions 

cial Security benefits for high-income elderly to junking Ronald Reagan 
Federalism because it runs, says Stanford Historian David M. Kennedy, “against 
the tide of history.” While all this was going on, Reagan was holed up in the 
White House, listening to his assistant Edwin Harper describe the intriguing, if 

Meantime, 
per gal. to repair iigieways Said bekcigan wae meing yogi & Cone 
Reagan threw his weight behind the notion, ha in the Department of Agri- 

culture, of using surplus grain as a payment for 

But that is part of the process. The A.E.1.’s slogan 
for Public Policy Week was “Competition of ideas 
is fundamental to a free society.” 
Within the next few days, Reagan’s economic 

advisers will present to him more than a dozen 
fresh ideas for doctoring the economy. He is sure 
to try a few of the still secret proposals. Indeed, in 
the White House there is the feeling that within 
the next couple of years the time will be right to 
reform health care and Social Security and to 
adopt a flat-rate income tax. There is even some 
muttering against the 20-year-old triad strategic- 
defense structure (bombers, land-based missiles, 
submarines). Reagan aides believe that in the fu- 
ture, high costs and new technology will induce 
the US. to concentrate more on submarines and 

_ to venture into space. 
Drew Lewis: “making progress” Nor is the churning limited to Government. 

Two weeks ago, a small group gathered for dinner 
in the Watergate Hotel to plan a drive to limit each President to one six-year 
term in order to get the politics of re-election out of governing. The group includ- 
ed such political opposites as Lloyd Cutler, who was counsel to Jimmy Carter, 
and William Simon, the conservative Secretary of the Treasury under Nixon and 
Ford. Milton Eisenhower, Ike’s brother, summed up the evening: “The presiden- 
cy is not working.” 

Felix Rohatyn, the Wall Street wizard who helped rescue New York City, is 
gaining advocates for a new Reconstruction Finance Corporation, reminiscent of 
the one that Franklin D. Roosevelt used. Rohatyn’s idea is to rebuild the nation’s 
antiquated private industrial base and public facilities. The problem, says Roha- 
tyn, “is whether the ideas can catch up with the realities before disaster.” 

In fact, Washington has always had plenty of ideas. Building a consensus and 
moving at the right moment is the critical element. Special interests are always 
ready to pounce on the new and novel. The single six-year term for the President is 
opposed almost universally by political science professors who have built careers 

studying the present system and who believe the four-year accountability invigo- 

rates the Government. The firms that make farm machinery and sell seed grain 
are resisting the surplus-grain-payment idea. The reality that new Government 
programs designed to help people may, because of the towering deficits, create 
more economic chaos than they relieve breeds skepticism for every proposal. 

Harry McPherson, one of Lyndon Johnson’s brain trusters, got a call from a 
distraught Congressman the other day. The Congressman pointed out that if the 
entire Federal Government was abolished except for defense, Social Security and 
interest on the debt, we would still be in the hole $40 billion to $50 billion a year. 
The good news is that more people than ever know it—and are thinking about it. 

ee 
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On the Money 
Zia makes a $3.2 billion pitch 

nly a few years ago, relations between 
the U.S. and Pakistan were seriously 

strained. The Carter Administration cut 
off aid to Pakistan in 1978, charging that 
it was using U.S.-supplied plutonium to 
develop a nuclear-weapons capability. A 
year later, rampaging demonstrators in 
Islamabad set fire to the U.S. embassy. 
But when the Soviet Union invaded Af- 
ghanistan, Pakistan’s neighbor and a fel- 
low Muslim country, Washington and Is- 
lamabad quickly rediscovered each other. 
That rediscovery was at the heart last 
week of the warm greeting in Washington 
given by President Reagan to Pakistan’s 
unelected President since 1977, Moham- 
med Zia ul-Haq. With his good looks, set 
off by an invariable charcoal tunic, and 
his ready grin and seemingly reasonable 
attitude, Zia staged an energetic perfor- 

Pakistani President with Reagan at welcoming 

| Acommon foe and a new understanding. 

mance. His intention: to establish a highly 
visible presence for his country and elicit 
from the Reagan Administration a re- 
newed commitment for political and eco- 
nomic aid. 

A former general who seized the pres- 
idency of Pakistan in a 1977 military coup, 
Zia seemed determined last week to erase 
the image of a dictator. He buzzed all over 
Washington in a public appearance- 

packed visit. He gave press conferences, 
consulted with top Administration offi- 
cials and subjected himself to probing 
questions from members of Congress 
about human rights violations and Paki- 
stan’s nuclear program. At the White 
House, President Reagan laid out the red 
carpet for Zia and threw in high military 

| hoopla, including troop reviews and 21- 
gun salutes. 

There was ample reason for the show 
of good will. Geopolitically, Pakistan, a 

GYSISTYH OEIC 

Muslim nation of 84 million, plus 2.8 mil- 
lion Afghan refugees, stands between the 
100,000 Soviet troops that invaded Af- 
ghanistan and the eastern flank of the 
Persian Gulf region. Under U.N. auspic- 
es, it has been negotiating indirectly with 
the Soviet Union to achieve a complete 
Soviet troop withdrawal. Cautiously opti- 
mistic last week, Zia revealed that he had 
detected “a hint of flexibility” during his 
45-minute meeting last month with new 
Soviet Leader Yuri Andropov. 

The state visit also served to paper 
over American suspicions that Zia’s gov- 
ernment is secretly working to develop 
nuclear arms. Zia firmly denied all such 
allegations. The Administration refused 
to press Zia about allegedly widespread 
human rights violations by his martial- 
law regime. Zia also insisted that Paki- 
stan, which is the illicit source of an esti- 
mated 70% of the heroin coming into the 
US., was “doing its best” to reduce drug 
trafficking. While Zia’s explanations 
were not always wholly convincing, the 
timing of his state visit could hardly have 
been better. Aid to Pakistan will be decid- 
ed by Congress before Christmas. In order 
to fulfill its promise of $275 million in mil- 
itary aid next year, as part of a five-year, 
$3.2 billion aid program whose center- 
piece is 40 advanced F-16 fighter-bomb- 
ers, the Administration must persuade the 
lameduck Congress to execute a compli- 
cated set of technical maneuvers. u 

Contras’ Band 
Exile group plays a new tune 

he occasion had an artificially myste- 
rious air about it. Two weeks ago, tele- 

phone calls were placed to journalists 
from New York City to Caracas urging 
them to dial a Miami number for infor- 
mation about an upcoming meeting on 
US. soil of the Fuerza Democratica Ni- 
caragiiense (F.D.N.), a coalition of Nicara- 
guan exile groups that are opposed to the 
leftist Sandinista regime in Managua. 
When leaders of the F.D.N. showed up ata 
Fort Lauderdale resort hotel last week, 
the conclave turned out to be about as 
clandestine as a charity clambake. The 
real purpose of the get-together: to spruce 
up the F.D.N.’s public image in a bid to 
widen its base of support in the U.S. and 
Central America. 

The coalition does indeed suffer from 
a public relations problem: many of its 
contras (counterrevolutionaries) served 
in the unpopular National Guard under 
Somoza, who was overthrown by the San- 
dinistas in 1979. The extent of U.S. in- 
volvement with the F.D.N. remains un- 
clear, but the CIA is known to be arming 
and training the contras so they can stage 
raids into Nicaragua from bases in neigh- 
boring Honduras. These connections, in 
fact, have cost the F.D.N. the potential 
support of other exile leaders, most nota- 
bly Edén Pastora Gomez, a former Sandi- 
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| conference, the F.D.N. received another set- 

—— 

nista leader who now lives in Costa Rica. 
The F.D.N.’s public relations debut 

last week did not go smoothly. The con- 
tras announced a new leadership team in 
a bid to attract other anti-Sandinistas un- 
der a broadened F.D.N. umbrella. But 
more questions were raised than an- 
swered. The six new leaders stressed their 
Opposition to Somoza as well as to the 
Sandinistas. But the biographical hand- 
outs were suspiciously skimpy. The group 
was an odd mix: from the respectable Lu- 
cia Cardenal Salazar, the widow of a So- 
moza opponent killed by the Sandinistas, 
to Enrique Bermudez, a colonel in the Na- 
tional Guard and Somoza’s defense at- 
taché in Washington from 1976 to 1979. | 
The Nicaraguan exiles strained credulity 
when they claimed to know nothing of the 
F.D.N. raids from Honduras. Acknowl- 
edged Cardenal after the clumsy perfor- 
mance: “We were better in rehearsal.” 

The public relations effort left many 
other Nicaraguan exiles unconvinced 
that the organization had changed. From 

AISYD NILMYA 

Inauspicious debut for anti-Sandinistas. 

his hilltop home overlooking the Costa 
Rican capital of San José, Pastora told 
TIME Reporter Timothy Loughran he still 
considered the F.D.N. bases in Honduras 
to be run by Somocistas, the name given 
the national guardsmen. Said Pastora: “It 
is a guard which until a short while ago 
was murdering us, and once it returns to 
Nicaragua, it will kill our young people, 
farmers and students.” 

In addition to their ineffective press 

back last week: the House of Representa- 
tives voted, 411 to 0, to bar the CIA from us- 
ing funds to overthrow the government of 
Nicaragua. The Senate is scheduled to con- 
sider the bill this week. There is a loophole 
in the measure, however, that may make it 
only a symbolic gesture: the CIA could 
claim that it is using funds not for the pur- 
pose of toppling the Sandinistas but of stop- 
ping the flow ofarms into El Salvador. | 
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©) SET VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA 

Farmer’s Almanac predicts great winter for Volkswagen. 
Last April snow delayed the open- 

ing of the baseball season; ruined 
peach crops in the South; and had 
people ‘ols about another ice 
age, even though the last one started 
18,000 years ago 
According to the Farmers Almanac 

and National Weather Service, we're 

in for a cold winter. Some forecasters 
are saying the winter of ‘83 could be 
the coldest one of the century. 

Not to worry. 
Ugly weather's a beautiful time to 

go out in a Volkswagen. VW’s front- 
wheel drive pulls you through snow 
like a team of sled dogs. 

Nothing else is a Volkswagen. 

Our brakes and suspension are 
designed to help you control the car 
on treacherous surfaces 

Pick a really bad day and come in 
for a test drive. If you have trouble 
getting in with your car because of the 
winter weather, borrow your neigh- 
bor’s Volkswagen. 



NO GENOCIDE OR SUICIDE 

Freeze MORATORIUM REDUCTION 
CANNOT ASSURE SURVIVAL 
ONLY THE ABSENCE OF GENOCIDEL 
WEAPONS CAN AS@URE CONTIN- 
VANCE OF THE SPECIES 
We CANNOT NEGOTIATE THE AMOUNT 
OF EVIL THE WORLD CAN ALLOW 
ITCELF. ALL GENOCIDAL WEAPONS 

#1 PRIORITY ARE EVIL. 
INTERNATIONL 

‘One Man's Tragic Protest 
At the Washington Monument, a loner self-destructs 

or Norman Mayer, there was method 
to his madness on the Mall. Always a 

loner, he singlehanded tried to halt the 
threat of one kind of annihilation with 
that of another and died as he had lived, 
alone, troubled, but strangely sympathet- 
ic. What began as a righteous cause for 
this polite and abstemious antinuclear ad- 
vocate became an obsession and ultimate- 

ly ended in a hollow if not insane act of 
protest. Yet before his bluff was called, 
Mayer, 66, a balding drifter, managed to 
frighten the city of Washington and stage 
a blatant and bizarre act of terrorism at 
the Washington Monument, less than a 
mile from the White House 

It all began at 9:30 last Wednesday 
morning. A white 1979 Ford van with 
Florida plates drove past startled US 
park police and stopped facing the main 
entrance of the Washington Monument 
Emblazoned on its side was his message, 
#1 PRIORITY: BAN NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
A man in a dark blue jumpsuit and a [ 
black motorcycle helmet with a visor cov- 

ering his face emerged from the van, 
brandishing a menacing-looking black 

box. He announced that his van con- 
tained 1,000 Ibs 
threatened to reduce the monument to “a 
pile of rocks.” He brusquely handed a 
park ranger a manila envelope. In a 
handwritten message on the outside of the 
envelope he declared his intention to ne- 
gotiate only with a member of the media 

| “a single person without dependents,” to 
be specific. Inside the envelope was a 

more Ominous warning: “As an act of 

sanity ban nuclear weapons or have a 

nice doomsday.” 
Park police quickly cleared the area 

Trapped inside the 555-fi.-high obelisk 
were eight people: six tourists and two 

U.S. Park Service employees. Shortly 
after noon, Associated Press Reporter 

24 

#4 PRIORITY | 

of TNT with which he | 

On Oct. 30, Norman Mayer advocated nuclear disarmament in front of the White House 

see 

Steve Komarow was selected as the emis- 
sary. Over the course of the next six 
hours, Komarow was to talk cautiously on 
five occasions with Mayer, whose vague 
but grandiose demand was that every or- 
ganization in the US., from Kiwanis 
Clubs to Congress, give first priority, 
and the news media 51% of their total 
coverage, to discussing the “nuclear 
weapons question.” 

Meanwhile, FBI explosives experts 
concluded that the black box with the an- 
tenna clutched by Mayer was a minia- 
ture radio transmitter fully capable of 
detonating an explosion. Although the 
blast from 1,000 Ibs. of TNT would proba- 
bly have only scarred the marble face of 
the monument, it could have sent out a 
concussive wave creating an arc of de- 
struction from the White House to the 
Potomac. Seven nearby museums were 

evacuated, and a White House luncheon 
given by President Reagan was moved 
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| The Washington Monument held hostage 
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out of the room facing the monument. 
A ranking police officer commanded 

that under no circumstances should the 
van be allowed out of the monument 
grounds. As FBI Special Agent Kenneth 
Schiffer Jr. later noted, “He could have 
headed for the White House.” At 2:25 
p.m., Mayer allowed the hostages inside 
the monument to leave. As dusk settled, 
he seemed prepared to spend the night. 
Suddenly, just after 7:20, the van lurched 
away from the monument, sheering off a 
flagpole next to the obelisk. A volley of 
shots from police marksmen rang out; the 
truck swerved and tipped over. 

The first person to reach the van 
was Special Agent W.H. Seals, who 
found Mayer barely conscious, mumbling, 

plosives experts found no TNT but an am- 
ple supply of food and water and a porta- 
ble TV set. Moments later, under the glare 
of helicopter searchlights, Mayer died, 
killed by bullet fragments in the head. His 
short, unhappy ride was over. 

Throughout the afternoon, Mayer 
| had insisted, “My personality doesn’t 
mean anything.” But it was precisely his | 
disturbed personality that obscured his 
cause. Born in El Paso on March 31, 
1916, Mayer was a drifter. For the past 
few years he had worked as a mainte- 
nance man in Miami Beach hotels. A 
friend, John Bauer, described him as 

intelligent, articulate 
and dedicated. Said 
Bauer: “He got to the 
point where he felt he 
had to do something 
drastic.” In 1976 

Hong Kong for at- 
tempting to smuggle 
in marijuana. A\l- 
though Mayer was de- 

| ported after serving 
only a few months, his 
stay in jail permanent- 
ly transformed him; 
back in America he 

became a fervent antinuclear activist. 
Later that commitment took a chilling 

turn toward fanaticism. In May 1982 he 
tried to buy 1,000 Ibs. of dynamite in Haz- 
ard, Ky., a small coal-mining town 150 
miles southeast of Louisville. Since this 
past July, he had been living in a spartan 
$26-a-night room at the Downtown Motel 
in Washington. While in Washington, he 
obtained a prescription for Thorazine, a 
powerful tranquilizer used for the treat- 
ment of psychotic disorders. Day after day 
during the past few months, displaying a 
wooden sign warning against the perils of 

| nuclear Armageddon, he picketed the 
| White House. According to Bauer, one of 

of making clear, rational decisions.” It is 
an appropriate epitaph for a flawed, ram- 
shackle life that concluded with a bungled, 
irrational gesture. —By Richard Stengel. 
Reported by Ross H. Munro/Washington “- also doling out welfare checks to 2,233,507 

“They shot me in the head.” Inside, ex- | 

Mayer was jailed in | 
| state’s diversified industrial base. By next 

Mayer's favorite quotations was: “We're | 
flawed, bungling human beings incapable 

| 
| Waiting to Catch the Next Wave 
California, once recession resistant, confronts a budget crisis 

A: unfamiliar kind of 
quake has shaken Cali- 

fornia: recession. Sometimes 
considered immune to eco- 
nomic woes, the nation’s 
most populous state suffered 
an 11.2% unemployment rate 
in October, close to half a 
point higher than the nation- 
al average in November. In 
1978 the Golden State 
sunned itself in the warmth 
of a $3.7 billion state budget 
surplus, but now it is project- 
ed to be more than $1 billion in the red be- 
fore the fiscal year ends on June 30. Last 
month California had to take out $400 
million in bank loans just to pay ongoing 
bills, and has ceased selling state bonds 
for fear of eroding the state’s credit rating, 
currently down a notch to double A plus. 
California’s economy, which would be the 
seventh largest in the world if the state 
were a country, will show 1.2% negative 
growth rate this year. Says Congressman 
Vic Fazio: “The myth of being impervious 

to recession is over.” 
Until recently, California’s burgeon- 

ing service sector and smaller-than-aver- 
age manufacturing sector helped buffer 
the state from trouble. But the national re- 
cession eventually eroded California's 
splendid near isolation from the economic 
woes of the country at large. Signs of eco- 
nomic pressure are now evident across the 

June General Motors and Ford will have 
closed four out of five automobile assem- 
bly plants in the span of three years. The 
once booming housing industry is expect- 
ed to finish the year with only 60,000 
housing starts, down from 251,000 in 
1977. The timber industry has already 
laid off 3,223 of its 21,000 workers, and 
the state expects to lose a total of 10,000 
construction jobs in 1983. Even the much 
touted high-tech industries are feeling the | 
pinch. The electronic-components field 
had back-to-back growth rates of 18% in 
1978 and °79, but will probably close out 
this year with a 1.4% drop in sales. And 
the usually sparkling California wine in- 
dustry reports sour grapes: only one-tenth 
of 1% growth in shipments over last year. 

While the recession hit later in Cali- 
fornia than in most states, it is making up 
in punch what it lacked in punctuality. 
One reason is an economic woe that Cali- 
fornia’s taxpayers brought upon them- 
selves. As low growth and high unemploy- 
ment ate into projected tax revenues, 
Proposition 13, a statewide measure 
passed in 1978 that limits local property 
taxes, forced the state government to bail 
out towns, counties and school districts 
suddenly strapped for cash. The state is 
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George Deukmejian 

Californians this year. The 
result: replacement of the 
state’s once hefty surplus with 
a budget deficit estimated at 
between $1 billion and $1.8 
billion for fiscal 1983. 

The search for a way out 
has been uninspired. Not ea- 
ger to make a tax increase his 
last act in office, outgoing 
Democratic Governor Jerry 
Brown has provided no help 
for his Republican successor, 
George Deukmejian, who 

promised no new taxes during his cam- 
paign. Says Deukmejian of Brown: “It’s 
his budget, so to speak.” A special session 
of the state legislature was convened last 
week, and could vote for tax hikes or ser- 
vice cuts before inauguration day, Jan. 3. 
But party leaders in the legislature show 
no appetite for action. The session may 
accomplish little beyond hammering out 
a politically ticklish redistricting plan, 
forced onto the agenda after voters reject- 
ed the previous plan in a referendum last 
June. Says Republican Assemblyman 
Patrick Nolan: “The special session is a 
farce.” 

California can get by on borrowed 
funds until February. But the state consti- | 
tution requires a balanced budget by the | 
end of the fiscal year. Despite a better eco- 
nomic forecast for 1983, California-based 
Bank of America predicts recovery in the 
state will be “weak by historical stan- 
dards.” Says Republican Senate Leader 
William Campbell: “We've got to bite the 
bullet. I went over the other day and took 
a look at that bullet, and I don’t see that 
we've put any teeth marks onityet.”. @ 
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Huntsville execution chamber and, inset, the late Charlie Brooks behind a visiting-room screen 

A “More Palatable” Way of Killing 
Texas carries out the first execution by lethal injection 

wo doctors stood by. With the medical 
paraphernalia—intravenous tubes, a 

cot on wheels and a curtain for privacy 

the well-lighted cubicle might have been a 
hospital room. But Charlie Brooks Jr., a 
good-looking Texan strapped to the cot, 
was perfectly healthy. Then, just after 
midnight last Tuesday, the curtain was 
drawn back so that 18 unsmiling visitors, 
three of them Brooks’ guests, could watch 
him die from eight feet away 

Warden Jack Pursley posed the tradi- 
tional question, and Brooks, 40, did in- 

deed have some last words. He turned to 
his friend Vanessa Sapp, 27, and said he 
loved her, prayed aloud to Allah, turned 
again to Sapp and told her, “Be strong.” 

At that, Warden Pursley gave the cue 
(“We are ready”) to a technician hidden 
in the next room, and a fast-acting barbi- 
turate came flowing through one of the IV 
tubes. Brooks yawned, shut his eyes and 
wheezed. Within minutes, Brooks, who 
had been a heroin user, was dead from a 
drug overdose meted out by the Texas de- 
partment of corrections 

Capital punishment is still adminis- 

tered with such rarity that no execution 

passes unnoticed; each incites a new de- 
bate about the wisdom of the death penal- 
ty in general. But in the case of Brooks, 
convicted of murdering a 26-year-old auto 

mechanic six years ago this week, several 
factors converged to make his the most 
significant execution in years 

Brooks was only the fifth convict exe- 
cuted since Gary Gilmore swaggered to | 

| his death before a Utah firing squad in 

1977 and ended the de facto ten-year mor- 
atorium on capital punishment. Unlike 

all except one of those recent predeces- 
i 

28 

sors, Brooks had not waived his legal ap- 
peals, but waged a court fight to the end 
In addition, he was the first black put to 
death since 1967 and the first U.S. prison- 
er ever legally killed by intravenous injec- 

tion. With the death-row census now 
above 1,100 and rising annually by more 

than 100, it seemed that the pace of U.S 
executions could soon quicken. Says Tex- 
as District Judge Doug Shaver: “1983 will 
bring some more. So many on death row 
are ripe. They've had years there and 
have been through all the [legal] pro- 

cesses. And this humane way,” says ex- 

Prosecutor Shaver of death-by-injection, 
“will make it more palatable.” 

Brooks was the first, but since 1977 
the new technique has become something 

ofa legislative fad in the West. In addition 
to Texas, neighboring Oklahoma and 
New Mexico have nearly identical laws, 
as does Idaho; in Washington, the con- 
demned have a choice: lethal injection or 
hanging. A dozen other states have reject- 

ed similar changes, but Massachusetts is 
now close to adopting such a provision 

“Technology has come a long way since 

the electric chair,” says State Senator Ed- 
ward Kirby. “Because an injection is less 
painful and less offensive it would be fool- 
ish not to use it.” 

Chemical executions are nothing 
new—Socrates was obliged to drink his 
hemlock some 2,300 years ago—nor are 
the peculiarly American attempts to 
make capital punishment up-to-date and 

“humane.” The electric chair, first used in 

1890, was meant to be an improvement 

over the gallows, and the gas chamber, 

first used 34 years later, seemed even 

cal techniques and substances to kill, with 

the tacit cooperation of prison physicians, | 
is profoundly troubling to many doctors 

None of the laws require that doctors 
participate directly in such executions, 
and the American Medical Association 
decided that such involvement would be a 
violation of the physician’s prime obliga- 
tion to preserve life. In Texas last week, 
the ethical line was drawn very thin: the 
technician-executioner was surely in- 

structed by a doctor, and Ralph Gray, a 
Texas department of corrections physi- 

cian, examined Brooks’ veins to see that 
catheter needles could be inserted, and 
stood by as he was killed. “There was no 

doctor involved in the actual process ofex- | 

ecution,” insisted TDC Official Rick Hart- 
ley. “Looking for veins doesn’t count.” 
Samuel Sherman, vice chairman of the 
A.M.A.’s judicial council, crept close to 
moral disingenuousness: “The doctor may 
be forced to load the pistol, but he must 
never be the one to pull the trigger.” 

Objections to the technique are not 
merely abstract. Ugly snafus are a real 

more progressive. But using purely medi- | possibility, particularly if the condemned 
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man or woman is obese, very nervous, 
puts up a struggle or has fragile veins. 
Technicians, botching an injection, could 
accidentally inflict excruciating pain. 

Some find the technique perverse pre- 
cisely because it causes none of the gro- 
tesque mortifications of the bullet, noose 
or electric chair. Says Henry Schwarz- 
schild of the American Civil Liberties 
Union: “A lethal injection is all the more 
obscene because it’s seen as safe and pain- 
less. It is an outrageous high-tech offense 
against human decency.” Stephen Smith, 
assistant dean of medicine at Brown Uni- 
versity, agrees. Says he: “When we use eu- 
thanasia for animals, we tell a child, ‘Fido 
has just gone to sleep.’ It’s a way of deny- 
ing the death. Now people can think, 
“We're just putting the prisoner to sleep.’ ” 

The point of lethal injections may be 
less to spare convicts unnecessary suffer- 
ing than to spare juries and the public from 
facing the most palpably grisly conse- 
quences of their legal decisions. Says Co- 
lumbia Law Professor Harold Edgar: “We 
want to scare the hell out of people, but we 
want to make it seem as though we're do- 
ing it ina pleasant way. It signifies our pro- 
found ambivalence about what we are try- 
ing to accomplish by killing people.” 

4 n the end, the method of death is mostly 
a matter of morbid aesthetics, tangen- 

tial to the far more basic and troublesome 
question of whether society ought to kill 
criminals. It is not at all clear that capital 
punishment deters would-be murderers 
better than the threat of life imprison- 
ment. Yet there is a stubborn popular be- 
lief in the unique deterrent power of the 
death penalty. Even if deterrence were 
unequivocally disproved, however, public 
sentiment might still favor capital punish- 

Death-Dealing Syringes 
c= Brooks walked into the execution chamber, 

stretched out on the hospital gurney, and a catheter needle 

ment. The death penalty, say proponents, 
is necessary to demonstrate that society 
takes its laws seriously; retribution seems 
a natural human urge. As the homicide 
rate doubled during the 1960s and early 
‘70s, however, federal courts were becom- 
ing ever more scrupulous in their review 
of capital sentences. Then, in 1972, came 
the U.S. Supreme Court’s landmark rul- 
ing: in Furman vs. Georgia, the court de- 
cided that state laws permitted judges and 
juries so much leeway in prescribing 
death that the sentence as applied was ar- 
bitrary, and thus unconstitutional. Capi- 
tal punishment, wrote Justice Potter 
Stewart, was “freakishly imposed” on a 
“capriciously selected random handful” 
of murderers. However, in three simulta- 
neous 1976 decisions, the court clarified 
its views on the subject, most significantly 
by declaring that the death penalty is not 
unconstitutional per se. Today all 37 
States with capital punishment on the 
books have laws that were drafted specifi- 
cally to conform with the court’s latest 
strictures. 

The legislators have been successful. 
Last week when the Justices declined by a 
6-to-3 vote to hear Brooks’ appeal, they 
once again okayed capital-punishment 
procedures, at least implicitly. In Texas, 
171 inmates await execution. One of 
them, Jeffrey Lee Griffin, 27, said death 
row was dismayed by Brooks’ execution, 
which had been scheduled only a month 
before. “Everybody walked around like 
they were in another world,” Griffin said. 
“It seemed like people’s hearts stopped 
beating.” 

Last week’s execution in Huntsville 
surprised knowledgeable lawyers as well. 
Brooks’ grounds for appeal seemed as 
strong as those in hundreds of other cases 

into vein in his 

Strappedtoa # 
bed, Brooks has fan 

acatheter inserted [ig 

that are pending. According to University 
of Texas Law Professor Hugh Lowe, who 
worked on Brooks’ behalf, the perfunc- 
tory judicial refusal to give a temporary 
reprieve “clearly shows an impatience 
with endless death penalty litigation.” 

Will scores of the condemned die 
soon? Advocates on both sides of the issue 
mostly agree that no reign of terror is im- 
minent; there might be several more exe- 
cutions next year but not several dozen. 
Notes Lawyer David Kendall, who repre- 
sents death-row inmates: “People have 
said the floodgates would open every time 
we've had an execution, and they haven't 
yet.” But as appeals are exhausted, a 
steady trickle may well begin. 

Still, abolitionists like Kendall argue 
that because of the care and caution re- 
quired by the Supreme Court, the death 
penalty is likely to be applied very rarely 
and thus will always appear arbitrary and 
freakish. “After a long and complex legal 
process,” says Columbia’s Edgar, the 
handful of people executed are basically 
no more deserving of death than “the 
great mass of those who committed com- 
parable crimes and do not get executed.” 

In the case of Charlie Brooks, the ap- 
parent unfairness is plain and jarring, if 
not unconstitutional. Trial testimony nev- 
er proved whether Brooks or his partner 
actually killed the victim; there was 
just one fatal shot. Last month Woody 
Loudres, 39, his accomplice, struck a plea 
bargain with Texas prosecutors and was 
sentenced to 40 years. If he behaves in 
prison, Loudres, who last week was not 
saying if he or his dead pal had been 
the one who pulled the trigger, could 
be freed by 1990. —By Kurt Andersen. 
Reported by Sam Allis/Houston and David 

was inserted into a vein in each of his arms. Into the left (on 
which Brooks had a tattoo reading I WAS BORN TO DIE) would 
come the drugs; the right catheter was a stand-by. Extending 
from each needle was a length of clear plastic tubing that ran 
through a plywood slat to the executioner’s room next door, 
and there into a standard hospital bag of saline solution. 

For about half an hour, only the solution, consisting of 
sterile salt water used routinely as a medium for drug i injec- 
tions, flowed into Brooks. At about 12:10 a.m., the execution- 
er injected the first of three syringes into the left tube. The 
dose: two grams of the barbiturate sodium thiopental, about 
five times the amount given as an anesthetic before surgery. 

Brooks died from an overdose of the sodium thiopental, 
an autopsy revealed, just as prison authorities had intended. 
But two more syringes were injected as a guarantee of death. 
The second dose was 100 mg of pancuronium bromide, a syn- 
thetic muscle relaxant designed to paralyze Brooks and stop 
his breathing. The last was enough potassium chloride to stop 
the heart. When, at 12:16, Brooks was pronounced dead, two- 
thirds of the potassium chloride remained unused. 
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““‘We Are in an Emergency” 
Mexico’ 's new President opts for austerity, efficiency and, above all, honesty 

he change in style could hardly 
have been more telling. Almost | 
every day at about 8:30 a.m. last | 
week, a burgundy Ford station | 

wagon and a white Dodge escorted by two 
police motorcycles pulled 
Mexico City’s southern 
Coyoacan. The modest motorcade trav- 
eled unobtrusively, inching 
morning rush hour’s endless traffic snarl 
and dutifully stopping at every traffic 
light. Finally, about 30 minutes later, it 
would arrive at the massive and ornate 
National Palace. A short, handsome fig- 
ure with graying hair at his temples would 
emerge: it was the new President of Mexi- 
co, Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado. Unlike 
his predecessor, José Lopez Portillo, who 
commuted to the National Palace by flag- | 
waving motorcade or helicopter, De la 
Madrid suffered the same delays and irri- 
tations as his fellow citizens 

Another sign of change that all Mexi- 
co noted came when De la 
his first meeting with the 30 
Justices of the Supreme 
Court. By tradition, the Jus- 
tices are supposed to walk 
to the National Palace to 
offer their greetings to the 
incoming President. This 
time, De la Madrid walked 
to the Supreme Court build- 
ing. When he arrived, he 
avoided speeches and cere- 
monies. Instead, he brief- 
ly informed the Justices of 
two changes he wanted in 
the Mexican constitution, 
changes that would make it 
easier to prosecute corrupt 
government officials 

Throughout his first 
week in office, as he as- 
sumed the powers he 
will hold as President of 
Mexico for the next six 
years, De la Madrid act- 
ed like a man eager to 
set a new tone. His aim: 
to impose austerity, effi- 
ciency and, above all, 
“moral renovation”—a 
euphemism for hones- 
ty—upon a nation bat- 
tered by economic troubles 
and demoralized by the lat- 
ter-day excesses of Lopez 
Portillo. 

No other country has a greater 
| stake in De la Madrid’s success 

than the U.S. Never in more than a half- 
century has the U.S. faced even the faint- 
est threat of political instability or hostility 
along either of its two long, undefended 
borders. That prospect, no matter how re- 
mote, has inspired a blend of acute con- 
cern and well-intentioned sympathy for 
Mexico's plight. Says U.S. Ambassador to 
Mexico John Gavin: “We want Mexico to 
be free, and we want Mexico to be prosper- 
ous. Why? Enlightened self-interest.” 

In the days after his inauguration, De 
la Madrid asked the 400-member Nation- | 
al Congress to broaden the government’s 
powers to crack down on graft. He an- 
nounced a sharp cut in government subsi- 
dies for such basic commodities as sugar 
and gasoline. He sent a draconian budget 
to the Congress, calling for a $12 billion, or 
50%, cut in the budget deficit for 1983. He 
also proposed an ambitious 
plan for government decen- 
tralization to help 
prevent urban pa- 

luted capitals. The President then made a 
whirlwind tour of Mexico's southern state 

| of Chiapas, giving the colorfully dressed 
away from 
suburb of first glimpse of their new leader in action. 

| Said a presidential aide: “He is acting so 
quickly that many people are stunned.” 

Mexico’s new President could not af- 
ford to settle into his job at a more 
leisurely pace. After four years of boom, 
fueled by the exploitation of huge oil re- 
serves, Mexico’s 72 million citizens are 
now facing their worst economic crisis 
since World War II. But the measures 
necessary to pull Mexico back from the 
brink may create an unprecedented polit- 
ical crisis, threatening the system of 
“guided” democracy that has made Mexi- 
co one of the most stable countries in Lat- 

| in America for a half-century. If De la 
Madrid fails, the consequences could be 
severe for the U.S., which, in addition to 
being Mexico’s most important trading 
partner, shares a 2,000-mile border with 

| the country and is home to anywhere 
from 3.5 million to 5.5 million legal 
and illegal Mexican immigrants. Says a 

top U.S. policymaker: “By 
the end of the decade Mexi- 
co could become our most 
important foreign-policy 
problem, bar none.” De la 
Madrid described the crisis 
tersely in his inaugural ad- 
dress. Said he: “We are in 

an emergency.” 
Potentially, Mexico has 

all the advantages necessary 

along in the 

Madrid held | 
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most prosperous nations: a 
sophisticated, well-educated 
elite; an ambitious, assertive 
population; a strategic loca- 
tion next door to the world’s 
richest consumer market; 
and a veritable treasure house 
of natural resources ranging 

dramatically beautiful land 
with a rich and complex cul- 
tural heritage, Mexico is one 
of the world’s great sites for 
tourism. Itisalready oneofthe 

so-called nearly  in- 
dustrialized countries, 

which are still strug- 
gling with the prob- 

lems of develop 
ment but have 

30 

a | 

ralysis in Mexico City, one of the world’s | 
most congested (pop. 16 million) and pol- | 

Indian residents of the remote region a | 

to become one of the world’s | 

from oil to uranium. A vast, | 



emerged as important economic powers 

The country’s current crisis may retard | 
that progress, but it cannot erase it 

For now, however, one obstacle 
stands in the way: Mexico’s foreign debt 
of between $80 billion and $85 billion, 
which, along with Brazil’s, is the highest 
of any developing country. Last August, 

Mexico came within a hairbreadth of de- 
faulting on its obligations, a move that 
would have had devastating repercussions 

for the international financial system 

The US. came to the rescue with more 
than $2.9 billion, while American, West- 
ern European and Japanese banks agreed 
to a seven-month freeze on the Mexican 

government's repayment of principal 
Still, more than $8 billion in interest pay- 

ments is due in the next twelve months. 
The International Monetary Fund is ex- 
pected to come through with $3.9 billion 
next week, but it will impose conditions 
that may only worsen the immediate eco- 

nomic situation within Mexico. 
The problems that De la Madrid con- 

fronts at home are even more nightmarish 
than those that worry bankers abroad. In- 

flation, which stood at 60% as recently as 

August, has reached nearly 100% and is 
expected to climb further next year. The 
peso has lost more than three-quarters of 
its value against the U.S. dollar in the past 
ten months. In a country that reveled in 
growth rates of 8% or higher for four 
years, the economy has come to a virtual 
standstill. Next year will be even worse 

gross domestic product is expected to de- 

we 
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cline 2% or more. The unemployment 
rate is between 10% and 15%, and rising 
Another | million workers are expected 

to lose their jobs next year. Yet those fig- 
ures, harsh as they are, understate the | 
problem. According to Mexican labor 
leaders, 40% of the labor force is under- 
employed, meaning a hand-to-mouth ex- 

istence of marginal, unskilled, part-time 

work, In the grimy urban jungle of Netza- 
hualcéyotl, a onetime Mexico City slum 
that has now become a full-scale city of 
nearly 3 million, Plumber José Vasquez is 
one of many who contemplate an increas- 
ingly desperate future. Says he: “Life is 
very hard now. It will get worse. I will de- 
fend myself as best I can.” 

exico’s population continues to 

grow at a rate of 2.5% per year 
in spite of efforts to reduce it. 
Demographers estimate 

million by the turn of the century. Even if 
economic growth were to return to its 
precrisis rate, the country would be hard 
pressed to produce enough new jobs just to 

absorb the 800,000 youths who join the la- 
bor force every year. 

Virtually every corner of Mexico's di- 
verse geography is touched by the eco- 
nomic blight. In the northern Sierra Ma- 
dre Occidental and Sierra Madre Oriental 

that 

the population will reach more than 100 | 

mountains, which is the storehouse for an | 
array of mineral wealth, mining produc- 
tion has declined by 10%. Mexico’s man- 
ufacturing industries and light assembly 

plants, many of them concentrated in the 
smog belt that envelops Mexico City, are | 
wilting. Because of foreign-exchange con- 
trols imposed last September, the dollars 
necessary to buy imported raw materials 
and spare parts are not available. About 
36,000 trucks and 25,000 buses are stuck 
on Mexican assembly lines, while auto 
production is down 20%. Nor is manufac- 
turing the only industry affected. The 
Mexican association of chicken farmers 
has predicted that 30% to 40% of the 
country’s poultry will soon die for lack of 

imported feeds and chemicals. 
Even nature seems to have turned 

against Mexico this year. More than half 

of the country’s 31 states are suffering 
from drought, adding further to the hu- 
man misery. In Oaxaca, Peasant Farmer 

Manuel Ramirez Santiago, 30, explains 
that he has given up entirely on working 
the land. Instead, he has become a street- 
side Popsicle vendor. Agricultural experts 

estimate that on a nationwide scale, Mex- 
ico will have to import 10.5 million tons of 
basic grains by the end of 1983 to com- 
pensate for the natural disaster 

The only thing that has evaporated 
faster than the water supply in Mexico’s 
major food-producing states of Chihua- 
hua and Sonora is Mexican confidence in 
the future. Says a U.S. businessman in 
Mexico City: “People are scared and con- 
fused. There is no confidence left in the 
government, and people are going to give 
De la Madrid only so long to prove he can 
be trusted. If there is no sign of change in 
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a few months, a lot of Mexicans are just 
going to leave the country.” Many of them 
have already done the next best thing: 
they have exported their money. By some 
estimates, as much as $20 billion has been 
transferred both legally and illegally into | 
the U.S. in the past three years. 

The cure for Mexico’s economic ills 
will involve still greater hardship. To re- 

| pair its international financial position, 
Mexico has promised the IMF to slash its 
towering budget deficit from 16.5% of 
gross domestic product this year to 8.5% 
in 1983 and 3.5% in 1985. That will in- 
volve a painful pruning of personnel from 
the country’s more than 1,000 state and 
quasi-government organizations, plus a 
sharp curtailment of Mexico’s dense fab- 
ric of price subsidies. De la Madrid's an- 
nouncement that he was lifting price con- 
trols on 2,700 items is only the beginning. 

By imposing austerity, De la 
Madrid could be faced with a dif- y 
ferent kind of crisis from within 
his own political power base, 
Mexico’s Institutional Revolu- 
tionary Party (P.R.I.), which since 
1929 has exercised a monopoly 
over Mexican political life (see 
box). Like the eleven Presidents 
who have held office in the past 
half-century, De la Madrid was 
hand-picked by his predecessor 
after secret consultations with a 
tiny group of economic and politi- 
cal oligarchs. According to the of- 
ficial returns, he won the national 
election last July with 74.4% of 
the 23.6 million votes cast. 

Now De la Madrid confronts a 
contradictory challenge: to deal 
with Mexico’s economic problems, 
he must win the cooperation of key 
elements of his own ruling coali- 

z 

public service sector. In the best of circum- 
stances an austerity program on the scale 
that De la Madrid must carry out would 
risk provoking social upheaval. But in 
Mexico's case there is another danger, the 
possibility of tearing the country’s unique 
political fabric in such a way as to limit the 
P.R.I.’s ability to cope with unrest 

he same danger applies to the oth- 
er major challenge De la Madrid 
has set for himself: the “moral 
renovation” of Mexico. Corrup- 

tion has long been endemic in Mexican 
society, from the highest reaches of gov- 
ernment to the cop on the beat. (In Mexi- 
co City, some police cadets would literally 
take a week off from their academy train- 
ing to learn from veteran officers how to 
take bribes.) The country’s effective one- 
party system virtually institutionalized 

tion, notably organized labor and Jobless workers sit behind signs that name their trades 
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One of the world’s most polluted and congested capitals: smog-draped Mexico City, where urban paralysis is a looming possibility 

the bloated 1.6 million-member Problems more nightmarish than the ones worrying bankers. 
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the practice, a fact that Mexicans have 
recognized with equanimity. But during | 
Lopez Portillo's term of office, the scale of 
corruption reached such levels that even 
normally tolerant citizens, particularly in 
the country’s burgeoning middle class, 
were scandalized. Among other things, 
Mexicans suspect that as many as | mil- 
lion phony jobs were created in the coun- 
try’s economy, while government officials 
and others siphoned off the paychecks for 
nonexistent workers. 

Some analysts even wonder whether 
the Mexican political system is losing its 
legitimacy. Says William Perry of George- 
town University’s Center for Strategic and 
International Studies: “The question is 
whether the traditional] political system in 
Mexico is reaching the end ofits rope. lam 
not saying this is happening. But what we 
are seeing now is the decay of the Mexican 
xonThur HOlitical system as we have known 

itin the last 40 or 50 years.” In oth- 
er words, while few people doubt 
De la Madrid’s sincerity and de- 
termination to restore Mexico’s 
political and economic well-being, | 
some wonder if he will be able to 
do it 

Any upheaval in Mexico 
would seriously affect the U.S. 
strategic position in the Western 
Hemisphere. The most pessimistic 
scenario is that a revolution would 
produce a leftist takeover of the | 
kind that occurred in Cuba in 1959 
and in Nicaragua in 1979. Mexico, 
in the view of some Reagan Ad- 
ministration officials, is the big- 
gest prize for Communist adven- 
turism in the hemisphere. Says a 
top government Official: “Mexico | 
is the decisive battleground. If we | 
make no headway in El Salvador | 
or in Guatemala in forestalling 
Marxist-Leninist takeovers, I do 
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An Interview with Miguel de la Madrid 
“We are going to have a couple of very difficult years” 

In the tastefully decorated colonial 
house that served as his transition head- 
quarters, Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado 
discussed the challenges of his presidency 
with TIME Mexico City Bureau Chief 
James Willwerth and Reporter Laura 
Lépez. The new President was relaxed but 
Sorceful as he outlined the priorities for his 
six-year term: economic revival, the battle 
against corruption and close relations with 
the U.S. Excerpts from the interview: 

Q. What specific changes do you have in 
mind? 

| A. In a dynamic society like Mexico the 
| people always want changes, [but] not in 
the fundamental principles of our system. 
I have summarized those principles in 
seven fundamental themes. One general 
theme is revolutionary nationalism, and 
the others are integral democracy, egali- 
tarian society, moral renovation, decen- 

| tralization of national life, all this through 

L 

a system of democratic planning. The 
Mexican people want changes within a 
process of deliberate planning. They 
want a change of style. One other theme 
that is important: development, employ- 
ment and combating inflation. What con- 
cerns the people of Mexico most 
right now is our financial and economic 
crisis, 

Q. What will you do to take Mexico out of this 
crisis? 

A. The financial and economic crisis that 
Mexico is living through is truly grave. 
This comes about because we have struc- 
tural imbalances in our economy that we 
must correct. There is a critical lack of in- 
ternal savings, also an imbalance in our 
balance of payments. Another structural 
imbalance is the lack of efficiency of large 
sectors of the Mexican productive system. 
This is all reflected in our society in a very 
serious social inequality. 

Q. Has Mexico spent too much money in the 
past three years? 

A. | think there has been a serious imbal- 
ance in public financing. This is an im- 
balance that we must correct. 

Q. Is it also fair to say that Mexico borrowed 
too much money? 

A. I believe that the rate of growth of the 
Mexican foreign debt has been excessive. 
We need to resort a great deal less to for- 
eign indebtedness. 

1 
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| Q. That may mean putting between 1 million 
| and 2 million people out of work in the next 
two years. What will happen to these people? 

A. This is the most important short- 
term economic challenge. We must have 
more efficient development in economic 
terms and also in social terms. The politi- 
cal problem is to bring about a proper 
balance. 

Q. What are you going to do about the na- 
tionalized banks? 

A. We are going to keep the banks na- 
tionalized (this decision is- irreversible) 
and we will make use of this new instru- 
ment with seriousness, professionalism, 
efficiency and honesty. 

Q. How do you see the Mexican-U.S. relation- 
ship changing as a result of Mexico’s eco- 
nomic problems? 

A. I have seen good will manifested on the 
part of the American Government to help 
Mexico in moments of crisis. That would 
seem to me to be a very intelligent attitude 
on the part of the U.S. The relationship 
between Mexico and the US., although it 
has its difficult aspects, will continue 
fundamentally to be good. We are neigh- 
bors, partners and friends, and I am sure 
the relationship will have a positive and 

Q. in your campaign, you made much of the is- 

fruitful tone during my administration. 

Q. Do you pian any changes with regard to 
Mexico's use of oil? 

A. Mexico will continue using its petro- 
leum to support its general development 
strategy. But I would like to avoid the 
thinking that petroleum is the center of 
all Mexican development. Mexico has ag- 
ricultural and livestock resources. It has | 
forests, fishing, mining, attractive tourist | 
resorts and industry. We are already a 
very complex country and we must devel- 
op our country within a framework of | 
proper balance. In taking a decision with 
respect to production and export of petro- _ 
leum, we will examine two situations. 
First, the cost-benefit relations for the 
Mexican economy. Second, to see that 
our participation in the international oil 
market does not contribute to lowering 
prices. 

sue of corruption. What specific plans do you 

have to deal with this? | 

A. 1 am going to promote a new system of 
legal responsibility for public officials, in- 
cluding constitutional and legal reforms. | 
am going to update the [list of] crimes that 
public officials can [be indicted for com- 
mitting]. I am going to promote the estab- 
lishment of a general comptroller under 
the direct dependency of the executive 
branch. I am going to forbid government 
officials to simultaneously own private 
businesses. A very important program of 
moral renewal will be to strengthen the 
judiciary branch, and particularly the 
police. 

Q. Your government faces potential prob- 
lems of social unrest in the next two years. 
What will you do about it? 

A. We are going to have a couple of very 
difficult years. These are not the first diffi- 
cult years we have had in the history of 
Mexico. The Mexican political system has 
the necessary strength to absorb the prob- 
lems of the economic and social crises. 

Q. Do you plan any changes in Mexico's for- 
eign policy? 

A. There will be no substantial changes. 
In the area of Central America, we will be 
greatly concerned with looking for peace- 
ful solutions and negotiations in the cur- 
rent conflict. We don’t want hostilities 
with anybody. tt] 
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not know what the U.S. or anyone could do 
to prevent Mexico from falling to a similar 
regime.” That, of course, would be untena- 

er, is not universally shared. “We don’t 
think Mexico is about to explode,” says a 
senior Administration official. “But the 
potential elements are there for trouble in 
the future.” Just closing off the border in 
such an event would be a major military 
undertaking for the U.S. 

The porousness of the frontier is al- 
ready a serious problem for the two coun- 
tries, and one that may worsen as Mexico 
digests De la Madrid’s austerity program. 
Traditionally, the hundreds of thousands 
of illegal Mexican immigrants to the U.S. 
who annually cross the border act as a so- 
cial “safety valve” for their country’s in- 
ability to provide employment at home. 
De la Madrid’s policies may greatly in- 

On the U.S. side of the border, money 

ble for the U.S. This alarmist view, howev- | 

changers adjust the rate for pésos 

until the economic crisis, Mexico had also 
become an increasingly important con- 
sumer of U.S. manufactured goods, ma- 
chinery and services. The U.S. industries 
hardest hit by Mexico’s decision to curb 
imports: automotive parts, electrical ap- 
pliances and capital goods. 

The expanding interdependence of 
the two countries is strikingly visible in 
such U.S. border towns as Calexico, Calif. 
Nogales, Ariz., and El Paso. During Mexi- 
co’s boom, local economies flourished as 
Mexicans crossed the border in droves to 
buy American-made cars, clothing and 
food. But the peso’s declining value, to- 
gether with strict controls on the amount 
of U.S. currency Mexicans can obtain, has 
virtually halted the flow of Mexican cus- 
tomers, and merchants complain of near 
Depression business conditions. 

This situation cannot change until the 

A refusal to lower oil prices or devalue the currency led to huge capital flight. 

crease the flow of illegals in search of jobs. 
The economic reasons for the U.S. to 

watch De la Madrid’s progress are equally 
compelling. Not the least of them is the 
amount of money that U.S. banks have 
loaned to Mexico: some $25 billion, or 
about 30% of the country’s foreign debt. 
According to many cconomic experts, 
overeager lenders are as responsible ‘or 
Mexico’s acute financial pains as the 
overeager borrower. Says 4n internationa! 
banker in Washington: “When things go 
well, banks are stepping on each other to 
get in. When things go badly they are in 
an even greater hurry to get out.” 

Any deterioration in Mexico's eco- 
nomic condition has an impact on the 
US. Trade between the two countries to- 
taled $31.6 billion last year, making Mex- 
ico the U.S.’s third largest commercial 
partner, behind Canada and Japan. The 
main U.S. imports: oil (522,000 bbl. per 
day, worth $6.2 billion annually) and nat- 
ural gas (300 million cu. ft. per day). But 

Mexican economy substantially im- 
proves. The man who must make that 
happen is a paradox: a politician who has 
never before held elective office. Virtually 
all of Miguel de la Madrid’s adult life has 
been spent within the Mexican bureau- 
cracy, usually in financial or planning po- 
sitions. He is » lawyer-technocrat who 1s 
known us 1 oragmatic and quiet but firm 
wegotiator ather than an inspired politi- 
cal leader \or difficult times. De .a Ma- 
drid’s reputation is based on his mastery 
of the details of economic planning, his 
simplicity of style and his personal probi- 
ty. Few of those qualities were associated 
with his predecessor, Lopez Portillo, by 
the end of the latter's six-year term. 

Born in the small Pacific state of Coli- 
ma, De la Madrid had a conventional 
middle-class upbringing by Mexican 
standards, with one important exception. 
His father, a prominent local attorney, 
died when De la Madrid was only two; he 
was shot by an irate enemy of one of his 
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clients. De la Madrid, his mother and only 
sister moved to Mexico City, where Mi- 
guel was a diligent student, working part- 
time as a bank's legal clerk to help sup- 
port the family. De la Madrid now credits 
his mother Alicia Hurtado de la Madrid 
with having given him a strong, persever- 
ing character and an acute sense of re- 
sponsibility. In 1957 he graduated from 
the law school of the National Autono- 
mous University of Mexico, but his mind 
was on economics, not law. His thesis: The 
Economic Thought of the Mexican Consti- 
tution of 1857. 

De la Madrid returned to banking on 
a full-time basis as a lawyer with the 
state-run National Bank of Foreign Com- 
merce, one of many institutions set up af- 
ter the Revolution to control the country’s | 
economy. In 1960 he moved to the Bank 
of Mexico, the country’s central bank. 
Four years later, he spent a year at Har- 
vard on a scholarship, earning a master’s 
degree in public administration. (Among 
De la Madrid’s professors: Liberal Econo- 
mist John Kenneth Galbraith.) After he 
returned to Mexico, he became assistant 
director of public credit in the country’s 
Finance Ministry, a job he held until 
1970. Throughout most of that early peri- 
od, De la Madrid also lectured on consti- 
tutional law at the University of Mexico. 

fler a two-year stint with the 
state oil monopoly, Pemex, De la 
Madrid began to achieve promi- 
nence as one of Mexico’s senior 

financial bureaucrats. Soon after he be- | 
came the government’s Director of Credit 
in 1972, Lépez Portillo was appointed Fi- 
nance Minister and became his boss. 
Those who attended Mexican Cabinet 
meetings at the time recall that De la Ma- 
drid sat directly behind his minister. 
When questions arose that stumped 
Lépez Portillo, says one official, “he'd just 

| turn and say, ‘Miguel.’ De la Madrid 
would then stand up and speak for as long 
as 15 minutes without notes. Recalls the 
witness: “He can ad-lib at the drop of a 
hat with commas, colons and semicolons. 
You would have thought he had written a 
paper and memorized it.” 

Despite Lépez Portillo’s confidence in 
his protégé, De la Madrid’s rise was not 
quite meteoric. When —6pez Portillo was 
elected President in 1976, he failed to give 
De la Madrid «. Cabinet post. -ater, De la 
Madrid refused an offer of the prestigious 
bui politically impotent ambassadorship 
to France. Finally, in May .979, _6pez 
Portillo elevated De la Madrid to the Cab- 
inet-level job of Secretary for Planning 
and Federal Budget. There De la Madrid 
helped the President to prepare his gran- 
diose development plans. Although he 
oversaw many of the Mexican govern- 
ment’s wilder borrowing and spending 
projects, he has not been tainted by their 

| failure. In Mexico everyone understands 
that the President’s will is virtually law. 

De la Madrid is widely known as a 
man of simple tastes and even simpler 
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The most games, the 
best games are only 
from Atari. Atari makes 
more video game cartridges 

than anyone else. 
Adventure games, arcade 

games, educational games, 
our new RealSports™ games. 

And they only work in the 
ATARI 2600 Video Computer 

System™ 
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Simple, straightforward controllers. 
With some systems’ controllers, learning 
a new game is about as much fun as 

learning to type. 
That's why Atari gives you easy-to-use 

joysticks and paddles 
Because it’s the games you're out to 

master, not the controllers A 
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WHY ATARI 
Atari brings the 
arcade classics 

home. Only Atari has 
home versions of Space 

Invaders? Pac-Man; 

Missile Command ™ 
Asteroids™ Breakout ™ 
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The greatest arcade hits 

of all time 
If you have an ATARI 

system, you can play 

them at home. 
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You don’t need two 
people to play ball 

Sime with an ATARI 2600. 
— All the best ATARI games 

can be enjoyed by a single 
player. 
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RealSports games. To 
play an other system's 
sports games, you need 

another person 
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All for about $100 less. For the 
price of other game-playing systems, 

you can buy an ATARI 2600 and still 
have about $100 left over 
Enough to start your ATARI video 

game library with hits like Pac-Man, 
Asteroids, and Defender 

Which, by the way, you can’t play on 
other systems at any price 
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looking for a brighter 
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make a prettier penny! 
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around-the-clock. (In Illi- 
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Nothing can compare to skiing the 
two great mountains in the Vail Valley. 
Vail and Beaver Creek. The trails are 
unending. The powder is unbelievable. 
The feeling is unbeatable. 

But there's another part of the Vail 
Valley that is equally incomparable. 
Down in the valley, in the villages of Vail 
and the emerging Beaver Creek, there is 
another world. Beaver Creek with its 
elegant sophistication. Vail with its 
high energy and old-world charm. 

The villages in the Vail Valley de- 

light all the senses. International res- 
taurants with incredible food. Shops 
and boutiques with intriguing wares. 

You can take a horsedrawn sleigh 
ride on a moonlit night and for warmth, 
you can slip into a cozy pub and sip, 
of course, hot buttered rum. You can 
come for the privacy or the chance to 
meet some of the most fascinating 
people in the world. 

No matter where you look for the 
perfect mountain or the perfect vaca- 
tion, you'll probably agree with all 

those who come back to the Vail Valley 
year after year; from the top of the 
mountains to the villages below, there 
really is no comparison. 

For information or reservations, see 
your travel agent or call toll-free: for 
Vail, 800-525-3875; for Beaver 
Creek, call 800-525-2257, 
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pleasures. Not even a rumor of corrup- 
tion, that occupational disease of offices 
both high and low in Mexico, is attached 
to him. Quite the contrary, he is said to 
have chafed angrily in private at the pecu- 
lation he saw among other high govern- 
ment officials. 

Married for 23 years to the former Pa- 
loma Cordero Tapia, a devoted housewife 
with strong views on maintaining the 
strength of the family, the couple have 
five children ranging from twelve to 22. 
De la Madrid has said that his main 
worldly assets are the family’s comfort- 
able colonial home in Coyoacan; a small- 
er home in the capital, where his mother 
lives; and a modest rural retreat in 
Cuautla, 45 miles from Mexico City. The 
President and his spouse have broken 
with precedent by delaying their move 
into Mexico's presidential residence, Los 
Pinos, until January. The reason: after six 
years of Lépez Portillo's occupancy, the 
extravagant interior was not at all to the 
De la Madrids’ liking. They wished to re- 
decorate it more simply. 

De la Madrid is also modest in his pri- 
vate activities. Where Lopez Portillo was 
an outgoing sportsman and bon vivant, De 
la Madrid prefers recreations like reading 
at home in his library or in the garden 
(among his favorite authors: Hermann 

———_—_— 
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Hesse, Morris West and Mexico’s Carlos 
Fuentes), listening to music (Mozart and 
Mexican romantics like Agustin Lara), or 
playing dominoes. Every two or three 
weeks he travels to his family’s country 
home where he enjoys swimming, bad- 
minton and walking. He keeps in shape 
by doing calisthenics every day; he also 
jogs. He admits to a mild passion for soc- 
cer, but rarely attends matches at Mexi- 
co’s huge national stadium. His tastes in 
food are simple: for dinner he may eat a 
plate of fruit or quesadilla (tortilla and 
cheese) and drink a glass of milk. He also 
enjoys an occasional highball. 

6pez Portillo was both a teacher 
and a novelist; De la Madrid’s 
writings are infinitely drier and 
more technical. Sample titles: 

Studies on Constitutional Law; Today's 
Great National Problems, The Challenge 
of the Future. Nonetheless, those who 
know the new President well say that he is 
also suave, self-assured and possesses a 
warm sense of humor. Says a Mexican 
banker: “He is soft in form but hard in 
substance. I’ve never heard him raise his 
voice, but he can be very tough.” Says one 
of De la Madrid’s advisers: “He is an or- 
derly man. He is meticulous.” 

De la Madrid revealed his own view 

_+_~———— 

of himself in an unusually candid descrip- 
tion written in response to a request from 
TIME. “I consider myself to be of normal, 
serene temperament, but I become en- 
thused or moved by interesting questions 
or things that impress me,” he wrote. “I 
prefer dealing with people to solitude, but 
once in a while I appreciate being alone 
with myself and my reflections. I have al- 
ways been concerned with equilibrium 
and avoiding easy irritation or depression. 
I am fundamentally an optimist.” 

Lopez Portillo too was an optimist. 
When he took power in 1976, inflation 
was 30%, and Mexico already owed some 
$20 billion to foreign banks. But geologists 
were discovering that in vast fields locat- 
ed in Chiapas and Tabasco states, as well 
as off the Yucatan peninsula, Mexico pos- 
sessed proven oil and gas reserves that are 
now estimated to total 72 billion bbl., sec- 
ond only to Saudi Arabia. The fields were 
quickly exploited, and by 1981 Mexico 
was pumping 2.5 million bbl. per day, 
making it the world’s fourth largest oil 
producer. Mexico earned $14 billion from 
its wells in 1981. No longer was there any 
need for the austerity Lopez Portillo had 
introduced after his inauguration. 

Instead, Lopez Portillo launched a se- 
ries of grandiose development schemes, 
including a national system of support for 
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One-Party Democracy 
TT. Institutional Revolutionary Party (P.R.I.), which has 

been the controlling force in Mexican politics for half a 
century, is anything but revolutionary. Nor is ita party in the 
sense generally understood in Western democracies. But the 
P.R.I. is an institution: since its organiza- 
tion in 1929, it has not lost a single presi- 
dential election. The President, the most 
influential man in the party, rules Mexico 
like a virtual monarch for six years. Then, 
after consulting with a few powerbrokers, 
he designates his heir. Ina blitzkrieg cam- 
paign, the successor is paraded before the 
voters, who give him an overwhelming 
victory. Says a Western diplomat in Mexi- 
co City: “The only comparable party in 
the world is the Soviet Communist Party.” 

Mexico’s durable one-party system 
emerged from the fratricidal Revolution 
of 1910, which toppled the 34-year rule of 
Dictator Porfirio Diaz. In the ensuing ten 
years, more than | million Mexicans 
died as one faction after another tried to 
wrest control of the country. Finally, to 

ized, the P.R.L.’s principal achievement is having brought 
political stability to Mexico. The cost, however, has been 
high. Innovation has generally been repressed, and genuine 
pluralism does not exist. The concentration of power in a 
single party has also created a vast system of patronage in 
which political debts are routinely paid off in cash or favors. 
The sweeping powers of the presidency, moreover, have led 

to the kind of abuses that became wide- 
spread under José Lopez Portillo. Al- 
though the P.R.I. enjoys the support of 
an estimated 13 million registered mem- 
bers and wins all national elections with 
a genuine majority, it routinely manipu- 
lates the results to increase the margin of 
victory. The P.R.I.’s defenders respond 
that the system is “evolutionary,” indi- 
rectly reflecting the will of the majority 
through an internal party consensus. 
Still, many Mexicans are deeply cynical 
about the process. Says Pablo Gomez, 
secretary-general of the United Socialist 
Party of Mexico (P.S.U.M.), which won 
third place with 3.7% of the votes last 
July: “There are a million cracks in the 

| P.R.L, and it is burning itself out.” 
If that isso, why does the P.R.L. retain 

put an end to the bloodletting, outgoing 
President Plutarco Elias Calles founded 
what later became the P.R.I. as a coali- 
tion of military leaders, landholders and workers dedicated 
to the reforms called for in a constitution that had been 
drawn up in 1917 but was never respected. The party prom- 
ised economic equality, universal education and the return of 
foreign holdings to Mexican ownership—all in the name of 
what was to be a permanent revolution. 

Although all those ambitious goals have not been real- 

The founder: Plutarco Calles in 1935 
such massive support? One reason is the 
fear ofa return to political instability. An- 
other is the party’s permeation of daily 

life. Says a foreign analyst: “Every sector of society owes, and 
is owed to.” Equally pervasive is a traditional respect for au- 
thority, which is channeled into support of the P.R.I. Despite 
the periodic calls for a truly competitive party system and the 
strains imposed by the current economic crisis, that combina- 
tion of factors makes continued P.R.I. control one of the few 
sure things in Mexico’s future. 
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basic agriculture and a plan to build 20 
nuclear reactors. To finance these proj- 
ects, he went on an international borrow- 
ing spree. Never stopping to think that 
Mexico's oil revenues could one day prove 
inadequate, American, European and 
Japanese banks were only too happy to 
oblige, in some cases offering Mexico 
even more money than it was asking for. 

The additional infusion of funds lent 
an entirely new dimension to the endemic 
problem of corruption. Although Mexi- 
cans are accustomed to the idea that their 
elected officials will steal “‘a little bit,” they 
were not prepared for the flagrant abuses 
that began to be obvious. To many Mexi- 
cans, the previous regime’s corruption is 
best symbolized by “Dog Hill,” an Olym- 
pian, 32.5-acre complex high above the 
Mexico City smog line, where Lopez 
Portillo has built palatial homes for 
himself and his children. 

Lopez Portillo’s economic mis- 
take was to ignore the consequences |)” 
of the global oil glut that began to © | 
develop in early 1981. Although 
some oil-producing countries began ~ 
to discount their prices in response © 
to the weak market, Mexico stub- 
bornly held out a while longer. As a 
result, customers canceled their 
contracts. All the while, Lopez Por- 
tillo continued to borrow money as 
if nothing had changed. But rising 

| international interest rates began to 
put a severe strain on Mexico’s abil- 
ity to meet its loan obligations. 

sa result, Mexicans began | 
to lose confidence in their 
currency, rushing to buy 
dollars and thus undermin- 

ing the peso. But Lopez Portillo 
would not devalue the peso—a hu- 
miliating gesture, in his eyes—until 
it was too late. By February, when © 
he finally allowed the Mexican cur- & 
rency to decline in value from 25a 
dollar to 50, huge amounts of private 
money had been taken out of the 
country. In a final attempt to sal- 
vage the situation, not to mention 
his reputation, Lopez Portillo na- Megal wade across the Rio Grande into the U.S. 

dards drop further. De la Madrid’s aim is 
to show that belt-tightening will affect the 
rich as well as the poor. “What’s fair is 
fair.” explains a P.R.I. ‘politician. “We 
cannot have fat-cat officials taking ad- 
vantage of these conditions to feather 
their own nests,” De la Madrid has also 
made clear that he will do as much as pos- 
sible to protect government programs that 
aid the peasantry, the poorest element of 
Mexican society. 

At the same time, De la Madrid is ex- 
pected to undo quietly some of the ex- 
cesses of his predecessor's final days in of- 
fice. While respecting Lopez Portillo's 
decision to take over the country’s banks, 
he may try to divest the state of nonfinan- 
cial enterprises controlled by the banks 
that were also swept up in the nationaliza- 

for Mexican workers. As a result, the 
devaluation did not significantly help the 
competitiveness of Mexican exports, and 
inflation moved toward the three-digit 
range. On the eve of De la Madrid’s inau- 
guration, Velasquez had threatened 
strikes unless further wage hikes were 
granted. Most of the walkouts never took 
place, and the garrulous Velasquez has 
decided to play a wait-and-see game. 

As Mexicans give their new President 
breathing space to deal with the country’s 
crises, Washington has wisely chosen to do 
the same. The turbulent history of U.S. in- 
volvement with Mexico, which has includ- 
ed three invasions and the seizure or forc- 
ible purchase of fully half of Mexico's 
territory (now parts of Texas, California 
and five other states), means that overt 

sneccy carz—siacestae American intervention in its neigh- 
bor’s affairs, even of the most help- 
ful kind, is anathema to Mexican 
leaders. The U.S. infusion of cash 
that averted Mexican bankruptcy 
last summer, for example, was ar- 
ranged with a minimum of fanfare 
and rhetoric. Says a Washington- 
based expert on Mexico: “The most 
important thing we can do for De la 
Madrid is not to smother him in our 
embrace.” 

The US. can help also by 
adopting what Indiana University 
Political Scientist Kevin Middle- 
brook describes as an “open and 
flexible” attitude toward Mexico. 
Economist Clark Reynolds of Stan- 
ford University warns that Wash- 
ington should avoid closing the U.S. 
border to Mexican immigrants in 
such a way as to spark social con- 
flict within Mexico. The U.S., most 
experts agree, must also reject any 
protectionist demands that would 
put additional pressure on Mexican 
exporters. Perhaps most counter- 
productive would be any attempt to 
seize upon Mexico's troubles as an 
opportunity to exercise more lever- 
age and, for example, demand pref- 
erential oil prices. Says Carlos Rico 
of the Institute of U.S. Studies in 
Mexico City: “If the U.S. exploited 

tionalized Mexico's 57 private Closing the border would be a major military undertaking. ogee weak position, that would 
banks last September, blaming 
them for the disaster. To prevent any fur- 
ther flight of capital, he imposed onerous 
foreign exchange controls that have made 
it virtually impossible, at least legally, for 
individuals or enterprises to buy goods in 
the U.S. Together, the moves have ham- 
pered Mexico's ability to attract foreign 
investment, which had been one of the pri- 
mary resources for the postwar “Mexican 
miracle.” Says Manufacturing Executive 
Carlos Lopez: “We haven't been in worse 
shape since the Revolution.” 

In the view of most experts, De la Ma- 
drid will have to maintain a policy of aus- 
terity for anywhere from one to four 

| years. His decision to crack down on cor- 
ruption is designed to avoid the social ex- 
plosion that might loom as living stan- 

40 

tion move. In his inaugural address De la 
Madrid said that the government would 
support the “legitimate rights and incen- 
tives” of “responsible” entrepreneurs. The 
statement was seen as an endorsement of 
private enterprise, although De la Madrid 
also insisted that businessmen be socially 
responsible. 

For the time being, De la Madrid en- 
joys the support of the power blocs within 
the P.R.L, including labor, peasants and 
the bureaucracy. One important figure to 
watch is Fidel Velasquez, 82, head of the 
3.5 million-member Confederation of 
Mexican Workers, the country’s most 
powerful union organization. After the 
February devaluation of the peso, Velas- 
quez won wage increases of 10% to 30% 

a mistake from the point of view 
of U.S. interests. In five or six years the 
U.S. would be asking what went wrong, 
why there is so much discontent around.” 

Mexico’s new Secretary for Com- 
merce, Héctor Hernandez, summed up 
his nation’s expectations in a speech to 
foreign bankers and investors only two 
days after De la Madrid’s inauguration. 
“There are no magic formulas to solve the 
problems,” he said. “The miracle must be 
made by Mexicans themselves.” If the 
US. can learn anything from the tribula- 
tions of its neighbor, it is that Mexico 
has become a mature enough force in the 
world to decide how to face its own 
problems. — By George Russell. Reported 
by Gisela Bolte/Washington, Laura Lopez and 

James Willwerth/Mexico City 
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Octavio Paz, 68, is one of Mexico's most distinguished avant- 
garde writers, critics and poets. He is best known for The Labyrinth 
of Solitude (1950), a classic work that has explained Mexico to for- 

eigners, and to many Mexicans, for more than a generation. In the 
following piece for TIME, Paz assesses Mexico's complex, often tor- 
tured relationship with its overpowering northern neighbor. 

he border between Mexico and the US. is political and his- 
torical, not geographical. There are no natural barriers be- 

tween the two nations. The Rio Grande does not separate, it 
unites. But the sameness of the landscape only accentuates the 
social and historical differences. They are most visible ethnical- 
ly and, above all, economically. The wealth of the U.S. and the 
poverty of Mexico are usually expressed in social and political 
terms: development and underdevelopment, the policies of 
American expansionism and Mexican de- 
fensiveness. This opposition is real enough, 

| but the true difference is more profound. It 
has been apparent since the birth of the two 
societies, when the U.S. was New England 
and Mexico was called New Spain. 

To cross the border between the two 
countries is to change civilizations. Ameri- 
cans are the children of the Reformation, 
and their origins are those of the modern 
world; we Mexicans are the children of the 
Spanish empire, the champion of the Coun- 
terreformation, a movement that opposed 
the new modernity and failed. Our attitudes 
toward time clearly express our differences. 
Americans overvalue the future and vener- 
ate change; Mexicans cling to the image of 
our pyramids and cathedrals, to values we 

suppose are immutable and to symbols that, 
like the Virgin of Guadalupe, embody per- 
manence. However, as a counterbalance to 
their immoderate cult of the future, Ameri- 
cans continually search for their roots and 
origins; we Mexicans search for ways to 
modernize our country and open it to the 

of the 18th century has been the struggle for 
modernization. It is a struggle that has been frequently tragic 
and often fruitless. To ignore this is to ignore what is Mexico to- 
day, with its economic vicissitudes and the continuous zigzag of 

| its political system. 
From the beginning, Mexicans have been aware of the mate- 

rial and psychological differences that separate them from Amer- 
icans. And from the beginning, the interpretation of these differ- 
ences has ranged from blind admiration to an equally blind | 
repulsion. During the 19th century, Mexican liberals saw Ameri- 
can democracy, not without reason, as the archetype of moderni- 
ty. This led them to adopt the American political system. Their 
attempt failed, in part, because Mexico for three centuries had 
been a Roman Catholic monarchy; neither its people nor its lead- 
ers had experienced the great spiritual, political and economic 
revolution with which modernity began. We wanted to leap from 
a traditional society toa modern one, but we lacked the bourgeois 
and middle classes, and the intellectual and technical elements 
that had made change possible in Europe and the U.S. 

Aversion to the U.S. was, during the last century, a sentiment 
shared by conservatives and those nostalgic for the old Spanish 
order. Today this sentiment has changed its stripes and colors: it 
is the revolutionaries who have declared their inflexible antipa- 
thy toward the U.S. This, understandably, was a natural reaction 
against the American policy of expansion and domination of 

Mexico and the U.S.: Ideology and Reality 

| yesterday’s conservatives with today’s radicals is not only a just 

future. The history of Mexico since the end Octavio Paz in his Mexico City apartment 

Mexico. It is a policy that, since the middle of the last century, has 
oscillated between the big stick and benign neglect. 

Disgracefully, many Mexican and Latin American anti- 
imperialists, enchanted by the ideology of a totalitarian “social- 
ism,” have forgotten their democratic origins. Thus what unites 

anti-imperialism, but also the authoritarian and antidemocratic 
temple. In the Mexican middle class, the breeding ground of our 
leaders, it is common to find an amalgam of the conservative sen- 
timents of the criollos [Mexicans of pure Spanish blood] of the 
19th century with the diffuse anti-imperialist ideology of the 20th. 
These traditional beliefs, heirs of the criollo aristocracy, are the 
unconscious psychological foundation and the hidden source of | 
the modern authoritarian ideologies professed by many Mexican 
intellectuals and politicians. 

It is no exaggeration to say that igno- 
rance and arrogance define the American 
attitude toward Mexico. The exceptions 
have been a few lucid and generous men and 
a handful of poets, historians, teachers, sci- 
entists, humanists. None have appreciably 
influenced popular opinion, let alone Wash- 
ington. This is regrettable: the perpetuation 
of this attitude is and will continue to be fa- 
tal for the U.S. and for the whole continent. 
It is hardly necessary to recall the case of Fi- 
del Castro, whom Washington pushed to- 
ward Moscow (or to whom, at least, the U.S. 
gave the pretext for falling into Soviet arms). 
Without firing a shot, the Soviet Union ob- 
tained what Napoleon III in the 19th centu- 
ry and Wilhelm II in the 20th could not: a 
political and military base in the Americas. 

The Soviet presence in Cuba signifies 
the end of the Monroe Doctrine: our conti- 
nent has become, as in the 16th and 17th 
centuries, one of the theaters where the 
great powers struggle for supremacy. Fac- 
ing this new situation, American leaders 
have attempted to design a new Latin 
American policy; they have succeeded only 
in repeating the old mistakes. But this criti- 

cism must also be applied, although in the other direction, to the 
Latin American anti-imperialists. The example of Castro's 
Cuba, now a “socialism of the barracks”—as Engels called Bis- 
marck’s Germany—dependent on Moscow as Batista never was 

STEVE NORTHUP 

| on Washington, should open our eyes. 
One of the brightest moments in Mexican-American rela- 

tions was during the Administrations of Presidents Franklin D. 
Roosevelt and Lazaro Cardenas. In Mexico there were great so- 
cial changes, but the U.S. Government, without concealing its 
occasional displeasure, respected those decisions. Contributing 
to this harmony was an identical view of international affairs: for 
both Presidents, the defense of democracy against Hitler and 
Mussolini was primary. The circumstances today are different, 
but the principles on which that good relation was founded still 
apply: respect for the independence of Mexico, tolerance toward 
the necessary and almost always healthy diversity of opinions, fi- 
delity on both sides to the interests of democracy. 

The new President of Mexico was elected by an ample ma- 
jority in a clean election. He is young, and he is surrounded by 
young people. Almost all of them, including the President, com- 
pleted their studies in the U.S.; they have had direct experience 
with American life. All of this favors dialogue. Washington, 
however, should seek or hope not for docility, but rather for un- 
derstanding and independence. = 
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MIDDLE EAST 

rying to Break the Impasse 

TS sun was rising over Washington 
when, promptly at 7 a.m. last 

Wednesday, Vice President George Bush 
convened a special high-level meeting in 
the White House Situation Room. Na- 
tional Security Adviser William Clark 
was there, along with CIA Chief William 
Casey, Defense Secretary Caspar Wein- 
berger and Special Envoy Philip Habib, 
who had been hastily summoned home 
from his diplomatic shuttle in the Middle 
East. The purpose of the gathering: to find 
a way to break the impasse in negotia- 

Syrian and Palestine Liberation Organi- 
zation troops from Lebanon. The mood 
was somber. “Everyone in the Adminis- 
tration is angry,” said a White House 
aide. “The President himself is as angry as 
everybody else over here.” 

If Reagan was losing patience, it was 
because the failure to negotiate a with- 
drawal of troops from Lebanon was be- 
coming a major obstacle to the broader 

| Middle East peace initiative he proposed 
on Sept. 1. According to that plan, the Is- 
raeli-occupied West Bank would be linked 
in a loose confederation to Jordan. Al- 
though the officials who met at the White 
House last week agreed that the US. 
should put additional pressure on Israel to 

| get the stalled talks moving, they appar- 
ently decided on little more than whata se- 
nior diplomat described as “a renewed 
USS. push, coupled with a very strong and 
very sincere expression of presidential 
frustration.” Added the official: “There 
are not really new ideas or proposals.” 

The current impasse is in part the re- 
sult of an Israeli demand that Jerusalem 
and Beirut be the sole venues for direct Is- 
raeli-Lebanese talks. The Lebanese, who 
have already made concessions on several 
procedural points, refuse to meet with the 
Israelis in Jerusalem on the grounds that 
to do so would be to recognize Jerusalem’s 
status as the capital of Israel, something 
even the U.S. has not done. White House 
officials seem increasingly convinced that 
Israel is deliberately imposing impossible 
conditions in order to prevent the talks 
from beginning. This, in turn, would post- 
pone consideration of Reagan’s broader 
plan, which the government of Prime 
Minister Menachem Begin opposes. Any 
delay in addressing Reagan's Sept. | plan 
would also enable Israel to proceed with 
the expansion of Jewish settlements on 
the West Bank, thereby gradually making 
any form of Palestinian sovereignty more 
difficult to accept 

The Administration was also angry 
last week about a Senate Appropriations 

add $475 million to the proposed $2.5 bil- 
lion in U.S. economic and military aid to 
Israel in 1983. Fearing that such an in- 

tions to secure the withdrawal of Israeli, , 

Subcommittee amendment that would | 

Reagan expresses frustration, but no one has new ideas 

crease in aid would signal that the USS. 
was unable, or unwilling, to exercise any 
pressure on Israel, the White House lob- 
bied hard against the proposal. Israeli 
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir said 
last week that this White House action, 
which he labeled an “unfriendly act,” 
would be “detrimental to Mideast peace.” 

In response, White House Spokesman 
Larry Speakes said that the Administra- 
tion was “puzzled that Israel can call into 
question our good faith.” He noted that 
the Administration aid request for Israel 
already represented an increase of 21% 
more than the amount spent in 1982, and 
that any further increase could come only 
at the expense of other allies. “It was a 

Reagan and Middle East Negotiator Philip Habib confer at the White House 

| to reappear before the panel. In a three- 

World 
give Hussein the necessary mandate. Says 
a senior U.S. diplomat: “The P.L.O. today 
is finding it incredibly difficult to make 
the simplest decision.” 

In Israel, meanwhile, Begin was still 
concerned with the commission of inquiry 
investigation into the massacre of an esti- 
mated 800 Palestinians by Lebanese 
Christian militiamen in two refugee 
camps in Beirut last September. Although 
Begin had been warned that he was “lia- 
ble to be harmed” by the commission’s 
findings, he declined to exercise his right 

page letter he argued, as he had in his 
appearance before the commission five 
weeks ago, that Israeli forces in Beirut 
“never imagined” that the Lebanese 
Christian forces entering the camps 
“would want to—or be able to—perpe- 

trate a massacre.” 
The urgency of removing foreign | 

forces from Lebanon was pointed up last 
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“The President himself is as angry as everybody else over here.” 

carefully arrived at figure, and we think it 
should be no more, no less,” he said. 
Asked if the Administration sought to 
send the Israeli government a political or 
an economic message, Speakes said: 
“Both.” Indeed, the idea of putting some 
sort of economic pressure on Israel is 
gaining ground in Washington. Said a 
White House aide: “Absolutely do not dis- 
count the threat of an aid cutoff.” 

he US. is not reserving all its anger 
for Israel. Officials in Washington are 

becoming increasingly disappointed by 
the P.L.O.’s inability to find a way to join 
the Middle East peace process. Washing- 
ton hopes that the P.L.O., which was not 
invited to participate in the talks pro- 
posed by Reagan, will ask Jordan’s King 
Hussein to represent the Palestinian posi- 
tion in any negotiations. Torn between ri- 
val factions within the P.L.O., Chairman 
Yasser Arafat has so far been unable to 

week when Israeli and Lebanese troops 
clashed directly for the first time since 
Israel’s invasion in June. One Israeli 
was wounded, and two Lebanese soldiers 
were killed. Meanwhile, violence between 
Druze fighters and Christian militiamen 
continued in the hilly Chouf region south- 
east of Beirut. Lebanese officials com- 
plained that the Israeli forces in the area 
were preventing the Lebanese army from 
moving in to defuse the situation. 

With King Hussein due in Washing- 
ton next week to discuss Reagan’s overall 
initiative directly with him for the first 
time, it has become all the more urgent for | 
the U.S. to persuade the Israeli govern- 
ment to begin negotiating a withdrawal 
from Lebanon. As a senior diplomat said: 
“Even the best proposals have got only a 
certain shelf life.” That life is getting 
shorter by the day. —By Sara C. Medina. 
Reported by Douglas Brew/Washington and 

Harry Kelly/Jerusalem 
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Some of the 280 defendants accused of plotting an Islamic revolution wait in steel cages cates their trial 

| 
Yearning for Calm and Stability 
Mubarak is not, and does not want to be, another Sadat 

fairgrounds, where 280 prisoners are on 
display in huge steel cages. Another 20 
defendants are still at large, and two have 
died in prison. Most of the prisoners are 
accused of being members of a Muslim 
fundamentalist group known as al Jihad 
(Holy War), and many are linked with the 
violence that broke out in the Upper 
Egyptian city of Asyut following the as- 
sassination of President Anwar Sadat on 
Oct. 6, 1981. Nineteen of the defendants 
were among those sentenced last March 
in the Sadat murder trial. The charges 
this time, for which all but three of the 
prisoners face the death penalty: plotting 
Islamic revolution. During one recess in 
the proceedings, a bearded, white-robed 
defendant shouted, “This regime is forget- 
ting the fate of the Stupid Anwar Sadat! 
We will not give up.’ 

The trial of the Muslim fanatics, 
| which may continue for months, under- 
scores the severity of the problems facing 

force commander who became President 
when Sadat was slain. Largely because of 
the threat of Muslim extremists, the Peo- 

emergency for another year at Mubarak’s 
request, giving security forces more power 
to arrest and detain suspects. But while he 
Strives to maintain order at home, Mu- 
barak is also caught up in a wide range of 
complex diplomatic questions. He must 
uphold the strong commitments that Sa- 
dat made to the USS., to Israel and to the 
Camp David accords. Yet he must also 
register his disapproval of Israel’s war in 
Lebanon and of what he sees as Washing- 
ton's inability to control the Israelis, even 
as he strives to repair the ties with the 
Arab world that Sadat sacrificed in the 
cause of peace 

Even more urgent for Mubarak is the 
problem of the Egyptian economy. Most 
of Egypt's 45 million people live in pover- 
ty. The annual per capita income of about 
$500 cannot keep pace with population 
growth, currently 3% a year. All Egyp- 

Hosni Mubarak, the taciturn former air | 

ple’s Assembly has extended the state of | 

I tis a show trial, the largest in Egypt’s | tians benefit from government price sub- 
modern history. The makeshift court- | sidies on food and other basic commod- 

room is an exhibition hall at the Cairo | ities. But these subsidies are strangling the 

economy because they consume 31% of 
the national budget. Any effort to reform 
the subsidy program is a risky business, as 
Sadat learned during the 1977 food riots. 

Severely restricted in what he can do, 
Mubarak has moved slowly. “Don’t ex- 
pect miracles from me,” he has warned. “I 
have no magic wand.” He has shuffled his 
finance and economic ministers. He has 
raised interest rates on savings and hiked 
taxes on most imports. He 
has reassessed Sadat’s policy 
of al infitah (the opening), 
under which the country has 
attempted to lure foreign in- 
vestors. Launched in the 
mid-1970s, al infitah pro- 
duced some investment in 
luxury hotels and soft-drink 
plants, but did little to ex- 
pand Egypt's industrial base. 

pores Mubarak’s most | 
important action, at least 

from a political viewpoint, is 
the emphasis he has placed 
on reducing corruption. Two 
months ago, Mubarak turned to the late 
President's half brother, Esmat, 58, and 
said angrily, “You stink, Esmat. I’ve had 
enough. I will not tolerate your corrup- 
tion.” Three weeks later, Esmat Sadat 
was arrested, along with three of his sons, 
on charges of extortion and embezzle- 
ment. It was, without doubt, Mubarak’s 
most popular act. 

In his handling of foreign affairs, Mu- 
barak has worked steadily at improving 
Egypt's tattered relations with the Arab 
world, particularly Jordan, Saudi Arabia, 
the gulf states and the Palestine Libera- 
tion Organization. He wants King Hus- 
sein of Jordan to become the chief Arab 
representative in Palestinian autonomy 
negotiations with the Israelis, and he is 
urging the P.L.O. to recognize Israel uni- 
laterally, believing that this would have a 
dramatic and salutary effect on the peace 
process. In turn, Egypt would like a re- 
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President Mubarak 

sumption of economic aid from the Arab 
oil states, which totaled $7 billion before it 
was suspended in 1978. Mubarak is seek- 
ing more than that. “The Egyptians want 
reconciliation, but they also want vindica- 
tion of the peace process through wider 
Arab participation,” says a Western dip- 
lomat in Cairo. “Mubarak is not going hat 
in hand to the Arabs.” 

This would be easier if Israel had not 
invaded Lebanon. Some Arabs felt that 
Egypt was partially responsible, since its 
peace treaty with the Israelis removed the 
once formidable Egyptian threat on Isra- 
el’s southern border and permitted the Is- 
raelis to concentrate their army in the 
north for a move on Lebanon. These Arab 
governments wanted Mubarak to con- 

demn not only Israel but also 
the U.S., whose economic 
and military support (cur- 
rently running at $2 billion a 
year) is essential to Egypt's, | 
and to Mubarak’s, survival. 
After the Beirut massacre in 
September, Egypt withdrew 
its ambassador from Israel; 
he probably will not return 
until Israeli forces have been 
withdrawn from Lebanon. 

Mubarak was heartened 
by President Reagan’s peace 
initiative, which calls for a fu- 
ture confederation of Jordan 
and the presently occupied 

West Bank and Gaza Strip. The Reagan 
plan, as a Western diplomat explains it, 
“made it clear that the U.S. believes that 
the sovereignty of the West Bank and 
Gaza does not lie with Israel.” Says Bou- 
tros Boutros Ghali, Cairo’s Minister of 
State for Foreign Affairs: “The main con- 
cern of Egyptian diplomacy now is to 
maintain the momentum of the Reagan 
initiative.” During his visit to Washington 
in January, Mubarak will doubtless urge 
Reagan to stand by his plan. 

There is no evidence that Mubarak 
will ever be, or even seeks to be, another 
Sadat. He is unassuming, plodding, per- 
haps indecisive. But after the nearly three 
decades of tumult that Egypt endured un- 
der Gamal Abdel Nasser and then Sadat, 
it is possible Mubarak represents the 
calm and stability most Egyptians yearn 

| for. —By William E. Smith. eel 

| Robert c. Warmstedt/Cairo 
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Getting Even 
Tan Smith runs into trouble 

uring Rhodesia’s long, bloody civil 
war, Prime Minister lan Smith was a 

staunch defender of a white Rhodesia 
and imposed draconian measures against 
black opponents. Now that Rhodesia has 
become Zimbabwe and blacks govern in 
the capital of Harare, once Salisbury, 
Smith, 63, has had reason to ponder some 
of his past actions: the same emergency 
powers that he invoked to defend white 
minority rule are being used against him. 

Last week police searched Smith's 
Harare home looking for “subversive” 
material. They also ordered him to turn 
over all the firearms he kept on his 6,000- 
acre farm 150 miles southwest of the capi- 
tal. The farm had been the scene of a four- 
hour search three days earlier. 

Smith’s problems with the police were 

Former Prime Minister Smith and his wife Janet survey their 6,000-acre farm 

World 
terview, Smith did urge the West to give 
economic aid to Zimbabwe, but also 
warned that “there is the danger of the free 
world falling into the trap of aiding and 
abetting the establishment of a one-party 
Marxist dictatorship in a country that 
should be part of the free world.” 

Mugabe, who considers himself a 
Marxist, has made no secret of his long- 
term aim of turning Zimbabwe into a one- 
party state, but is too dependent on aid 
from the West, primarily the U.S. and 
Britain, to risk a further swing to the left. 
Given the shrill tone of Smith’s com- 
ments, many in Harare wondered if the 
former Prime Minister was not trying to 
impose conditions on American aid. 

The state-controlled television called 
on the government to detain Smith if it 
could prove that he had actually urged 
some Western countries to stop supporting 
Zimbabwe. The English-language Herald 
posed the question, “Is this not treason?” 
Even some of Smith’s backers among Zim- 
babwe’s more than 200,000 whites disasso- 

only the latest incidents in what he de- 
scribes as a government campaign of 
“character assassination and blatant in- 
timidation.” When he and supporters 
from his Republican Front Party gath- 
ered for an art exhibition in Harare last 
month, police took him into custody and 
released him only after 90 minutes of 
questioning to determine whether he had 

| violated laws on illegal political gather- 
ings. Smith was also ordered to hand over 
his passport after he returned from a busi- 
ness trip to the U.S. and Britain. 

Smith’s troubles apparently stem from 
comments he made about the government 
of Prime Minister Robert Mugabe during 
his trip abroad. In an interview with the 
Washington Times, Smith had charged 
that since Mugabe, 58, took over almost 
three years ago, the economy of Zimbabwe 
has been crumbling. What attracted the 
most attention back home was Smith's re- 
marks about foreign investment. In the in- 

A victim of the same emergency powers that he once used to defend white minority rule. 

ciated themselves from his comments. 
Smith defended his remarks and 

claimed that his relations with the gov- 
ernment have been strained ever since he 
told Mugabe in a private meeting 18 
months ago that he would openly oppose 
one-party rule in Zimbabwe. “I’m not 
looking for trouble,” he told TIME Johan- 
nesburg Bureau Chief Marsh Clark last 
week. “Surely the greater the violation of 
human rights, the greater is the need for 
me to speak out.” 

It seemed unlikely that Mugabe would 
have Smith arrested unless ironclad evi- 
dence could be found that the white leader 
was plotting to overthrow the government. 
Responding to Smith’s charges, Mugabe 
observed: “I don’t know whether Smith is 
qualified to speak about freedom. Those of 
us who were in detention and tortured can- 
not say.” It was a pointed reminder that 
under the Smith regime Mugabe had spent 
ten years in prison. a 
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LESOTHO 

Predawn Raid 
South Africa’s blanket invasion 

t 1 o'clock in the morning a full moon 
shone over Maseru (pop. 75,000), cap- 

ital of the tiny African kingdom of Leso- 
tho, a mountainous enclave within South 
Africa. Most of the residents had gone to 
bed, except for a few night owls playing 
the slot machines and roulette wheels of 
Maseru’s two casinos. Suddenly the stac- 
cato of gunfire rocked the night. Lesotho 
had been invaded. 

During the next hour, 100 South Afri- 
can commandos who had crept across the 
border only a few hundred yards away 
fanned out along the streets, seeking out 
targets. Meeting no opposition from Leso- 
tho’s tiny 2,000-man paramilitary force, 
they blasted their way through at least a 
dozen homes. By morning the body count 
was 42; of the dead, 30 were believed to be 
members of the African National Con- 
gress (A.N.C.), a black nationalist organi- 
zation dedicated to overthrowing the 
white minority government of South A fri- 
ca. The remaining victims were Lesotho 
residents, including five women and two 
children. Their mission accomplished, the 
South African troops returned home. 

n a dawn announcement in Pretoria, 
Genera! Constand Viljoen, chief of the 

South African Defense Force, explained 
that the raid, unofficially named “Opera- 
tion Blanket,” had been a pre-emptive 
strike against A.N.C. militants who had 
come to Lesotho over the past few 
months. According to Viljoen, the A.N.C. 
members were planning attacks in South 
Africa against political leaders in the 
black “homelands” of Transkei and Cis- 
kei. South African defense officials dis- 
played a rocket launcher, rifles and some 
grenades of Communist-bloc origin that 
they said had been captured in the raid. 

An A.N.C, spokesman in Zimbabwe 
denied the South African charges and de- 
nounced the invasion as a “cold-blooded 
massacre.” Charging that the A.N.C. 
members killed were political refugees, 
not terrorists, Lesotho’s Minister of For- 
eign Affairs, Charles D. Molapo, labeled 
the attack “murder” and asked for an ur- 
gent meeting of the U.N. Security Coun- 
cil. Given the landlocked country’s eco- 
nomic dependence on South Africa, 
however, the raid was not likely to lead to 
a break in relations with Pretoria. 

Joining the chorus of international 
protest, the Reagan Administration de- 
plored the attack and called for a settle- 
ment in southern Africa “through peace- 
ful negotiation.” That goal seems out of 
reach: South Africa clearly intended its 
show of force to be a message to other 
southern African states harboring A.N.C. 
militants, like Zimbabwe and Mozam- 
bique, that it is prepared to strike again if 
necessary. t 
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POLAND 

Low Hopes 
Martial law in all but name 

Fe weeks Poland’s ruling junta has 
been dropping hints that it might lift 

| versary of the military crackdown. But as 
Dec. 13 approached, the official propa- 
ganda machine began to sound a decided- 
ly cautious note. Newspapers ran in- 
terviews with “average” Poles who ex- 
pressed concern that it might be too soon 

| tO ease security measures. The govern- 
ment freed 32 imprisoned Solidarity ac- | 

| lvists from the Wafsaw area, but suggest- 
ed that many union leaders still behind 
bars (an estimated 300) would stay there. 
A front-page headline in a Warsaw daily 
seemed to sum up the new official line: WE 
SHALL RETREAT FROM MARTIAL LAW 

BUT NOT FROM PUBLIC DISCIPLINE. 
A special session of parliament, 

scheduled to begin deliberations this 
week, will have to decide what to do about 
martial law, but it looks as if General 
Wojciech Jaruzelski intends to lift it in 
name only. The government will still be 
able to imprison opponents without trial, 
militarize industry and ban unauthorized 
public gatherings. Said a Western diplo- 
mat: “The whole exercise is primarily for 
propaganda purposes, but I am not sure if 
it is intended more for the Polish people 
or for Western governments.” 

The Warsaw regime has a vested in- 
terest in playing to a Western audience. 
Government officials estimate that Po- 
land will need about $3 billion in new 
credits next year to revitalize the econo- 

my and meet its obligations on an esti- 
mated $25 billion debt to the West. So far, 

Warsaw's show of re- 
form has not persuaded 
Western governments to 
lift economic sanctions. 

Angered at the con- 
tinuing deadlock in re- 
lations with the US., 
Jaruzelski delivered an 
unprecedented tirade 
against the Reagan Ad- 
ministration. The nor- 
mally soft-spoken Polish 
leader railed against 
Washington’s “anti-Pol- 
ish obsession” and 

warned that his government would curtail 
contacts with Americans. 

While Jaruzelski raged, onetime Soli- 
darity Leader Lech Walesa, who was re- 
leased last month from detention, tried to 
keep out of the public eye. He has written 
to Jaruzelski, reportedly asking for per- 
mission to make a speech at a wreath-lay- 
ing ceremony at Gdansk this week com- 
memorating Polish workers killed in riots 
twelve years ago. Walesa will have to 
choose his words carefully, knowing that 
any criticism of the government might 

| land him in detention again. a 
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martial law this week on the first anni- 

| the spending cuts mounted, Premier 
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FRANCE 

Combat Rations | 
Furor over defense cuts - 

| oe came an extraordinary confiden- 
al letter from the top army com- | 

mander to France’s military leadership, 
leaked last week to Le Matin, a usually 
pro-government daily. Proposed cuts in 
defense spending by Frangois Mitter- 
rand’s Socialist government, wrote Gen- 
eral Jean Delaunay, would eliminate 
more than 30,000 troops from the 
314,000-man army, leading to a force 
“weakened in its structure, aging in its 

equipment and wounded in its morale.” 
Then came other leaked statements by 
the air force and navy chiefs of staff, re- 
vealing what they said were still secret 
government studies of making major cut- 
backs in military manpower and procure- 
ment between 1984 and 1988. The result, 
they claimed, would be grave damage to 
France’s defenses. As public furor over 

Pierre Mauroy responded angrily, calling 
the disclosures part of a political “opera- 
tion cooked up to cast doubt on the gov- 
ernment’s will to defend the country.” 

The uproar comes in the midst of an 
unprecedented national debate over de- 

the military whatever it demands, in a 
country where patriotism and the armed 
forces are nearly synonymous, French- | 

| public spending devoted to the military as 

the face of rising budget pressures. Earlier 
this month neo-Gaullist Deputy Pierre 
Messmer, a former Defense Minister un- 
der Charles de Gaulle, led a censure mo- 
tion against the Mitterrand government’s 
defense policy in the National Assembly. 
Messmer attacked the “mere 15%” of 

“the weakest figure since the second 
World War.” The Socialists used their 
majority to defeat the motion, but in the 
Assembly debate Mauroy had to concede 
that possible changes in manpower levels 
were indeed being considered. 

For the Socialists, reducing military 
spending represents a sharp turnabout. 
When Mitterrand was swept into power 
last year, he delighted France’s NATO al- 
lies, and mollified suspicious right-wing 
opponents at home, by making it clear 
that he would strengthen the nation’s de- 
fense effort. At a time when most of the 
allies were cutting back, Mitterrand pro- 
posed a hefty 17.6% increase in defense 
spending for 1982, or nearly 4% after in- 
flation. Since then, the gray realities of re- 
cession have taken their toll. Defense 
Minister Charles Hernu, relying on a gov- 
ernment decree, hacked a total of $2.5 bil- 
lion from the current $17.1 billion mili- 
tary budget and from future procurement. 
The move will, among other things, delay 
by a year the delivery of the air force’s 
first 25 Mirage 2000 combat planes. 

Ho last month pushed through the 
National Assembly a hold-the-line 

1983 budget that calls for total appropria- 
tions of $18.5 billion, an increase roughly 
equal to inflation. He called it a “transi- 
tional” allocation that would not affect 
the new five-year defense plan due early 
next year. 

Nearly one-third of the 1983 budget is 
devoted to France’s independent nuclear 
force, which is made up of six nuclear 
submarines, 36 deep-penetration bomb- 
ers and 18 land-based missile systems. 
Says Hernu: “Anybody who tells me he 
would prefer an army division of soldiers 
to a nuclear submarine is living in the 
wrong era.” One such purchase of costly 
nuclear weapons will be the multiple- 
warhead M-4 strategic missile, which is 
to be deployed on the new nuclear sub- 
marine L'Inflexible in 1985. “We want to 

| stress our commitment to the nuclear de- 
terrent,” said 4 top government planner. 
But critics fear that the reductions will 
severely hamper France’s conventional 
forces, unwisely limiting its military op- 
tions, They are also concerned that the 
cuts will put France out of step with 
NATO’s recent emphasis on improving 
conventional weapons as a_ defense 
against Soviet attack. “We are in a differ- 
ent situation. We are not in the front 
line,” the government planner argues in 
response. “We have a nuclear deterrent, 
and we have our own [military] doc- 
trine.” What worries the military and the 
opposition is whether spending cuts will 
unacceptably alter that doctrine. a 
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NORTHERN IRELAND 

Without Mercy 
Death at a disco 

he Razzmatazz disco in the small vil- 
lage of Ballykelly was no classy night 

spot. For about $2.50 a head, it offered 
British soldiers a rare chance to get to- 
gether with local girls and escape the 
tense conditions of Northern Ireland. 

| Gathering each week for dancing, the 
beer-drinking customers of the disco’s 

| Droppin Well bar and the gyrating cou- 
| ples on the dance floor took little account 
of the dangers of Ulster terrorism. Last 
week they paid the price. A small bomb, 
possibly smuggled into the disco in a 
handbag, exploded, collapsing the heavy 
concrete-slab roof on 150 revelers inside. 

The Irish National Liberation Army 
(I.N.L.A.), a Marxist offshoot of the out- 
lawed LR.A. with allegedly close ties to 
Eastern Europe, claimed credit for the 

blast, one of the worst incidents in the 
province since the current bombing cam- 
paign was launched more than a decade 
ago.* The result was hardly creditworthy. 
“It was carnage,” said one rescuer. “Muti- 
lated bodies were lying everywhere.” Said 
the wife of the local pharmacist: “Bodies 
were strewn all around, and injured survi- 
vors, some with ghastly wounds, staggered 
about in a state of shock.” Others told of 
carrying out victims who had lost limbs, 
while doctors from Londonderry, 14 miles 
to the northeast, worked frantically to 
save the most mutilated. The grisly toll: 
eleven soldiers and five civilians dead 
and 70 people injured, some seriously. 

The blast, part of a crescendo of new 

*The worst: in August 1979, on the same day Lord 
Mountbatten was murdered, 18 British soldiers died 
when a bomb exploded near their army truck, the 
largest number of troops lost in a single incident. In 
November 1974, 21 died and more than 100 were in- 
jured in Birmingham in several explosions, and in 
May 1974, 32 were killed in car bombs in two differ- 
ent cities. 

violence in Ulster, provoked a furious re- 
action. In Ulster’s recently formed assem- 
bly, which is still being boycotted by Ro- 
man Catholic parties, the mood among 
Protestants was grim. “We want to see the 
men responsible for this evil deed exter- 
minated,” said one. “I don’t care whether 
they are hanged by the neck, judicially ex- 
ecuted or shot against the wall.” Catholics 
were also outraged. “I rise not simply in 
anger but also sick to the stomach at this 
act of barbaric cruelty,” said Oliver Napi- 
er, the Catholic leader of the moderate 
Alliance Party. 

Nowhere was the outrage louder than 
in London. Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher told the House of Commons 
that “this slaughter of innocent people is 
the product of evil and depraved minds an 
act of callous and brutal men.” Northern 
Ireland Secretary of State James Prior, 
who visited the scene, called it “a massa- 
cre without mercy .. 
cold-blooded acts of savagery lever] car- 
ried out in Northern Ireland.” Though 

Firemen and soldiers dig through the rubble of the Droppin Well bar after the bomb attack 

“We want to see the men responsible for this evil deed exterminated.” 

the I.N.L.A. apparently receives little aid 
from North America, a conservative M.P. 
seized the occasion to denounce the “col- 
lection of funds for the I.R.A.” in the U.S. 

The bombing further increased British 
Opposition to the planned visit to London 
this week by members of the Sinn Fein, 
Ireland’s openly pro-I.R.A. political party, 
for talks on the future of Ulster. After the 
disco deaths, Thatcher denounced the visit 
and urged that it be canceled. But Ken Liv- 
ingstone, the leftist leader of the Greater 
London Council (the local government of 
the capital) and would-be host of the Sinn 
Feiners, refused to withdraw his invita- 
tion. Home Secretary William Whitelaw 
finally banned the visit outright at the re- 
quest of police, even though some security 
experts feared that the move could inspire 
fresh I.R.A. revenge attacks in England. 
Noted an angry Ulster Protestant: “The 
Sinn Fein are not allowed to walk the 
streets of London, but they can walk the 
streets of Belfast with impunity.” ioe 
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lone of] the most | 

| decision of this court is that you go to pris- 

| violating Britain’s Official Secrets Act 

BRITAIN 
s 

Likely Story 
The spy who changed his plea 

‘ n the murky world of international es- 
pionage, the explanation offered in 

London’s Old Bailey courtroom sounded 
plausible enough. Accused of passing 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization se- 
crets to the Soviet Union from 1956 to | 
1961, Hugh Hambleton, 60, a Canadian 
university professor, asserted that he was 
actually operating as a double agent. The 
NATO papers he took had been doctored 
to mislead the Soviets, he said. Hamble- 
ton insisted that he was acting on the in- 
structions of two control officers, a 
Frenchman and a Canadian, in an effort | 
to infiltrate the KGB. 

Hambleton did not stick to that story 
for long. Informed that the prosecution 
would produce French and Canadian in- 
telligence officials to deny that he had 
been a double agent, Hambleton abruptly 
changed his plea last week to guilty. Sir 
David Croom-Johnson, the judge presid- 
ing over the seven-day trial, then ad- 
dressed Hambleton: “It was a long time 
ago that you committed these acts. But 
they catch up with you in the end, and the 

on for ten years.” Hambleton thus became 
the fifth person this year to be convicted of | 

a 

Sinking Prestige 
A self-inflicted disaster 

© single episode in the 74-day Falk- 
lands war so upset world opinion as 

the seemingly heartless British sinking of 
the Argentine cruiser General Belgrano, 
in which a total of 321 Argentine sailors 
perished. 

For Britain, the episode was a monu- 
mental public relations disaster. Lronical- 
ly, TIME learned last week, the damage 
to British prestige was largely self- 
inflicted—a direct result of the Ministry 
of Defense’s penchant for supersecrecy. 
Soon after the Belgrano was hit, London 
sent a top-secret communication to the 
Argentine high command in Buenos 
Aires assuring it that the Belgrano’s two 
escort vessels would have free passage to 
begin rescue operations. 

Despite the signal, the Argentines al- 
lowed a fatal day to pass before returning 

to the scene. A high Argentine naval offi- 
cial says that the destroyers were too far 
away, and the seas too rough, to permit a 
speedy rescue—explanations the British 
dismiss. For reasons unknown, the British 
Defense Ministry decided to keep silent 
about the secret message. Said a British 
intelligence source last week: “Those 
bloody fools threw away an ace card to 
satisfy their appetite for secrecy. As a re- 
sult we were denounced as killers.” a 
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! : Economy & Business 

ALE. The word was everywhere 
last week in recession-weary, un- 
employment-plagued, pre-Christ- 

mas America. It stood alone or with ex- 
clamation marks in all its variations: 

reduced, discounted, cut, specially priced 
and slashed 

The word flanked department- and 
specialty-store aisles from Maine to Cali- 
fornia. It paraded through chic boutiques 

| in Manhattan and Beverly Hills’ Rodeo 
Drive. It marched through newspaper ad- 
vertising and charged into glossy supple- 
ments. On television, it assaulted millions 
of viewers 

It was on almost everything, from 
television sets to dinnerware to cameras 
and video games, Belgian waffle makers, 
foot massagers, pots, pans, cutlery and ap- 
parel of all kinds. So far at least, the drum- 

impact of making at least some stores 
busy. But much of what is happening so 
far this season is flash without great 
substance, chiefly because of the sales. 
Says Michael Evans, a private economist 
in Washington: “Consumers are buying 
more, but they're spending less.” 

Price cutting started earlier, has gone 
deeper and affected more items than in 
any Christmas shopping season in memo- 
ry. Christmas sales began two to three 
weeks before they usually do, well before 
Thanksgiving. 

By some accounts, the sales effectively 

keepers were coming out of a depressing 
summer with overstocked shelves after 15 
months of recession, rising unemploy- 
ment and sick sales of everything from 
cars to refrigerators. Now retailers are 
hopeful that the price slashing will seduce 
shoppers, resulting in at least respectable 
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began as far back as October, when shop- | 

fire of discounting is having the desired | 

Christmas ’82: On Sale Now 
But customers are cautious as they play a waiting game with U.S. retailers 

overall sales for 1982. Many shopkeepers 
count on Christmas for a third to a half of 
any year’s profits. 

Many of them stand to be disappoint- 
ed. In general, sales are better on both 
coasts then they are in the Midwestern 
middle, the “rust bowl,” hardest hit by 
joblessness and industrial anemia. Almost 
nowhere, though, are sales truly brisk. 
Unusually warm weather in the East, 
which has produced temperatures in the 
springlike 70s, has hurt them in two ways. 
It has cut into sales of winter clothing. It 
also made Christmas seem not so near, re- 
ducing what Economist Alan Greenspan 
calls the “sense of urgency” needed to 
press people into stores. 

Shoppers now coolly wait for prices to 
come down before buying. If they do not 
see what they want at the right price, they 
bide their time until prices drop. Says Ann 
Colwell, 28, a Dallas publicist: “It’s a con- 
sumer-oriented Christmas,” as if some- 
how it rarely had been until this year. She 
is waiting for Evan-Picone suits at Sanger 
Harris to goon sale. When they do, she will 
buy. Said Martin Tolep, economist for 
F.W. Woolworth: “By waiting, they’re go- 
ing to make some retailers frantic.” 

ther forces are at work to discour- 
age buying, especially of big-ticket 
items such as refrigerators and 

washing machines. Two or three years 
ago, when inflation was steaming along at 
double-digit levels, a philosophy of buy- 
now-before-the-price-goes-up gripped the 
consumer. Sales of consumer durables 
held their own. Now, with inflation limp- 
ing along at an annual rate of about 5%, 
there is no rush to buy expensive items. In 
fact, it often pays to wait. Says Irwin 
Kellner, chief economist at Manufactur- 
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ers Hanover Trust Co.: “Buyers see that 
the longer they wait, the better the deals 
will be.” 

Even if Christmas sales do perk up 
during the next two weeks, most econo- 
mists expect fourth-quarter retail sales— 
including automobiles, appliances and 
general merchandise—to be only slightly 
ahead of last year’s fourth quarter, after 
adjustment for inflation. November's | 
sales, reported last week, rose by an infla- 
tion-adjusted 2% above last year, thanks 
largely to the recent pickup in auto sales 
sparked by carmakers’ cut-rate financing. 
The sluggishness in spending puzzles 
some economists, who see a number of 
reasons why people should be buying: 

> The percentage of consumer after-tax | 

earnings that goes for paying off install- 
ment debt has declined from 19% in 1979- 
80, to 15% now, about where it was in the 
recession year of 1975. Says Edward 
Brennan, Sears merchandise-group chair- 
man: “People who are working are in an 
excellent position to extend themselves 
on charge accounts.” } 

> Total consumer buying power, what's 
left of income after accounting for taxes 
and inflation, is actually rising at an an- | 
nual rate of 2% to 3% these days, vs. a de- 
cline of 1% in 1980. That is nowhere near | 
1973’s 8% gain, the highest in the past 
decade, but it is a solid improvement. 

> Between August and November, the 32 
million Americans who own stocks and 
bonds ran up a mighty $300 billion in 
profits as stock-market indicators broke 
all records. While some of the wealth ex- 
isted only on paper, even that can make 
investors feel rich and ready to spend 
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At Marshall Field's store at Water Tower Place, a Chicago shopping center, buyers check out sharply reduced prices on women’s pants 

All these factors may be offset by 
equally powerful negative forces. The | 
greatest of these is, of course, unemploy- 
ment, which in November was running at 
a post-Depression high of 10.8% of the 
U.S. work force. Members of 20% of 
American families have experienced 
some joblessness this year, says Wool- 
worth’s Tolep. 

That does not encourage big spend- 
ing. It even discourages buying by em- 
ployed people who are nervous over the 
safety of their jobs, or who have just been 
rehired after a period of layoff. Said a 
shopper in a Kmart in Detroit: “I’m mak- 
ing $4 an hour less in a new job, and I 
won't be spending as much.” 

What is more, the-U.S. savings rate 
has increased sharply: in the third quarter | 
it stood at 7% of income, vs. 6.4% a year 
earlier and only 5.8% in 1980. In more ro- 

bust times, that would be welcome news 
indeed. It would mean that more money 

| could go into the building of plants to cre- 
ate jobs, the answer to the Reagan Ad- 
ministration’s dream. 

Coming now, when times are not 
good, the increased savings translate into 
more than $20 billion that is not being 
spent on consumer goods. Some of the 
savings doubtless flow from the $28 bil- 
lion federal income tax cut in July. Says 
Economist Evan Barrington of Data Re- 
sources Inc.: “We keep looking for the tax 
cut to come through in spending, and it 
just hasn’t.” 

In addition, stagnant house values 
and sales mean thal consumers are not 
generating cash, as they once did, from 
capital gains on their homes. Economist 

| Greenspan estimates that in the third 
| quarter the spread between homeowners’ 

= 
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| purchase prices and sale prices, at an an- 
nual rate, was $36 billion, well below the 

| $113 billion for 1979. The appreciation 
dip has left consumers less willing or less 
able to take out second mortgages for 
shopping sprees 

Nonetheless, Walter Loeb, who fol- 
lows retailing stocks for Morgan Stanley 
& Co., estimates that the earnings of 
major department stores should rise a 
handsome 8% this year after inflation 
Like other analysts, he is bullish on re- 
tailing stocks because he knows that if 
and when the economy turns around the 
big retailers will feel it first. Since Au- 

ward surge, retailing stocks have partici- 
pated smartly and even outperformed 
the market —By John S. DeMott. 
Reported by Patricia Delaney/Chicago and 

Stephen Koepp/New York 

LEE BALTERMAN 
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When Mickey Wore Gloves 
A‘ unforgiving as this year’s outlook is, the prospect of a 

prosperous selling season was even dimmer 49 years ago, 
when Sears, Roebuck & Co. published its first Christmas cat- 
alogue. In that Depression year, unemployment was almost 
25%, and the Sears “wish” book carried the blue eagle of 
the National Recovery Administration on its cover. The dol- 

week. So while the latest-model Kenmore upright vacuum 
cleaner costs $99.95 now, compared with $17.45 then, it can 
be paid for with a day’s work, pretax, whereas the 1933 Ken- 
more cost nearly three days’ salary. The 1982 vacuum cleans 

better too. Some items even have lower price tags today 
Sears does not sell a twelve-tube Superheterodyne console 
radio any longer, but at $52.95 it could hardly be a match for 
this year’s $39.95 portable AM-FM that also carries the au- 
dio portion of TV channels. Still, the misty veil of nostalgia 

only enhances the appeal of a Lionel 

The catalogue, 88 pages mostly in | 
grim black and white, in contrast to 
this Christmas’ 648 pages nearly all in | 
color, was reprinted by Sears as a pro- 
motion. Then, as now, concern about 
prices seemed paramount. The cata- | 
logue promised nifty bargains to cus- 
tomers who made a $7.50 purchase—for 
example, a 26-piece silver-plate table- 
ware set for $4.99. A number of other 
items look no less alluring. You needed 
garters to hold them up, but silk stock- 
ings were 78¢. In pre-diet conscious 
America, there were 2-Ib. fruitcakes selling for 49¢, and 4 Ibs. 
of mixed nuts cost 79¢. A man’s cotton-broadcloth shirt sold 
for $1.69, and a wool sweater for $1.95. For women, black 
leather oxfords cost $1.98, and a one-quarter carat diamond 
set in 18-karat white gold was priced at $54.50. 

But were goods really cheaper? In 1933 the average an- 
nual household income was $32 a week; in 1981 it was $497 a 

lar as we know it today was worth $7.58. 

>. 

ka 
Sweater and tricycle in 1933 Sears catalogue 

electric train set ($12.79), all-steel 
coaster wagon ($1.98), 26-piece doll- 
house ($1.98) or 15-in. mohair Teddy 
bear ($1.79). 

Celebrity endorsements were just as 
popular then. Big Bill Tilden’s name 
appeared on a junior tennis racket 
($3.19), and Pitcher Dazzy Vance’s sig- 
nature was stamped on the horsehide 
cover of baseballs (59¢). More enduring 
is the Mickey Mouse watch ($2.29), 
though now Mickey tells time with 
electronic digits ($16.99) instead of 

white-gloved hands and must compete with Star Wars mod- 
els. Another big name in the 1933 catalogue was that of Bird 
Expert H. Fogg, who had just taken charge of Sears’ bird and 
pet departments and endorsed a line of canaries (up to 
$6.95); these are no longer for sale. Possibly the nearest 
equivalent in the current edition is the assortment of wom- 
en’s clothing promoted by Model Cheryl Tiegs. 

gust, when stock prices began their up- 
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Signs of a Pickup Abroad 
TIME '’s European Board of Economists sees a timid recovery 

larly between the U.S. and its European 
partners, remain remote, if only because 
both sides fear the economic carnage that 
would ensue. Tumlir even found a “silver 
lining” in the GATT meeting two weeks 
ago, which pitted U.S. negotiators against 
the European Community over the issue 
of agriculture subsidies. Although the 
meeting generally was regarded as at least 
a setback to world trade, Tumlir saw in 
the desperate last-minute efforts to pre- 
vent an impasse proof that the main par- 
ticipants recognized the grave conse- 
quences of total failure. Concluded 
Tumlir: “If everybody were as pessi- 
mistic as the politicians, it would be in- 

I fewer visible on the horizon, a 
weak and exceedingly vulnerable 

economic recovery will at last begin to 
take shape for the struggling nations of 
Western Europe during the second half of 
1983. That was the cautious view of 
TIME’s European Board of Economists, 
which met in Geneva last week to survey 
the West’s hesitant forces for recovery— 
most notably the falling interest rates | 
around the world—and to weigh them 
against the twin recessionary demons of 
global debt and rising protectionism that | 
are threatening the economies of nations 
everywhere. 

In the six-hour meeting, marked by 
more disagreement than usual, the six 
economists also sought to put into per- 
spective the deep pessimism that has 
gripped Western Europe 

1982 an officials in recen 

projections 
weeks. There are in fact! 
some bright spots. Indeed 
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ist pressures are mounting} 
everywhere, Board Mem- 
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ber Jan Tumlir, chie 
economist for the General 
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Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade in Geneva, argued 
that the chances of a full- 
scale trade war, particu- 

= 

by TIME’s European 

Board of Economists 

would have held so steadily.” 
Debt as well has so far 

proved a manageable problem. 
By cooperation on a case-by- 
case basis, the board noted that 
banks and governments in the 
industrialized world so far 
have staved off the nightmare 
of a major default by cash- 
starved borrowers ranging 
from Mexico to Poland. And 
though unemployment is cur- 
rently at 10.5% of the labor 

we of civil: : 

, 

2S ead Bes be Bes 

University of Zurich lecturer and execu- 
tive vice president for Crédit Suisse, infla- 
tion should have been driven down from a 
current level of 8.5% to an annual rate of 
no more than about 7.5%, the lowest in 
more than a decade. 

Sam Brittan, assistant editor of Lon- 
don’s Financial Times, pointed out that 
the recent downturn in the value of the 
US. dollar and the British pound should 
help ease protectionist pressures both in 
the US. and throughout Western Europe. 
The US. and Britain, whose exports have 
suffered from overvalued currencies for 
more than a year, are now expected to be 
less inclined toward curbing imports. 
Reason: foreign-made goods will become | 
relatively more expensive, and thus less 
competitive, in the U.S. and British mar- 
kets, thereby helping to stimulate sales | 
for domestic manufacturers and reduce | 
demands for protectionist 

Meanwhile, countries like West 
Germany, which had tightened 

measures. 

monetary policy to protect the 

suing a more expansionary credit 

conceivable that the Western economies 

o> os GE mark, can now begin pur- 

| trouble is that the world trade situa- 
tion has grown so delicate that steps 
toward protection, which might have 
been averted if the currencies had 
changed earlier, may now prove 
more difficult to stop.” 

The board agreed that the busi- 
ness outlook in Europe is gloomier 
than in the U.S., which also faces 
postwar record unemployment and 
stagnating output. Said Brittan of the 
difference: ‘For all its problems, the 

market. There has been hardly any 
increase in remuneration per head, 
after adjusting for inflation, since 
1967. Europe suffers from rigid labor 

down or even stabilize. As a re- 
sult, recessions in Europe now tend 
to be severe, while booms prove 
short-lived.” 

Guido Carli, former governor of 

past ten years, 15 million jobs were 
created in the U.S., compared with virtu- 
ally none in the European Community. 
The jobs, he said, were in the service sec- 
tor, not in manufacturing, where unem- 
ployment has continued high on both 
sides of the Atlantic. Said Carli: “Em- 
ployment has to be created in services 
and small businesses, but I believe that 
in Europe we are not moving in that 
direction.” 

Against that backdrop, board mem- 
bers offered 1983 growth forecasts rang- 
ing from merely modest to barely visible 
for the Community’s four leading eco- 
nomic powers: 

WEST GERMANY. A fier a decline in growth 
this year, expected to be around 2.5%, the 
West Germans can look forward toa mod- 
est 2% growth in G.N.P. in 1983, begin- 

policy. But, cautioned Brittan: “The | 

markets in which costs never go | 

“ITALY: force in Western Europe as a 
Neen a whole, and rising, the 
as’ ® : ° 

government specter of inflation is 
austerity program receding. By next 

Thesecond December, accord- 
preach ing to Board Mem- 
governmer" 
action. ; ber Hans" Mast, a | 
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US. still has a fairly flexible labor | 

the Bank of Italy, noted that in the | 
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| ning in midyear, according to Herbert 
Giersch, director of the University of 
Kiel’s Institute for World Economics. In- 
flation, now running at 4.5%, will fall to 3% 
by next December if wage increases are 

| limited, as the government seeks, to 3.5% 
| during 1983. That will be tough, said 
Giersch, since militant trade unions are al- 
ready demanding salary hikes of about 
7.5%. The government’s recent efforts to 
stimulate the housing industry are not ex- 
pected to make any dent in unemploy- 
ment, now at 7.8% of the work force. Job- 
lessness is likely to grow to 9.5% by the end 
of next year, said Giersch 

| BRITAIN. Board Member Brittan, while 
acknowledging that he had overestimated 
the growth in Britain during 1982, argued 
that in 1983 the U.K. economy could ex- 

| pand by as much as 2.3%, in contrast to 
the current 1% consensus forecast of most 
analysts. Said he: “Either the economy 
will not take off at all or it will grow a 
good deal faster than most believe.” Brit- 
tan based his forecast on the stimulative 
effect of a planned March 1983 tax cut, as 
well as the impact of the recent decline in 
interest rates, which has not yet been felt 
in the economy. Though unemployment, 
at 12.9%, is already the highest in West- 
ern Europe, Brittan predicted a further 
rise to 14% by the end of next year. He 
foresaw inflation’s dipping a bit in the 
process, from 6% at present to about 5.8% 
by the end of 1983. 

ITALY. Normally governments produce 
only one economic forecast at a time, but 
this year Italy’s Budget and Economic 
Planning Ministry is hedging its bets, of- 
fering not one but two differing views of 
the year ahead. The first assumes firm ac- 
tion against out-of-control public spend- 
ing and a roaring budget deficit, and the 
alternative outlook assumes no action at 
all. According to Carli, the bizarre bu- 
reaucralic maneuver was a dramatic 
demonstration of the political dilemma 
facing the country. The present moun- 
tainous deficit of $52 billion amounts to 
fully 15.5% of the gross national product, 
and threatens if unchecked to push infla- 
tion, currently at 16.5%, to 21% during 
the year ahead while holding back growth 
to no more than about 1.5%. Even so, the 
newly formed coalition headed by Chris- 
tian Democrat Prime Minister Amintore 
Fanfani is in no position to cut the budget 
deficit to the 11% of G.N.P. that most 
economists say is necessary, suggesting 
that Italy will remain mired in stagflation 
no matter what happens to other Commu- 
nity members during the year. 

FRANCE. Despite skepticism inside the 
country and abroad, the Socialist govern- 
ment’s decision to impose price and wage 
controls last June has been “a sort of suc- 
cess,” in the view of Jean-Marie Chevalier, 
professor of economics at the University of 
Paris Nord. As a result, he was less pessi- 
mistic about the French economy than he 
was six months ago, now predicting a 
growth rate of about 1% for 1983 along 
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Money Summit 
pee informal meetings of finance 
ministers from the so-called Group 

of Five—the US., Britain, West Ger- 
many, France and Japan—have gen- 
erally been hush-hush affairs. Rarely 
is the site or even the date of the gath- 
erings revealed. But growing concern 
about the stability of global finance 
cast an unusual spotlight on last week’s 
summit at a remote Tudor-style castle 
in Kronberg, West Germany. 

Earlier in the week U.S. Treasury 
Secretary Donald Regan had drawn at- 
tention to the meeting by telling report- 
ers in Washington that he intended to 
push for greater international coopera- 
tion to shore up the shaky monetary 
system. He complained that the major 
nations had responded to the alarming 
debt problems of such countries as Po- 
land, Mexicoand Brazil in a haphazard 
manner, lurching from one crisis to the 
next. “We have 
to have some bet- 
ter way of oper- 
ating,” said Re- 
gan. He also 
contended that 
there should be 

ty,” 

fluctuations, in 
exchange rates 
between major 
currencies. In re- 
cent years, sharp 
swings in curren- 
cy values have often disrupted world 
trade patterns. 

Surprised European leaders saw 
Regan’ 's remarks as a possible indica- 
tion of a significant shift in American 
thinking. Until now, the U.S. Admin- 
istration had emphasized that, as 
much as possible, governments should 
maintain a hands-off stance toward 
international finance. Said a top West 
German official: “We welcome the 
change from what has so far been an 
inward-looking U.S. policy to an out- 
ward-looking one.” 

In Kronberg, the Group of Five 
ministers accepted Regan’s general 
proposition that potential reforms of 
the monetary system should be stud- 
ied, but they focused their attention on 
more immediate steps to calm jittery 
financial markets. In particular, the 
ministers agreed that the major indus- 
trial nations should greatly increase 
their contributions to the International 
Monetary Fund, which makes loans to 
countries having balance of payments 
difficulties. Until more fundamental 
solutions can be found for the mount- 
ing debt distress of developing nations, 
increased IMF lending will apparently 
have to serve as a stopgap. 

with a continuing fall in inflation. The rate 
of price rise in the economy has already 
been slowed from 12% to 9.8% during 
1982, and Chevalier expects further frac- 
tional improvement during the year ahead 
if unions continue to show wage modera- 
tion. Meanwhile unemployment, now at 
9% of the French labor force, will creep up 
to 9.8% before peaking. 

During the meeting, Chevalier 
Stressed that expanding world trade 
would not by itself bring economic growth 
for any nation in the year ahead. He ar- 
gued that, in what he called the “Mexican 
effect,” excessive dependence on world 
trade had pushed many Third World na- 
tions into debt in the first place, risking 
their economic independence in the pro- 
cess. Chevalier suggested that some na- 
tions would need to protect domestic in- 
dustries to encourage investment. By 
contrast, Board Member Tumlir argued 
that investment would slump alarmingly 
without free trade. Said he: “Investment is 
extremely sensitive to uncertainty, and if 
you create uncertainty about trade, ex- 
ports and access to markets, then one- 
third or maybe even 40% of contemplated 
investment projects will be postponed. So 
to say that we have to worry about invest- 
ment but not trade today is irrational.” 

here was disagreement too on the di- 
rection of the European Community 

as a whole. In Chevalier’s view, European 
cohesion has been strengthened by clash- 
es with the US., particularly over the 
Reagan Administration’s economic sanc- 
tions against European companies en- 
gaged in building the Soviet gas pipeline 
to Western Europe. Moreover, said Che- 
valier, at the trade talks in Geneva, “there 
was a serious consensus among the Euro- 
pean partners” to resist U.S. demands for 
an end to agricultural subsidies in the 
Community and for a stronger commit- 
ment to freer trade. Replied Carli: “The 
Community has found unity only in the 
form of being antagonistic to the U.S., and 
that is the worst form of unity we could 
aim for. It is a sign that the Community is 
getting into a crisis.” 

Carli, Brittan and Mast all professed 
disillusionment with the current drifting 
aimlessness of the Common Market. 
Mast found that the Community had lost 
its political will and now was split be- 
tween countries with free-market philos- 
ophies and those that were less dedicated 
to that idea, which he listed as France, It- 
aly and Greece. Though Chevalier insist- 
ed that the current slump was acting as a 
cohesive force by making member states 
unify their economic policies, Carli ar- 
gued that the Market was really being 
ripped apart by the huge economic dis- 
parities of its members, with chronically 
troubled Italy at one extreme and West 
Germany, still a model of economic disci- 
pline, at the other. Whatever the state of 
European unity or the chances of the 
longed-for recovery, there was at least 
agreement that the meeting took place on 
the crest of an unpredictable period of 
transition. — By Frederick Painton 
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At a suburban New York toy store, a buyer peruses an assortment of cartridges made by Atari 

Pac-Man Finally Meets His Match 
Feverish competition takes its toll on video-game stocks 

ver the past several years, almost no 
business has grown faster than video 

games, but last week stocks of most of the 
industry’s highflying participants came 
crashing down with a thud. Warner Com- 
munications, owner of Atari, the king of 
video games, unexpectedly forecast a 
slump in fourth-quarter earnings. The 
news reverberated through Wall Street. 
Analysts began recalculating profit esti- 
mates of the best-known games manufac- 
turers, trying to divine whether the Atari 
setback had more cosmic implications. By 

clare that the stock market was flashing a 
bleak “Game Over” for the popular 
amusements. But it seemed clear that vid- 
eo-game makers would no longer be able 
to rack up record profits with the ease of a 
twelve-year-old joystick junkie who stars 
at Pac-Man. 

When investors finished adding up 
the losses after the stock market closed on 
Friday, the extent of the devastation was 

Warner. The company’s stock sank dur- 
ing the week like a runaway elevator— 
from $54 to $35, a loss in market valua- 
tion of an astounding $1.3 billion. Shares 
of the other market leader, Mattel Inc., 
which makes Intellivision, lost $192 mil- 
lion, fully 40% of their earlier value. 

Until last week, the only question 
most people asked about home video 
games was how fast they would spread. It 
seemed as if every child in America, and 
many adults, was interested in buying 
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week's end no one was quite ready to de- | 

electrifying. The most money was lost on | 

plastic game cartridges and playing them 

on consoles (which typically cost $200 or 
more) hooked up to a television set. 

No one sold the cartridges and the 
consoles better than Warner's ten-year- 
old Atari. By acquiring the rights to popu- 
lar arcade games like Space Invaders and 
Pac-Man, and designing them to fit play- 
ers of its own manufacture, Atari saw its 
sales leap from $30 million in 1976 to $1.1 
billion last year. As late as last summer it 
still held about 80% of the world market, 
and in doing so had got a lock on an enor- 
mously profitable business in which car- 
tridges that cost only about $6 to manu- 
facture can usually be sold for a retail 
price of $25 to $50. 

Atari's success quickly lured other 
competitors. A year ago, Mattel was still 
the major one, but at least 20 companies 
have products on store shelves this Christ- 
mas. In order to hold on to its market 
share, Atari spent heavily to promote its 
new E.T. and Raiders of the Lost Ark 
games. But sales failed to reach expected 
levels. 

Suddenly last week, Consumer Prod- 
ucts Division President Perry Odak, 37, 
who had been with Atari for only eight 
months, was ousted. Although his remov- 
al was attributed to personality differ- 
ences, the announcement came the same 

| day as the revised fourth-quarter forecast. 
Warner now predicts that it will earn only 

| about $4.05 or $4.10 a share this year. 
While that is an increase of 10% to 15% 
over 1981, it is well below analysts’ earlier 
estimates of as much as $6.63. 

The bad news about Atari arrived 

| with other grim tidings for the industry. 
=| Mattel said that it expected to lose money 

during the fourth quarter, even though it 
was shipping more of its heavily adver- 
tised Intellivision games than it did a | 
year ago. The company blamed a soften- | 

ing retail market and higher marketing 
costs that resulted from increased compe- | 
tition. After Mattel’s shares began drop- 
ping, trading was suspended for more 
than 14 days. 

E ven the up-and-comers among video 
games were not spared. The stock of 

Coleco Industries Inc., which has a hit 
cartridge called Donkey Kong and a new 
console, ColecoVision, fell almost nine 
points in two days. Declared President 
Arnold Greenberg: “This is an inevitable 
initial reaction when the largest company 
in the industry says it has had disappoint- 
ments. Some of the newer companies like 
us have really taken a large share away 
from Atari and Mattel.” Coleco, based in 
Hartford, Conn., expects its sales to jump 
180% this year, to $500 million. 

Another fast-growing youngster that 
has stolen business from the leaders is 
Imagic, which was incorporated just 18 
months ago. Its popular cartridge, Demon 
Attack, was chosen the “game of the 
year” by an industry magazine, and the 
company’s revenues are expected to reach 
$50 million this year. The firm had 
planned to cash in on its popularity and 
go public this month, but when the other 
shares got zapped, Imagic’s stock offering 
was postponed. 

Such small companies need fresh cap- 
ital if they are going to keep up in a busi- 
ness where supply has finally caught up 
with demand. For instance, Imagic has | 
budgeted $10 million—about 20% of its 
estimated 1982 sales—for six 
months of television com- 
mercials. That is still only a 
fraction of the $100 million 
that Atari spent on advertis- 
ing in 1982. Money alone, 
however, is not enough; in the 
latest ranking of the bestsell- 
ing video games, Atari’s top 
entry, Berzerk, ranks only 
fourth. 

Despite the financial community’s re- 
action to individual stocks, sales for the 
industry are still robust. Video games | 
have been among the bestselling items 
this season in the face of generally flabby 
retail sales. Says Leisure Industries Ana- 
lyst David Londoner of Wall Street's 
Wertheim & Co.: “We don’t think the 
market for cartridges will peak until 1984 
or 1985.” But Londoner adds, “I don’t 
think the stock market will continue to be 
enraptured by video games.” While mil- | 
lions of Americans will still be looking for 
a Donkey Kong or Frogger game under | 
their trees this Christmas, investors have 
already started the search for other hot | 
stocks. —By Alexander L. Taylor iil. 
Reported by Dick Thompson/San Francisco and | 

Susanne Washburn/New York 
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How to move 
a paragraph. 

For memos or manuscripts, sales 
reports or book reports, a person could 
use the IBM Personal Computer. 

Because, with 
the Easy Writer* 
software program, 
creating, revising 
and storing text is 
just that. Easy. 

With ten function keys that help 
save time on repetitious tasks and 
“menus” that guide you along, the 
IBM Personal Computer can insert 
a clause. Delete a line. Move a 
paragraph from one page to 
another. Transfer text from file to 
file. Even merge words from your 

Easy Writer program with numbers 
generated by your VisiCalct+ program. 

And when you're done, a copy 
of the finished product can be printed 
out at 80 characters a second. 

So if you dovany kind of writing, 
try it on the IBM Personal Computer 
at your nearest authorized dealer. 
You'll see that the performance, quality 
and price are really something to 
write home about. 

The IBM Personal Computer 
A tool for modern times 

ee 
The IBM Personal Computer. 
See it at a store near you: 

ILLINOIS 
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 

ComputerLand 
Sears Business Systems Center 

BUFFALO GROVE 
CompuShop 

CHAMPAIGN 
ComputerLand 

CHICAGO 
CompuShop 

ComputerLand 

IBM Product Centers 

DECATUR 
Main Street Computer Company 

DEERFIELD 
Sears Business Systems Center 

DOWNERS GROVE 
ComputerLand 

EDWARDSVILLE 
Computer Corner 

ELMHURST 
ComputerLand 

EVANSTON 
ComputerLand 

HAVANA 
IMinoss Valley Irrigation 

JOLIET 
CompurerLand 

MIDLOTHIAN 
CompuShop 

MORTON GROVE 
CompuShop 

MUNDELEIN 
CompurerLand 

NAPERVILLE 
ComputerLand 

NILES 
ComputerLand 

NORTHBROOK 
ComputerLand 

OAK BROOK 
IBM Produce Cencer 

OAK LAWN 
ComputerLand 

OAK PARK 
CompuShop 

CompurerLand 

PEORIA 
ComputerLand 

POSEN 
Computers Erc 

ROCKLAND 
ComputerLand 

ROLLING MEADOWS 
CompuShop 

ST. CHARLES 
ComputerLand 

SCHAUMBURG 
ComputerLand 

VILLA PARK 
Sears Business Systems Center 

MISSOURI 
CLAYTON 

Forsythe Computers 
Sears Business Systerns Center 

CREVE COEUR 
Forsythe Computers 

MANCHESTER 
ComputerLand 

MARYLAND HEIGHTS 
ComputerLand 

ST. ANN 
Computer Depot 

a Famous Barr Stores 

ST. LOUIS 
Computer Depor 

at Famous Barr Stores 
Photo & Sound Company 

For more information on where to Duy the IBM Personal Computer, 

al! 800-447-4700. in Alaska or Hawan, 800-447-0890. 



CARTEL CHEATING 

CEILINGS 
for crude oil 

production, established 

in Mar.'82 

Millions of bbis. per day 

OPEC Dilemma 
How to handle the glut 

| wice in the past ten years the Organi- 
zation of Petroleum Exporting Coun- 

tries has sent the price of crude oil spurt- 
ing, bringing riches to the 13-nation oil 
cartel and economic agony to just about 
everyone else. But now the combined ef- 
fects of conservation and worldwide re- 
cession have left oil prices skidding, creat- 
ed a global supply glut where once there 
was scarcity, and shaken the foundations 
of the formidable cartel. 

This weekend, when the ministers of 
the world’s least loved cartel gather in Vi- 

| enna, the session is apt to be the stormiest 
ever. The members are poorer than they 
once were; oil exports lifted the current 
account balance of the OPEC nations to a 
record $109 billion surplus in 1980, but 
this year there will be a deficit, estimated 
at more than $15 billion. The delegates 
must face the painful fact that they can no 

at high levels, a nettlesome problem be- 
cause OPEC members have shown little in- 
clination to live with production quotas 

This has become abundantly clear 

since last March when Saudi Arabia, the 
group’s biggest producer at 7.5 million bbl 
per day of output, forced through what 
amounted to a 9.6% production cut. Its 
purpose: to take up slack in the market and 
prevent petroleum prices from slipping 
below the cartel’s official $34-per-bbl. 
bench-mark level. Once they had agreed 
to the cuts, Iran, Libya, Venezuela and 

| several other cash-squeezed member 
States began pumping crude at levels 
above their ceilings (see chart), as well as 
discounting the price to theircustomers. As 
a result, by last week prices on the unregu- 
lated spot market had dropped to $29 per 
bbl., down from an alltime high of $42 two 
years ago. Meanwhile, a worldwide glut of 

| oil has developed, swelling to more than 4 
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ACTUAL 
production, Oct. '82 

longer control both prices and production | 

million bbl. per day in excess of demand. 
In an effort to halt the slide, Saudi of- 

ficials have been pressuring OPEC’s dis- 
counters to stop their cheating on prices 
and production. If necessary, the Saudis 
recently began hinting, Riyadh would 

| start price cutting, offering gargantuan 
discounts that would drive all other ex- 
porters from the market 

In fact, the cautious and conservative- 
minded Saudis are much more likely to 
use a carrot at Vienna than a stick. The 
betting is that they will favor holding the 
Official price at $34 per bbl. As for produc- 
tion, the Saudis might decide to raise the 
spring quotas by about 10%, which would 
legitimize the cheating with a return to 
pre-March levels, while perhaps trim- 
ming their own output to keep the glut 
from growing worse. At the same time, 
the Riyadh government would stand 
ready to provide low-interest loans to help 
tide over financially squeezed cartel 
members until the world economy starts 
to recover and, the Saudis hope, oil sales 
begin to improve. 

To the Saudis, a compromise ap- 
proach is much more appealing than a 
high-risk strategy of dramatically slash- 
ing prices in order to drive other members 
into line. Reason: though economists gen- 
erally agree that a slow and moderate de- 
cline in prices to, perhaps, $25 to $28 per 
bbl. would on balance be a long-term ton- 
ic for the wavering world economy, a sud- 
den and wrenching break in prices 
brought on by runaway discounting could 
prove perilous for oil exporters and im- 
porters alike 

As the loan problems earlier this 
year at Oklahoma City’s Penn Square 
Bank attest, a further decline in oil 
prices would put pressure on many bank 
balance sheets. That is because billions of 
dollars have been lent out since the late 
1970s to exploration and development 
companies that, until recently, had been 
counting on ever higher prices for their 
discoveries. If prices were now to collapse, 
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off many of these loans as worthless. 
Worse, financial experts like Rimmer 

de Vries, chief international economist for 
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., are worried 
that a further slump in prices would 
gravely aggravate the already large finan- 
cial problems of such debt-ridden oil-ex- 
porting nations as Mexico and Nigeria. 
Together, the two nations have borrowed 
at least $90 billion from foreign lenders. A 
gentle price decline, as opposed to a nose- 
dive, would not be disastrous, since lower 
oil prices translate into lower worldwide 
inflation and thus lower interest rates for 
debtors. 

An oil price rise seems out of the ques- 
tion, barring some blowup in the Middle | 
East. But oilmen cannot afford to rule | 
that out. The big fear is that the stalemat- 
ed 27-month war between Iran and Iraq 
might suddenly spill over into a general- 
ized Persian Gulf conflict, enveloping 
Saudi Arabia and other producers. 

For consuming and exporting nations 
alike, the ultimate message pre-Vienna is | 
already clear enough: when it comes to 
oil, collapsing prices, like runaway in- 
creases, can threaten the world economy, 
at least in the short run. Many bankers 
are saying that the best they can hope for 
in Vienna is no change in price. That is 
probably what they will get. w 

Super-NOW 
The savings-checking account 

ust as bankers were gearing up last 
week to launch the new money-market 

accounts that pay high interest, federal 
regulators authorized financial institu- 
tions to offer yet another option beginning | 
Jan. 5 that will almost totally blur the dis- 
tinction between savings and checking 
deposits. The account will require a mini- 
mum balance of $2,500, but it will have no 
interest ceiling, and depositors will be 
able to write an unlimited number of 
checks. Similar to so-called NOW check- 
ing accounts that currently have an inter- 
est lid of 54%, this latest innovation has | 
already been dubbed the Super-NOW 

Bankers and savings and loan officers 
are both excited and apprehensive about 
the Super-NOW. They hope this new 

| weapon in their arsenal! will help them re- 

cover a large part of the $230 billion in de- 
posits that has been captured by money- 
market mutual funds. But the banks and 
S and Ls will also be in the unsettling posi- 
tion of competing fiercely with each other 
as well as with the money funds. Many a 

bank official will be working overtime 
during the Christmas season trying to fig- 
ure out how much interest to pay on the 
Super-NOW, Says a concerned Walter 
Wriston, chairman of New York’s Citi- 

bank: “The critical question is how banks 
will price their services. Will we go the 

| airline route, charging $99 and giving a 

banks would have little choice but to write | Savers will soon find out. 
4 — 

steak dinner to fly across the country?” 
a 
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The Reagans’ Christmas card 

Christmas came early for 
New York Artist James Stein- 
meyer: last July, to be precise. 
That is when he got a note 
from an admirer of his interior 
illustrations for House & Gar- 
den asking him to design her 
family’s Christmas card. Stein- | 
meyer, 32, was only too de- 
lighted to comply, since his 
hopeful patron was Nancy Rea- 
gan. Steinmeyer’s gouache of 
the White House Red Room 
was mailed last week to some 
60,000 of the First Family's 
friends, relatives and political 
supporters. Paid for by the Re- 
publican National Committee, 
the card carries the message, 
“The President and Mrs. Rea- 
gan extend to you their best 
wishes for a joyous Christmas 
and a peaceful New Year.” 
And so does Jim Steinmeyer 

The fifth annual Kennedy 
Center Honors gala had the 
sort of black-tie, stretch-limo 
elegance that faintly evoked 
eras past, when the honorees 
hit their professional strides 
Receiving this year’s ribbon 
and gold-plated medallions 
was an illustrious quintet of 
long-lived achievers: Director- 
Writer-Producer George Ab- 

bott, 95; Actress Lillian Gish, 86; 
Bandleader Benny Goodman, 73; | § 
Dancer-Choreographer Gene | 
Kelly, 70; and Conductor Eu- 
gene Ormandy, 83. Top-banana | 
stripes went to First Trouper 
Ronald Reagan, 71. Warmly ad- 

dressing each of the honorees, 
he came to Abbott, who is cur- 
rently reviving his 1936 Broad- 
way show On Your Toes, and 
addressed him as “Mr. Ab- 
bott.”” (Pause.) “I’m not sure 

enough about calling him 
George,” said the President, 
“since I’m temporarily be- 
tween engagements.” 
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In the early years of their 
marriage, they were the new 
young couple of Camelot—he 
a restless freshman Senator 
with a brother in the White 
House, and she a Washington 
wife with retiring but winning 
ways. Last week, nearly five 
years after Joan Kennedy, 
46, first moved out of the 
McLean, Va., home she 
shared with Senator Edward 

M. Kennedy, 50, the couple filed 
for divorce, declaring that 
there had been an “‘irretriev- 

able breakdown” of their 24- 
year marriage. At one point 

during the brief hearing in 
Barnstable, Mass. (where they 
both still vote), Joan appeared 
to be near tears, according to 
Court Clerk Robert Farrell, 
but “Ted put his hand on her 
shoulder, and she seemed to re- 
gain her composure.” Under 

wat 

| Mailer: from Arkansas to a one-woman show in Manhattan 

the terms of what Joan called 
a “very generous” agreement, 
she will get alimony, child sup- 
port, a lump-sum cash settle- 
ment, their apartment on Bos- 
ton’s Beacon Street and their 
Hyannis Port home. They will 

share legal custody of Patrick, 
15; Edward Jr., 21, and Kara, 22, 
are no longer minors. Said 
Joan in a written statement: “I 
share with my husband a 
strong sense of dedication to 
our children, who have been 
the greatest joy in both our 
lives. Divorce can not alter 
that, nor can it alter the love 
and affection I have had, and 
always will have, for members 
of the Kennedy family.” The 
Senator, whose decision not 
to enter the 1984 presidential 
race was partly based on the 
pending court action, had no 
public comment. The divorce 
will be final in a year 

Gala honorees: Abbott, Goodman, Gish, Kelly and Ormandy 

It’s not easy trying to es- 
tablish your identity when you 
are the wife of protean Writer 
Norman Mailer, 49, especially 
when you're an artist in your 
own right. A former art in- 
structor from Russellville, 
Ark., Norris Church Mailer, 33, 
has hardly been hurt by famil- 
ial connections, but her oils are 
better than many a skeptic 
would expect. Last week the 
artist’s work went on display in 
a one-woman show in Man- 
hattan’s SoHo district. For her 
depiction of down-home folks 
sitting on front stoops or 
ambling along Main Street, 
Church uses family, friends 
and even herself as models— 
just about everybody around 
her, in fact, except her hus- 
band. Says she: “I'm scared to 
I don’t like to be kind to people 
in my paintings.” 

~—By E. Graydon Carter 

On the Record 
Les Aspin, 44, Democratic Rep- 

resentative from Wisconsin, on 
the House refusal to fund pro- 
duction of five MX missiles: “It 
doesn’t mean the MX is dead 
If you give Congress a chance 
to vote on both sides of an is- 
sue, it will always do it.” 

Peter De Vries, 72, novelist, on 
being named to the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters: 
“The day I got the notification 
telegram, I happened to be 
thinking of all the big money 
passed around to some authors. 
I started to draft a telegram of 

acceptance: ‘Thanks a million 

Make that a million-five.’ ” 
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THE CLASSIC MOVE 
IS TO BLACK. 

CROSS 
SINCE 1846 

| capsules, could threaten the 

Space 
Some Unsuitable Workmanship 
Flaws that canceled the space walks during Columbia’s flight 

When I think generically of pressure | 
suits, I think, ugh, nasty little coffins. I'd be 
pleased never to get inside one again. 

—Michael Collins in Carrying the 
Fire 

s pilot of the command ship during 
Apollo 11’s 1969 historic flight to the 

moon, Astronaut Mike Collins had per- 
haps less reason than his lunar-walking 
buddies to fret about the clumsy, complex 

| garments that protected them from the 
harsh vacuum of space. But some of to- 
day’s astronauts are seriously worried 
about just how precarious 
space suits can be. In a re- 
port as bluntly critical as » “ 
any issued by NASA since its | Yatra. 
post-mortem on the disas- }. : 
trous 1967 launch-pad fire 
that killed three astronauts, 
the space agency has found 
alarmingly sloppy over- 
sights on a key aspect of the 
shuttle program: the multi- 
million-dollar space suits 
that NASA hopes will let as- 
tronauts leave the shuttle’s 
protective confines and 
work directly in orbit. Any 
failures in the suits, which 
in effect are mini-space 

astronauts’ lives. 
The formal inquiry fol- 

lows the cancellation of two 
scheduled space walks dur- 
ing last month’s fifth flightof 7 
Columbia. They were to be 
the first EVAs (for extrave- Astronaut Allen testing suit 

| hicular activity) by Ameri- feat over a sputtering fan. 
can astronauts since Skylab 
crew members exited into space in 1973 to 
make external repairs on their orbital lab- 
oratory. Mission controllers called off the 
latest walks after a vital oxygen-and-cool- 
antcirculating fanin Astronaut Joe Allen’s 
backpack wheezed and sputtered, and the 
pressure in Astronaut Bill Lenoir’s suit 
failed to reach acceptable levels. 

Determined to get the suits in working 
order for the maiden voyage of the new or- 
biter Challenger in January, the chiefofthe 
shuttle program, Air Force Lieut. General 
James Abrahamson, ordered a panel head- 
ed by NASA Engineer Richard Colonna to 
examine the suits, literally stitch by stitch 
Its provisional finding: “Egregious over- 
sights”—to use the words of one of the in- 
vestigators—by the prime contractor, the 
Hamilton Standard division of United 
Technologies Corp., and by a key subcon- 
tractor, Carleton Controls Corp., a subsid- 

The panel traced the troubles with the 
fan in Allen’s suit to the seepage of mois- 
ture (probably from breath and perspira- 
tion) into a tiny control device. No larger 
than two pinheads, the sensor regulates 

| the electrical pulses to the fan’s motor. Al- 
though the investigators still have not | 
found out why water should have pene- 
trated the device’s epoxy covering, they 
have made clear that its porosity should 
have been uncovered long before the $2.3 
million suits ever went into orbit. There 
was, however, no doubt what went wrong 
with Lenoir’s suit. Despite all efforts dur- 

ing the flight, the suit would 
not reach the required pres- 
sure, 4.3 lbs. per sq. in. (Al- 
though this is only a third of 
the earth’s normal atmo- 
spheric pressure, it is ade- 
quate because the astro- 
nauts are breathing pure 
oxygen rather than the oxy- 

gen-nitrogen mix that they 
would get at sea level.) 

The reason for the pres- 
sure problem turned out to 
be, in one official’s words, 
“horrifyingly simple.” Two 
plastic pins, about as large as 
two matchsticks and not 
much more expensive, were 
missing from the pressure | 
regulator. These allowed a 
locking ring to open, thereby 
creating a leak. Incredibly, a 

} Carleton employee, who has 
§ since been barred from fur- 

ther NASA work, as well as 
his supervisor, signed an in- 
spection sheet affirming the 
pins were in place. 

But by far the panel’s most distressing 
discovery was a stray steel chip, perhaps a 
burr from a screw, in an exhaust vent of 
the suit’s oxygen supply system. If the 
fragment had been in the pure oxygen 
area and caused a spark (by hitting a wall, 
for example), it might have touched off a 
catastrophic flash fire, killing Lenoir and 
possibly ripping a fatal hole in Columbia's 
sides as well. In fact, a suit did catch fire 
in a test at Houston two years ago; fortu- 
nately no one was wearing it. It was so in- 
cinerated that not enough was left to pin 
down the cause. 

NASA investigators minimized the 
possibility of a fire hazard, and company 
spokesmen emphasized that there was no 
flaw in the basic design of the suits. But 
among the astronauts who will wear them 
on future missions, the inspection failures 
have triggered understandable concern. | 

The distinctive gift of Classic Black®. With 22K gold 
| electroplate tments and lifetime mechanical 

guarantee. Suggested prices, $15 each; $30 the set 

iaryof Moog Inc. Byimplication, the report | Said one of them: “That was a shoddy, 
also faulted the space agency. dangerous failure in quality control.” 
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Medicine 

And the Beat Goes On 
Clark has a setback, but the artificial heart keeps pumping 

arney Clark’s heart was the least of 
his worries last week, and that was a 

welcome change. The air-powered artifi- 
cial heart permanently implanted in place 
of his own failing organ continued to work 
perfectly, just as it had from the time of 
the landmark operation in Salt Lake City 
on Dec. |. The plastic pump clicked 
steadily at an unvarying 90 beats a minute 
as Clark made remarkable initial prog- 
ress. And it pulsed without pause as Clark 
suffered, and survived, the first major set- 
back in his recovery. The heart’s unflag- 
ging performance led Dr. Chase Peterson, 
a vice president of the University of Utah 
Medical Center to assert: “Barney Clark 

Ba bess, Hemenhege oe 
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Dr. Chase Peterson 

is not an artificial-heart patient now. He's 
simply a seriously ill post-operative pa- 
tient who has had complications and 
could have more.” 

The major complication occurred be- 
fore dawn Tuesday as Clark lay in bed in 
the security-guarded third-floor intensive 
care unit. He was chatting with Dr. Wil- 
liam DeVries, the surgeon who had im- 
planted the mechanical organ. Asked 
Clark: “How am I doing?” Replied 
DeVries: “Just fine.’ The words were 
hardly spoken when Clark suddenly be- 
gan to shudder uncontrollably. DeVries 
immediately placed Clark on a respirator 
and then injected him with the tranquiliz- 
er Valium and Dilantin, an anticonvul- 
sant medication most commonly used to 
control epilepsy. During the next 2% 
hours, the unconscious Clark suffered in- 
termittent scizures, but the quivering was 
confined to his left leg and arm. Worried, 
his doctors downgraded his condition 
from “serious” to “critical.” 

The physicians’ greatest fear was that 
Clark had suffered a stroke. To check, 
they ordered sophisticated X-ray images 
of the brain and heart, using a CAT (com- 
puterized axial tomography) scanner. In 
Clark’s case, this proved to be a major un- 
dertaking. The scanner is on the first 
floor, and Clark is tethered by two 6-ft. 
tubes to 375 Ibs. of equipment that powers 
his heart and is in turn plugged into out- 
lets for electricity and compressed air. 
Clark had to be switched to an auxiliary 
battery and air-supply system that allows 
temporary mobility. Then he and his 
cumbersome life support (which may for 
future patients be replaced by a smaller 
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discusses possible explanations for Clark's seizures 

portable power unit) were delicately ma- 
neuvered through the halls and in and out 
of elevators for the 100-yd. trip. The CAT 
scans, doctors noted with relief, showed 
no sign of a stroke. 

8B: Wednesday Clark’s condition had 
stabilized. He slowly regained con- 

sciousness and was able to move his 
arms and legs. The next day he was 
pointing to his mouth, indicating that he 
wanted his teeth brushed. Physical ther- 
apists exercised Clark’s arms and legs to 
prevent the muscles from atrophying. 
He was fed a gruel-like mixture through 
a tube inserted in his nostril and snaked 
down his throat and into his stomach. 
At week’s end Clark was still slowly im- 
proving, although his doctors remained 
concerned about the possibility of brain 
damage. 

Doctors attributed the seizures to a 
chemical and fluid imbalance, which was 
related to the minor kidney failure that 
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Clark experienced just after the artificial- 
heart implant. Surprisingly, the artificial 
heart, far from proving a liability, consid- 
erably aided doctors in correcting the kid- 
ney problem. By adjusting dials on the 
support equipment, the physicians were 
able to increase the flow of blood through 
the kidneys, flushing out waste products 
and fluid. Similar adjustments also helped 
clear the lungs of excess fluid. Says Peter- 
son: “The heart has helped us diagnosti- 
cally and therapeutically.” 

Until the seizures, Clark, a 61-year- 
old retired dentist from Des Moines, 
Wash., had been making an impressive 
recovery. He joked with nurses, listened 
to tapes of music brought by his family (a 
favorite: Handel’s Messiah sung by the 
Mormon Tabernacle Choir), and had 

Jarvik-7 with portable power unit 

even begun doing light exercises, sitting 
on the edge of his bed and swinging his 
legs for five-minute stretches. 

This was a dramatic change indeed 
for the man who had been so close to 
death that his heart implant was per- 
formed ten hours ahead of schedule. 
Dr. Jeffrey Anderson, the Utah cardiolo- 
gist who had arranged the fateful first 
meeting of his patient and DeVries, re- 
calls that when Clark’s heart was careful- 
ly cut out of his body and set in a stainless 
steel tray it was still quivering. Says An- 
derson: “It was an irreversible step. From 
then on everyone was going on faith that 
the machine would work.” 

When a drained DeVries finally 
stepped away from the operating table, he 
exclaimed, “Damn, I need a Coke.” Bev- 
erage in hand, he sat quietly in an ad- 
joining room, munching a cheese sand- 
wich and chocolate-chip cookies that he 
had brought from home. An equally ex- 
hausted Dr. Robert Jarvik, who designed 
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the artificial heart, which is called the 
Jarvik-7, wandered down to the cafeteria 
for a soft drink and chatted with report- 
ers. DeVries’ and Jarvik’s mentor, Dr. 
Willem Kolff, who invented the artificial 
kidney and heads Utah’s artificial-organs 
program, celebrated the operation’s com- 
pletion at home with champagne. 

The bionic breakthrough has sparked 
a wave of well-wishing telegrams to Clark 
and his family, including one from Presi- 
dent and Mrs. Reagan, and calls from all 
over the world—one from a Soviet report- 
er requesting information. One unhappy 
occurrence: perhaps alerted of the Clarks’ 
absence by news reports, vandals ran- 
sacked their home. 

Others are trying to capitalize on the 
historic surgery. Clark’s wife Una Loy has 
been besieged with requests for exclusive 
rights to her husband’s story. And Holly- 
wood is about to release Threshold, a film 
about a surgeon who implants the world’s 
first artificial heart. The designer of the 
mechanical organ in the movie? Jarvik, of 
course. —By Anastasia Toufexis. Reported by 

Cheryl Crooks/Salt Lake City 

Genetic Fix 
Turning on fetal DNA 

MB snieulstine the body’s genes to cure 
disease has been a long-sought but 

elusive goal for scientists. The genes, dis- 
crete bits of DNA on the chromosomes in 
each cell, control all body activities by di- 
recting the production of essential chemi- 
cals. When the genes are intact, they send 
flawless manufacturing messages, and the 
body functions normally. But if damaged, | 
they produce garbled instructions and 
hence disease. In so-called genetic sur- 
gery, doctors hope eventually to use re- 
combinant-DNA techniques to cut out 
“bad” genes and substitute “good” ones. 
Now, though, there may be a more imme- 
diately applicable way to correct genetic 
defects. In the New England Journal of 
Medicine, researchers described an alter- 
native method of genetic manipulation | 
that for the first time has been successful- 
ly used to treat a serious disease. The solu- 
tion: employing a drug to reactivate ap- 
parently intact genes that had been 
dormant since birth. 

The new method, devised by scientists 
at the National Heart, Lung and Blood 
Institute in Bethesda, Md., the University 
of Illinois College of Medicine in Chicago 
and Johns Hopkins University in Balti- 
more, is based on experiments on ba- 
boons. It has been used in only a handful 
of human patients suffering from severe 
thalassemia or sickle cell anemia. These 
blood disorders result from defects in the 
genes that control production of hemoglo- 
bin, the substance that carries oxygen in 
the blood. In essence, thalassemia victims 
cannot form healthy red blood cells on 
their own and require periodic trans- 
fusions; sickle cell patients are sub- 

jected to painful blood vessel blockages. 
The drug involved is 5-azacytidine, 

which until now has been used only to 
treat cancer. In the most fully described 
case so far, a 42-year-old man with severe 
thalassemia, who needed a blood transfu- 
sion every two weeks, received a continu- 
ous infusion of the drug through a vein in 
his arm for seven days. At the end of the 
week, the concentration of healthy red 
blood cells in his blood had increased by 
25%. This beneficial effect persisted for 
about a month. 

“We're not positive of the mechanism 
involved,” say Drs. Arthur Neinhuis and 
Timothy Ley of the National Institutes of 
Health’s Clinical Hematology Branch. 
The scientists speculate that, basically, 
the drug works by stripping genes of 
chemicals that have repressed their activ- 
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Ley and Neinhuis examine marrow 

New hope for blood-disorder victims. 

ity, allowing them to switch on again. The 
genes affected are those that produce he- 
moglobin for the developing fetus. These 
fetal genes turn off around birth as other 
genes take over to produce hemoglobin 
for human life outside the womb. Scien- 
tists still do not know why there are two 
sets of genes for making hemoglobin. 

Despite the initial success, the re- 
searchers remain extremely cautious. 
Though only one patient experienced 
mild and transient nausea and vomiting, 
doctors worry about administering a toxic 
anticancer drug for long periods. Another 
concern: What other genes are being al- 
tered? A fear is that the drug approach 
may inadvertently switch on recently dis- 
covered cancer genes that apparently lie 
dormant in most people. Nonetheless, 
noted Hematologist Edward Benz of Yale 
University School of Medicine, who 
wrote an accompanying editorial in the 
NEJM, “this research represents a major 
new step in treating disease and demon- 
strates beyond doubt that genetic ma- 
nipulation has come to the bedside.” = 
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The Crusade Against Créches 
City hall's Christmas symbolism is on the defensive 

FF: Dennis Lynch, 50, the former may- 
or of Pawtucket, R.1., one of the high- 

lights of the Christmas season is taking 
his wife and seven children to visit the 
Nativity scene in a downtown park. But 
in order to keep alive the family custom 
started by his grandfather, Lynch has had 
to form a private group to purchase the 
créche from the city and take over the 
cost of maintaining it. A federal appeals 
court ruled last month that Pawtucket’s 
city-funded créche, and others like it, vio- 
late the First Amendment clause prohib- 
iting the establishment of religion. It was 
the biggest victory to date for civil liber- 
lies groups that have created a new holi- 
day tradition: the annual legal battle to 
stop government from promoting any re- 
ligious aspects of Christmas. 

The confrontations have focused on 
depictions of the Nativity. The govern- 
ment “may not participate in or promote 
the Christian celebration of Christmas,” 
explained Judge Hugh Bownes in the 
Pawtucket case. “The créche is purely a 
Christian religious symbol; this is the dis- 
tinction between the créche and Christ- 
mas as a holiday.” Christmas trees, for ex- 
ample, are generally considered secular 
because of their origins in pagan rituals. 
Public school Christmas pageants have 
won court approval as long as the cultural 
significance outweighed the religious. 

The American Civil Liberties Union, 
whose state affiliates have brought many 
of the legal challenges, stresses that it has 
no Grinch-like objection to Christmas. 
Says Glorian Schneider, head of the South 
Dakota A.C.L.U. and a vocal foe of the 
créche at the capitol in Pierre: “People get 

| The nativity scene in South Dakota’s capitol 

the idea I'm a Communist. I have a Na- 
tivity scene in my home, and we have one 
in our church.” Argued Attorney Jona- 
than Chase in an A.C.L.U.-backed federal 
suit against Denver: “It’s not the city’s 
business to keep Christ in Christmas. 
That’s the role of the church.” 

Not everyone agrees with this strin- 
gently secularist approach. “If you take 
the symbol away from the celebration, it’s 
almost a sterile, noncelebrative event,” 
says Lynn Buzzard, executive director of 
the Christian Legal Society, adding that 
court attacks on Christmas scenes are “a 

EXPECTING. Raquel Welch, 42, Hollywood 

sex symbol currently wowing Broadway 
audiences in Woman of the Year, and her 
husband André Weinfeld, 36, French film 
writer and producer; her third, his first; in 
August. 

DIED. Marty Robbins, 57, Grand Ole Opry 
pop country singer, who wrote more than 
500 tunes about gunfighters, unrequited 
love and even occasionally the constancy 
of women, including the million-copy- 
selling hits El Paso and A White Sport 
Coat and a Pink Carnation; of a heart 
attack; in Nashville. 

DIED. Herman Lay, 73, snack-food super- 
salesman and entrepreneur who created 
the first national brand of potato chips as 
the head of the Dallas-based Frito-Lay 
Co. (1961-65), but couldn't stop with just 
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trivialization of the Constitution.” Henry 
Kinch, the current mayor of Pawtucket, 
agrees. “The A.C.L.U. wants to wring ev- 
ery bit of religion out of our daily life,” he 
says. He will appeal the anti-créche deci- 
sion to the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Many other local officials have settled 
instead for allowing private groups to set 
up créches on government property. Such 
displays are now often accompanied by 
signs disclaiming any direct city role. Al- 
though the A.C.L.U. in Rhode Island last 
week decided to bring suit against one 
such créche in Providence, other A.C.L.U. 
affiliates believe that the use of private 
funds eliminates the constitutional prob- 
lem. “As long as public land is available to 
everyone and no public funds are used, we 
think religious displays are fine,” says 
John Roberts, executive director of the 
Massachusetts Civil Liberties Union. 

In the spirit of what’s-sauce-for-the- 
Christians, some Jews now erect Meno- 
rahs, the nine-candle symbols of Chanu- 
kah, on public land. This year, for the 
fourth consecutive time, a giant 30-ft. Me- 
norah was put up by the Hasidic Ameri- 
can Friends of Lubavitch in Washington’s 
Lafayette Park, just across Pennsylvania 
Avenue from the White House. Many 
Jews are not pleased, even though no gov- 
ernment funds are involved. Says Attor- 
ney Marc Stern of the American Jewish 
Congress: “It’s unconstitutional. Most of 
the organized Jewish community doesn’t 
like it.” 

But the Menorahs do illuminate the 
central issue involved in the Christmas 
lawsuits. If government funds were used 
to erect Menorahs, most American Chris- 
tians would probably see that as an un- 
constitutional use of government funds to 
promote Judaism. The traditional role 
that Christmas has played in American 
life has made the point harder to see in 
the case of créches, but no less valid. a 

Milestones 
one and kept building and merging until 
he was board chairman (1965-71) of the 
giant conglomerate PepsiCo; of cancer; in 
Dallas. 

DIED. Leon Jaworski, 77, courteous, square- 
jawed Texas lawyer who gained national 
fame and a place in constitutional history 
when, as Watergate special prosecutor, he 
convinced the U.S. Supreme Court that 
even the President was bound to submit to 
a subpoena for White House tapes, the 
eventual release of which led to Richard 
Nixon’s resignation; of an apparent heart 
attack; near Wimberley, Texas. The son 
of an Evangelical Lutheran minister, 
Jaworski built a large and flourishing 

| practice in booming Houston between as- 
signments for the Government, which 

| ranged from serving as a prosecutor in the 
1945-46 Nuremberg trials to leading 

the 1977-78 House investigation in the 
Koreagate bribery scandal. In his tireless 
but meticulously fair pursuit of Nixon, 
Jaworski resisted pressure first from the 
White House and later from an angered 
public when he supported Nixon’s par- 

| don. If the “court asked me if I believed 
Nixon could receive a fair trial,” he ex- 
plained, “I would have to answer, as an 

| officer of the court, in the negative.” 

DIED. Freeman Gosden, 83, the Virginia- 
born white who played the straight and 
solid Amos to the late Charles Correll’s 
gullible Andy in the Negro-dialect come- 
dy radio show that was a national craze for 
most of its 31-year run; ofa heart attack; in 
Los Angeles. Gosden also did the voices of 
the bamboozling George “Kingfish” Ste- 
vens and the shuffling Lightnin’ until the 
show succumbed to poor ratings in 1960. 
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As Soap Opera Star Dorothy Michaels, Dustin Hoffman strikes a winsome pose 

Tootsie on a Roll to the Top 

y 
wy 

ny movie's largest potential is for di- 
saster. The process by which films are 

made is akin to one of those long, skid- 
ding, agonizing chase sequences shot 
along the rim ofa cliff. Inside their chosen 
vehicle the egomaniacs scream at fate and 
one another, all the while kicking and 
kneeing, punching and gouging as they 
struggle for control of the wheel. Most 
movies, as everyone knows, end up in the 
ravine, bottoms up among the broken and 
rusting remnants of last year’s improbable 
dreams. A few—sensibly designed or 
well-balanced or inherently powerful— 
seem to steer themselves into the theaters, 
oblivious to the uproar that attended their 
journey. 

Then, every once in a rare while, one 
arrives in style, its owner-drivers still glar- 
ing angrily at one another, but somehow 
the better for its terrible travails. These 
are the miracles of the industry, the stuff 
of Hollywood legends. This year’s miracle 
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Dustin Hoffman dresses up in skirts in a new hit comedy 

is called Tootsie. It is not just the best 
comedy of the year; it is popular art on the 
way to becoming cultural artifact. 

Tootsie is the story of how a failed off- 
Broadway actor named Michael Dorsey 
(Dustin Hoffman) achieves wisdom as 
well as professional success when he 
dresses up as a woman called Dorothy 
Michaels, becomes a star on a television 
soap opera and a kind of feminist media 
heroine as well. The movie was one of the 
messiest productions in recent history, for 
a time informally retitled “The Troubled 
Tootsie” in the gossip columns. No fewer 
than eight writers, three directors and a 
spare producer or two worked on it. There 
were hair-raising stories of Hoffman and 
Director Sydney Pollack yelling and 
throwing things at each other (“greatly 
exaggerated” Pollack now murmurs), of 
shutdowns and delays while they strug- 
gled over everything from Hoffman’s 
makeup (which required three hours’ 

$29¥S\A—N¥NEOD 

preparation a day) and his often impro- 
vised interpretation of the character to 
the nature and nuances of the gags. 

It was perhaps predictable. Ever since 
he finished Kramer vs. Kramer in 1979, 
Hoffman had been looking for a script 
that would permit him to explore the 
questions “What makes someone a man? 
What makes someone a woman?” He bat- 
ted the theme around with a friend, Play- 
wright Murray Schisgal. By the time he 
and Pollack (who followed Dick Richards 
and Hal Ashby as director) joined forces, 
he had acquired not only various draft 
scripts but a ferocious proprietary interest 
in the film. Says Hoffman: “The great 
scripts don’t drop out of the sky; you have 
to invent them.” 

or his part, Pollack (whose 13 films in- 
clude The Way We Were and Absence 

of Malice) was “very apprehensive about 
doing comedy.” He was especially wor- 
ried about directing the first script of 
Tootsie that he read. He recalls that it was 
hard to know “‘if it was an homage to ac- 
tors, a sophisticated comedy examining 
sexual mores or a story about the rehabili- 
tation of a sexist.” As the production be- 
gan, tempers were tight. At times during 
the first month, only one shot a day was 
completed, as Hoffman’s complex make- 
up literally slid down his face under the 
lights. Eventually, it cost approximately 
as much to bring in a small-scale comedy 
($21 million) as it did to film the life of 
Gandhi on an epic scale. (““Yeah, but they 
didn’t have to shoot in New York,” says 
Hoffman.) 

The result was worth it. Tootsie is 
more than Charley's Aunt updated or 
Myra Breckenridge toned down. In telling 
the tale of a man forced to get in touch 
with the feminine side of his nature and 
becoming a better man because of the ex- 
perience, it triumphantly remains a farce 
for our times, not a tract for them. Despite 
the many creative hands involved, the 
picture has perfect comic tonality. It plays 
as if it were written by one wise and rueful 
individual, directed by someone who nev- 
er felta moment's anxiety. 

The plausibility of this film with a 
wonderfully implausible premise owes 
much to its richly realized background. 
Hoffman lent it some of his autobiogra- 
phy: a young actor struggling to be serious 
in the alternately flighty and tough world 
of show biz. Michael Dorsey is the kind of 
fellow who overthinks the role of a tomato 
on a commercial and quits an off-Broad- 
way show because he does not want his 
character to die where the director wants 
him to. He is, as his agent (wonderfully 
played by Director Pollack) tells him, “a 
cult failure.” Michael’s friends include his 
playwright-roommate, superbly under- 
acted by Bill Murray, who is so sober 
about his art that he wants to have a the- 
ater that is open only when it rains and a 
girlfriend, played by Teri Garr, who 
i 
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dares not speak its name. It 

makes high comedy out of low self- 
| esteem. She is so insecure that when she is 
asked to describe a part she claims to be 
wrong for, she replies, “A woman.” 

She loses the part, and Michael. 
broke, decides to go for it. When, as Doro- 
thy, he enters the strange subculture of the 
soaps, he must contend with such fine 
comic Caricatures as a smooth, womaniz- 
ing director (Dabney Coleman) and an 
aging ham actor (George Gaynes) who 

becomes so smitten with Dorothy that he 

ends up in the street beneath her window 
warbling, “I'll know when my love comes 
along.” Then there is Jessica Lange as Ju 
lie Nichols, the soap opera’s heroine 

by Robert Kaufman (Love ar First Bite) 
Thereafter, Schisgal and Larry Gelbart, 
of Movie Movie and TV’s M*A*S*H. 

each did new versions. A large contribu- 
tion was made by Elaine May and smaller 
ones by Valerie Curtin (/nside Moves) 
Barry Levinson (Diner) and Robert Gar- 
land (The Electric Horseman). After arbi- 
tration, screen credit finally went to Gel- 

bart and Schisgal. But it was Pollack who 
“sat in a room with a staple gun and a pair 

of scissors,” stitching all this material to- 
gether. He insisted that a certain inno- 

cence and tastefulness had to be main- 
tained, despite the fact that “Dustin is 
more Outrageous, more adventurous, shall 

we say.” The star's willingness to open 
himself up gives Tootsie its humanity. But 
the rigor of Pollack’s debate with Hoff- 
man may have sharpened the actor's ex- 

comes from a friend of Hoffman’s, Ac- 
tress Polly Holliday (Flo on TV’s Alice un- 
til 1980). He had directed her in a Schisgal 

play, All over Town. When he and Pollack 
decided that Dorothy could have a South- 
ern accent like Holliday’s, Hoffman got in 
touch with her and she coached him. Says 
Hoffman: “It wasn’t just the dialect, it was 
this other thing she has: she is a very 

tough lady, she is uncompromising.” Af- 
ter attitudes came makeup and dress. “If 
were a woman, I know I'd want to be as 

attractive as possible. I get offended when 
I see comediennes dehumanizing them- 
selves to get a laugh.” But after enormous 

effort to turn himself into a fantasy fe- 
male, says Hoffman, there came “the day 

I found I would turn myself down: that if I 
met Dorothy, me as a woman, at a party, 
I'd turn me down.” 

Meticulous preparation and hilarious result: Hoffman and helpers ready Tootsie for a rendezvous with her agent, played by Director Sydney Pollack 

“Don’t you find it confusing being a wom- 
an in the "80s?” she asks Dorothy/Mi- 
chacl, and that understates her case. Julie 
has a career. She has a baby but no hus- 
band. She has her male chauvinist direc- 
tor for a lover. She has a problem with al- 

And now there is this strange 
attraction she feels for the tamperproof 
Dorothy 

Of course, Julie’s attraction is more 
than reciprocated, though as long as Mi- 
chael has his wig and make- 

up on, his is the love that 

is his conflict, between the 
need to keep his identity se 
cret and his compulsion to 
confess it and try to claim 
his true love, that moves the 

comedy to the knockabout 
level 

It is hard to say where 

all these inventions, and the 
wit with which they are 

stated, first appeared 

There was an original script 
by Don McGuire (Bad Day 
at Black Rock), rewritten 
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Hoffman plays it straight 

traordinary performance, shaped his im- 
provs and brought this diffuse enterprise 
into the clear focus that distinguishes 
great comedy from the mediocre 

Hoffman is a truly demonic fuss- 
budget, who must pull any character he 
plays out of his own memories, experi- 
ences and emotions, which means that he 

has precious little objectivity about his 

creations. “I can’t act a moral,” says Hoff- 
man. “The best I can do is speak person- 

ally, not say this is the way 
it is, or should be, but this is 
true of me.” In the film, Mi- 
chael says he knows what it 
is to be a woman precisely 

because he is an actor. “An 

actor waits by the phone,” 
he cries; “he has no power 
when he gets a job.” That 
line is pure Hoffman 

Hoffman thinks, too, 
that there is a lot of his late 

mother, who died a few 
months before filming be- 
gan, in the nurturing side of 
Dorothy. Some of her fero- 

cious integrity as an actress 

Even with two men pursuing her, 
Dorothy can’t think of herself as attrac- 
tive. Says Pollack: “Dustin has said to me 
that if he just didn’t have that face, if he 
looked like Robert Redford, he’d be the 
world’s greatest actor, so he incorporated 
his lack of confidence about his looks into 

Dorothy. Finally, we're looking at the sto- 

ry of an actor who, when he had to play the 

part of a woman, was skilled enough to get 

in touch with the woman in himself. That 
is why, when Jessica says at the end that 
she misses Dorothy, he can reply with con- 

viction that Dorothy is still there.” And 
say, with similar conviction, “I was a bet- 
ter man as a woman with a woman than 

I've ever been as a man with a woman.” 

It may not be quite a moral. But it is at 
least a line, and a principle, that Pollack. 

Hoffman and everyone else could agree 
on as they wobbled and squabbled along 

disaster’s edge over the long, intemperate 

season they endured together. It has given 
meaning, and a sweet humanity, to their 
comedy. It is what will make Tootsie roll 
straight into everyone’s heart. And into 

everyone’s mind as an unmelting movie 

memory By Richard Schickel 
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Smirnoff stirs up perfect punches and perfect parties. It’s the 

perfect quality vodka. No other vodka is filtered for purity and 
clarity like Smirnoff. So stir up this recipe for your next party. And 
pick up our free recipe booklet where you pick up your Smirnoff. 

CRANBERRY WINE PUNCH 
3 cups Smirnoff*vodka 
| cup Burgundy wine, nicely chilled 

e #cups cranberry juice, also chilled 
In punch bowl, combine all ingredients. Add 
* big block of ice. Garnish with sliced orange and 

fresh strawberries. Serves 15 creatures. 
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‘AShort Shelf of Tall Tales ° 
Fifteen volumes appeal to the senses of humor and wonder 

“| left the fairy tales lying on the floor 
of the nursery,” wrote G.K. Chester- 

ton, “and I have not found any books so 
sensible since.’ Graham Greene put it an- 
other way: “The influence of early books 
is profound. So much of the future lies on 

| the shelves.” 

Those shelves are now crowded with 
volumes ostensibly aimed at the future but 
in fact trained on another target: the wal- 
lets of large people with small children in 
mind. This year, as before, only a handful 
of juvenalia is worth a second 
look. Yet that look can last a 
lifetime: 

The Philharmonic Gets 
Dressed (Harper & Row; 
$10.50) is one of those rare col- 
laborations to which the word 
classic instantly adheres. Kar- 
la Kuskin, author of 27 exem- 
plary children’s books, had an 
inspired idea: Why not follow 
an orchestra as it prepares for 
performance, not in the pit, but 
two hours ahead of time? Flut- 
ists and cellists, horn players 
and harpists, men and women 
climb in and out of tubs and 
showers, underwear and outer- 
wear, cabs and buses, on their 
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way to the place where, at the finale, they 
make the most beautiful music this side of 
Carnegie Hall. Under the baton of Illus- 
trator Marc Simont, every player is treat- 
ed as an individual and set wittily on the | 
pages like notes on a staff of Mozartean 
melody. 

Chuck Jones is a newcomer to the ju- 
venile genre, but in his field, cartoon ani- 

mation, he is second only to Disney. 
Here, Jones has abandoned Bugs 

Bunny and Roadrunner for Rikki-tikki- 
tavi and The White Seal (/deals; $4.95 
each). Part of the success of these slim 
volumes lies in Jones’ choice of collabo- 

rator: a spellbinder named Rudyard Kip- 
ling, who spins haunting yarns of a cobra- 
slaying mongoose and an arctic mammal 
growing from naive pup to leader of the 
pack. But most of the credit must go to the 
illustrator-magician who makes 90-year- 
old stories as immediate as the dreams of 
youth. 

“We all talked the hunches over,/ up 
and down and through and through./ We 
argued and we barg-ued!/ We decided 
what to do.” The jingling verse of Hunches 
in Bunches (Random House; $5.95) could 
come only from the prescription pad of 
Dr. Seuss (a.k.a. Theodor Geisel). At 78, 
Geisel retains his unique ability to wrap a 
concept in clothing. This time he portrays 
hunches, tempting the indecisive protago- 

Demons pop up, people vanish in Edward Gorey’s The Dwindling Party 

Anunlikely meeting in Billout’s Squid & Spider 

nist away from his homework. The good 
doctor is an eye-and-ear specialist; his in- 
fectious rhymes are meant to be read 
aloud. 

The pop-up is a hybrid: part book, 
part toy. In The Dwindling Party (Random 
House; $8.95), Edward Gorey’s gothic 
farce matches the designs of his kidnap- 
ing bats and boat-swallowing moats. The 

very young may not get some 
of the puns at Hickyacket Hall, 
but the MacFizzet family, who 
disappear when the readers 
pull various tabs, provide hours 
of amusement even for chil- 
dren who have not yet worked 
their way to z. 

The fox is synonymous 
with cunning in tales as far 
apart as Aesop’s and Thur- 
ber’s. But what is the animal 
really like? Margaret Lane’s 
The Fox (Dial; $9.95) is a docu- 
mentary, full of facts and in- 
sights, demonstrating that the 
animal lives up (and down) to 
its reputation. As the author 
discloses the secret life of Rey- 
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Lisbeth Zwerger’s Gift of the Magi 

nard, she scatters some surprises: dogs 
probably kill more sheep than foxes do; 
foxes are secret suburbanites, sharing the 
contents of the garbage can with rac- 
coons. Kenneth Lilly illuminates the 
manuscript with meticulously detailed 
closeups accurate to the last, wicked grin. 

he fox as pure villain is on display in 
Doctor De Soto (Farrar, Straus & Gi- 

roux; $11.95). William Steig is a septuage- 
narian whose stories seem to grow young- 
er with every effort. In his newest book, 
he follows the adventures of an altruistic 
mouse dentist, Dr. De Soto, who accepts a 
highly dangerous and extremely toothy 
patient. The fox, acting timid, tries to out- 
mouse Dr. De Soto. But the rodent soon 
outfoxes the patient by employing a bit of 
orthodontia. The heroics should reassure 
anyone due for a six-month checkup or a 
set of braces. 

When he is not cartooning for The 
New Yorker, James Stevenson draws for 
children: nine of his own, plus the thou- 
sands of Stevensonians who fell in 
love with more than a dozen previous 
books. For The Baby Uggs Are Hatch- 
ing (Greenwillow; $9.50) he adds a 
dash of Lear to Jack Prelutsky’s hi- 
larious nonsense verse about the 
Sneepies (“... lying in a pile,/ are 
still and silent all the while./ They 
stay beside my underwear .../ I 
wonder why they like it there.”), the 
Smasheroo, the Dreary Dreeze, the 
Flotterzott and other beings unmen- 
tioned by zoologists but familiar to 
any child in a darkened room. 

Black American folklore is the 
source of Margot Zemach’s Jake and 
Honeybunch Go to Heaven (Farrar, 
Straus & Giroux; $13.95). Jake, a la- 
borer, lives near a town appropriate- 
ly called Hard Times. Honeybunch is 
a mule, with a disposition that belies 
her name. One evening the pair run 
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Books 
into a freight train and wind up on the 
Glory Road to the Pearly Gates. Ze- 
mach’s mural-like paintings create a mid- 
night world of green pastures, good food 
and celestial jazz. After the requisite tan- 
trum, even Honeybunch sees the light: the 
brilliance of the moon and all the stars 
that Jake hangs up every night for even 
the poorest sharecroppers—and the 
smallest readers—to enjoy. 

The tale of moral instruction is mak- 
ing a comeback. Exhibit A: Help! Let Me 
Out! (Houghton Mifflin; $8.95). In this psy- 
chological fantasy, Hugo learns to throw 
his voice. The disembodied sound has a 
life of its own, like Gogol’s nose, appear- 
ing on the moon, at the circus and even at 
school, where it spouts wisdom like “Alas- 
ka is the President of Brazil.” David Lord 
Porter’s whimsical prose and David Ma- 
caulay’s antic drawings combine to 
sustain an air of credible lunacy to 
the indisputable punch line: “Be careful 
what you throw away. You might want 
it back, one day.” 

“The characters 
took the bit in their 
teeth; all at once they 
became detached 2 
from the flat paper, 2 eS aden, 
they turned their Ti sbee 
backs on me and The star of Chuck Jones’ The White Seal 
walked off bodily.” 
The speaker is Robert Louis Stevenson; 
the story is Kidnapped (Scribners; $17.95). 
As young David Balfour seeks his rightful 
inheritance in the Scottish Highlands, his 
adventures indeed assume a sudden verve. 
Like last year’s Treasure Island, this re- 
print is an ideal restoration. Most of the 
rare and splendid illustrations by N.C. 
Wyeth are not copies from the first edi- 
tion; they have been brilliantly repro- 
duced from the original paintings. 

In a time beyond history, on two rock- 
bound islands, live The Sea People 
(Schocken; $14.95). The Greater Island is 
ruled by a king, the Lesser one by an old, 
blind oracle. Peace reigns until the king 
decides to move a red sunstone. Once the 
rock is disturbed, the Sea People experi- 

Mount Rushmore talks in Van Alisburg’s Ben's Dream 

ence an absolute shower of gold. But abso- 
lute shower corrupts absolutely, and soon | 
the islands are threatened by pride and | 
avarice. Only the old man’s wisdom can | 
rescue them from themselves . . . This fa- 
miliar tale is saved from banality by the 
panoramic artwork of Jérg Miller and | 
Jérg Steiner. Gull’s-eye views of the is- 
lands seem three-dimensional, and the 
huge pictures of ancient machinery and 
people have a Shakespearean sweep. 

“He always worked a triple-hinged 
surprise/ To end the scene and make one 
rub his eyes.” So wrote Poet Vachel Lind- 
say about the master of the trick ending, 
O. Henry. None of his stories has received 
more notice than The Gift of the Magi (New- 
gebauer; $11.95); none is more appropri- 

ate to the season. As Christmas ap- 
proaches, a young bride with 

long, luxuriant hair sells her 
locks to buy a watch fob for 
her husband. He, meanwhile, 

has pawned his timepiece to pur- 
chase a set of combs. Lisbeth 

Zwerger's biting line 
and soft, evocative 
palette illuminate the 
characters with an 
aura of a gaslit no- 
bility, and burnish an 
antique until —_ it 
shines. 

With two previous books, The Garden 
of Abdul Gasazi and last year’s Jumanji, 
Chris Van Allsburg has become the reign- 
ing master of black-and-white illustra- 
tion. In his third work, Ben’s Dream 
(Houghton Mifflin; $8.95), the pictorial 
style far outdistances the story. Ben falls 
asleep and abruptly finds himself awash 
in a second flood. Only the tops of things 
show: the head and shoulders of the Stat- 
ue of Liberty, the tip of Big Ben, the peak 
of Mount Rushmore, where the bust of 
George Washington finally wakes the boy 
up. Reading this dream is a little like 
watching a musical and whistling the 
scenery. Van Allsburg’s narrative is a de- 
vice worn with overuse. But the drawings 
are the stuff of collectors’ items: represen- | 

tations of what the world would look 
like if it ever rained again for 40 days | 
and 40 nights. 

Flood II also seeps through Squid 
& Spider (Prentice-Hall; $10.95). 

= Guy Billout imagines the passenger 
list for a new ark: 800,000 insects; 

= 8,580 birds; 6,000 reptiles. On the 
way, he renders the fauna with his 
dazzling high-tech style. The text 

= brims with trivia guaranteed to hyp- 
notize the young: crocodiles swallow 
stones to aid digestion; giraffes give 
birth standing up; the sperm whale 
can hold its breath for an hour. No il- 
lustration is more comically apropos 
than the one of St. Nicholas pulled by 
a sole reindeer. As wolves pursue his 
sleigh, Santa diverts them by tossing 
wrapped packages overboard. After 
all, even predators deserve happy 
holidays. —By Stefan Kanfer 
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Even the person who has everything 
occasionally runs out. 
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Plain Song 
HONKYTONK MAN 
Directed by Clint Eastwood 
Screenplay by Clancy Carlile 

HH is what Red Stovall has: a numer- 
ous family whose farm is turning to 

dust, an inexplicable Lincoln convertible, 
a guitar, an invitation to audition for the 
Grand Ole Opry and a case of tuberculo- 
sis teetering on the brink of the terminal. 

Here is what Red Stovall does not 
have: money, smarts or any reliable abili- 
ty to keep that fine car out of the ditch or 
even on the right side of the road, espe- 
cially all the way from Oklahoma to 
Nashville for his tryout. 

Here is what Red Stovall needs: to 
make one last run at elusive immortality, 
or, anyway, wider recognition than he can 
get singing in roadhouses and passing the 
hat. He could also use a driver who can 
keep both him and his car on the straight 
and narrow until he can keep his appoint- 
ment with a modest destiny. Seems as 
though his nephew Whit, a skinny boy of 
14, but watchfully wise for his age and an 
ace wheelman, might fill the bill. 

Out of such simple materials and a 
plot line that stretches toward the horizon 
as direct and uncomplicated as an old 
county trunk blacktop, Clint Eastwood 
has fashioned a marvelously unfashion- 
able movie, as quietly insinuating as one 
of Red’s honky-tonk melodies. It is a 
guileless tribute not only to plain values of 
plain people in Depression America, but 
also to the sweet spirit of country-and- 
western music before it got all duded up 
for the urban cowboys. As both actor and 
director, Eastwood has never been more 
laconic than he is in this film. If it reminds 

: —_ 

Kyle and Clint Eastwood take a break from the long road in Honkytonk Man 

one of anything it is neither Dirty Harry 
nor Every Which Way but Loose, two of 
Eastwood's most popular pictures, but 
Bronco Billy, although it disdains the 
farce and romance of that underappreci- 
ated movie. 

The pair's adventures on the road (ac- 
companied most of the way by John 
McIntire, playing Whit’s grandpa) are 
more in the nature of inconveniences than 
high drama. There are encounters with a 
cranky bull and a mean-minded con man 
who owes Red money, an interlude in a 
cathouse, and, most persistent, a girl 
named Marlene (Alexa Kenin), who has 
all the spunk she needs to become the 
singing star she dreams of being. Too bad 
she can’t carry a tune. 

That's all right, though. It is persis- 
tence, rather than big talent or bold- 
stroke heroism, that Honkytonk Man 
wants to celebrate. If there is a certain 
amiable reserve about the way the movie 

| states the knothead’s case in its early pas- 
| sages, that only makes its conclusion the 
more gripping. For by the time Red and | 
Whit make Nashville, Red is too sick to 
appear live on the Opry. His last chance 
to leave a legacy is to cut an album of his 
songs, and he almost literally sings his 
lungs out doing it. If there are any people 
left who doubt Eastwood's accomplish- 
ment as a screen actor, they had better 
come around for this lesson in underplay- 
ing a long, strong scene. It is obviously a 
skill he imparted one way or another to 
his co-star. As Whit, Kyle Eastwood plays 
a boy the way his father plays a man, with 
a sort of uninsistent integrity that wastes 
neither words nor emotions. In a season 
when everyone suffers the tyranny of the 
sentimental, one feels a special gratitude 

| for people who do not know the meaning 
of the word cute. —By Richard Schickel 

job is going to fall apart the minute you 

Stickup 
48 HRS. 

Directed by Walter Hill 
Screenplay by Roger Spottiswoode, 
Walter Hill, Larry Gross and 
Steven E. de Souza 

his movie is like one of those new 
glues that are propped up near the 

cash register at the hardware store: it 
promises to bond two entirely incompati- 
ble substances forever. And as with the 
exotic epoxies, you know what will hap- 
pen even as you shell out your cash; the 

look at it too hard. 
The disparate elements that the film 

makers are trying to stick together for 48 
Hrs. are a tough white cop with the soul of 
a beer barrel (Nick Nolte) and a jivey 
black con with the spirit of a peacock (Ed- 
die Murphy of Saturday Night Live.) The 
former springs the latter from prison be- 
lieving he can help trace a psychopathic 
former associate who has become a cop 
killer. There ensues a long, often well- 
staged but improbable chase through San 
Francisco. The sequence is enlivened by 
some reasonably well-written dialogue, as 
if Director Hill had revived The Odd Cou- 
ple and told Felix and Oscar to go ahead 
and talk dirty if they want to. 

The stars are cool and funny in these 
passages. But in the reach for psychic nov- 
elty, the script exceeds its 
grasp on persuasive reali- 
ty. Neither jokes nor fast, , 
flashy action can com- 
pletely distract audiences 
from the failure to estab- ; 
lish an authentic, rather 
than a purely convention- 
al connection between 
Nolte and Murphy. a 

And when they fall 
to fisticuffs, as inevitably 
they must (in movies like 
this it is only by fighting 
that men can become 
friends), the whole picture 
begins to come apart. The 
brawny Nolte looks as if 
he could blow the willowy 
Murphy away with one 
punch. But the brawl ends 
in an obviously fixed 
draw, and a suspicion that 
everything else is equally 
rigged begins to nag. The 
uncaring mind begins to wander ques- 
tioningly toward many a dubious plot 
point. Where did the bad guys get hold of 
a city bus for a getaway? And what good 
do they think the clumsy thing is going to 
do them anyway? There can be no doubts 
on one matter, however: as the psy- 
chopath who causes all the trouble, 
James Remar gives the year’s scariest 
performance. —R.S. 

Nick Nolte 
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TONIGHT YOU 
MIGHT HEAR OF 

THE PRICE OF OIL, THE 
COST OF LIVING, THE 
WEALTH OF NATIONS, 

AND THE 
CURRENT MARKET VALUE 

OF SEVEN SWANS 
A-SWIMMING. 

On All Things Considered, we give 
radio listeners a considerably different view 
of the world. 

Because we not only look at the day’s 
top issues and major events, but at life’s 
foibles and fancies as well. All with a depth 
and clarity that’s won us millions of loyal 
listeners. 

Tune in daily to National Public 
Radio’s All Things Considered. You’ll find 
there’s more to news than meets the eye. 

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED 
WITH SUSAN STAMBERG AND NOAH ADAMS 

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO 
All Things Considered can be heard every day on more than 260 National Public Radio stations nationwide 

See listing on the following page for the NPR station nearest you, or call 800-424-2909 toll free between 9 a.m. and6 p.m. es.t 
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Coaching Failure 
THAT CHAMPIONSHIP SEASON 

Directed and Written by Jason Miller 

— it is a mistake to get too 
close to a play. On the stage, Thar 

Championship Season worked partly be- 
cause there are no close-ups in the theater, 
partly because of the pleasure provided by 
the interaction of good performers work- 
ing their way down court, passing some 
pretty fast and artful dialogue around be- 
tween them. But in adapting his Pulitzer- 
prizewinning play about a high school bas- 
ketball team’s 24th reunion with the coach 
under whom it won the state title, Jason 
Miller is fouled by the imperatives of the 
film medium. The intimacy of the tight 
shot tends to expose the characters’ sad life 
stories, since the big win is a tissue of 
clichés. Miller’s busy direction keeps iso- 
lating each player, breaking up the daz- 
zling and distracting team moves he had 

Coach Mitchum and team in Season 

Fouling out in a new medium. 

written for the play. In these circum- 
stances, the crises and revelations of the 
evening (one teammate is having an affair 
with another's wife, several are involved in 
municipal corruption, and, of course, there 
is the standard drunk, the standard failure 
and the standard terminal illness to grap- 
ple with) appear not as home truths but 
mere dramatic inventions. Finally a stale, 
locker-room odor begins to arise from a 
work that has nothing more on its mind 
than yet another attack on small-town 
bourgeois values. 

It is not surprising that the most iso- 
lated character (Martin Sheen’s alcoholic) 
appears in the best light. His deflating 
cynicism scores even when it sails in from 
outside one of Miller’s shots, as it some- 
times peculiarly does. The coach is played 
hard by Robert Mitchum, whose wise and 
cynical presence just does not suit a man 
living on nostalgia and dead ideas. The 
rest of the solid cast includes Bruce Dern, 
Stacy Keach and Paul Sorvino, who have 
their moments. But these never add up to 
persuasive performances. —Rk.S. 
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The Hollowing of America 
Reindustrialization may have to begin at home 

i eve Wolfe discovered the Me decade 
in the 70s, and Historian Christopher 

Lasch deplored the “culture of narcis- 
sism.”” Now Sociologist Amitai Etzioni, 
looking at much the same evidence, sees 
the “hollowing of America”—the wide- 
spread search for self-fulfillment is crip- 
pling the family, the schools and other in- 
Stitutions that mediate between the 
individual and the state. 

Etzioni’s new book, An Immod- 
est Agenda; Rebuilding America Be- 
fore the 21st Century (McGraw- 
Hill Book Co.; $26.95), sees the 
“ego-centered mentality” as 
the chief villain, rooted in Ameri- 
can individualism but disastrously 
pushed along by the counterculture 
and self psychologies of Abraham 
Maslow and others. The author, 
White House senior adviser for one 
year under Jimmy Carter, is cur- 
rently director of the influential 
Center for Policy Research and 
professor at George Washington 
University. He argues that attitudes 
unleashed since the ‘60s have so 
corroded American life that no po- 
litical or economic renewal is pos- 
sible unless those attitudes are 
changed. 

Etzioni cites Pollster Daniel 
Yankelovich, who found that 17% 
of Americans are deeply committed 
toa philosophy of self-fulfillment— 
a feeling that ego needs, sensation 
and excitement take priority over 
work and the needs of others, in- 
cluding spouse and children. An- 
other 63%, whom Etzioni calls “the 
ambivalent majority,” embrace the 
self-centered philosophy in varying 
degrees. “That they also hold on to 
old beliefs is important,” he says, 
“but it does not belie the fact that 
80% of Americans have been af- 
fected by the new mentality.” 

Among Etzioni’s other salient 
points: 
>» Emphasis on the “quality of life” 
and interesting experiences over careers 
and status has wrought a retreat from 
work, a widespread inability to defer grat- 
ification, and a misuse of the environmen- 
tal movement to thwart the economic 
development that America desperately 
needs. 
>» Romantic attitudes toward schooling, 
such as the ideas of John Holt and the 
misapplication of the ideas of Jean Piaget, 
produce passive, unstructured classrooms 
filled with children who lack self-disci- 
pline. The notion that children are self- 
educators, always eager to learn, has con- 
verted many teachers into what Holt 

called “travel agents.” Etzioni estimates 
that roughly a third of the schools inflict 
psychic harm on pupils. “These schools,” 
he says, “do little to develop underdevel- 
oped personalities and quite often provide 
opportunities for further maladjustment.” 
> In the age of ego, marriage is often less 
an emotional bonding than a breakable 
alliance between self-seeking individuals. 

DRAWING BY SAXON Ors THE NEW YORKER MAGATING, INC. 

“Christopher has never been treated unkindly by adults. He 
trusts us implicitly. 1 hope, Miss Forbes, you won't in any way 

betray that trust.” 

The proportion of married couples in the 
population decreased by an average of 
.4% a year in the late '60s; by the late "70s 
the rate of decline rose to an average of 
1.05% a year. “If the nuclear family con- 
tinued to be dismembered at the same ac- 
celerating rate,” says Etzioni, “by the 
year 2008 there would not be a single 
American family left.” But he expects 
“some major social force to change the 
present course, if only because no com- 
plex society has ever survived without a 
nuclear family.” 

The first step, he thinks, is to sweep 
aside the antifamily propaganda and the 

careless idea that skimping on child care 
is acceptable if the reduced time spent is 
“quality time,” and that children are so 
resilient that divorce rarely harms them. 
The fragmentary sociological studies on 
such children, he says, “suggest that at 
least for significant numbers of the chil- 
dren of divorced parents, considerable 
and lasting psychic damage is caused.” 
He suggests that divorce be granted only 
after a “cooling off’ period, and laments 
the fact that droves of women have joined 
the labor force with little attention to the 
children left behind at home. “The par- 
enting industry is woefully shorthanded,” 

he says. “This is not an argument 
for women to stay home to do the 
parenting, but for someone to do 
more of it.” 

As an individualistic nation, he 
says, America is more susceptible to 
psychological than social analysis. 
But carelessness about rules and 
mores, he insists, can shred the so- 
cial contract. 

To sustain a social law or rule, 
Etzioni says, violations must be 
kept rare, usually below the 2% lev- 
el. When the rate of violations rises 
to 30% or higher—violent crime 
in poor neighborhoods, tax cheat- 
ing, fraud and abuses at nursing 
homes—those who still bother to 
obey the laws begin to feel foolish. 
One common political game, he 
says, must be stopped: keeping laws 
on the books to please conserva- 
tives, and ignoring enforcement 
(e.g., Marijuana, gambling) to 
please others. Even minor rules and 
mores, when routinely unenforced, 
promote disrespect and social disin- 
tegration. The New York Times 
has reported what everyone already 
knows: a surprising number of driv- 
ers now routinely go through red 
lights and stop signs. “Rules in gen- 
eral,” he writes, “from speeding 
and double parking to paying taxes, 
should either be dropped or more 
widely enforced.” 

Etzioni’s book is organized like 
a college text, and is such a brisk 
romp through America’s problems 
that many may find it glib. Har- 
vard Sociologist David Riesman, 

who calls Etzioni “able,” says, “He is a 
quick study. That is his hazard.” 

Nevertheless, the author adroitly tots 
up the social and economic costs of the 
egoistic search for the one true self. Says 
Etzioni: “The outlook on the world that is 
central to industrialization is hardly a 
passive orientation, accepting of fate, nor 
one indifferent to wealth, preoccupied 
with inner values or inner self.” And that 
basic message is likely to have impact: if 
America wants to reindustrialize, it must 
first do something about the leftover 
flower-power attitudes that get in 
the way. —By John Leo 
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Peter Martins’ Red Hot Winter 

or both critics and fans, the popular 
way to describe Peter Martins, 36, is as 

“a young god.” He is blond, handsome 
and ruggedly virile, with the physique of a 
football tight end (6 ft. 2 in., 180 Ibs.). His 
dancing is strong and clear, the picture of 
disciplined power and instinctive author- 
ity. Yet unlike his great contemporaries 
Mikhail Baryshnikov and Rudolf Nure- 
yev, Martins is not a magnet for the me- 
dia. His impact has been almost entirely 
through his role as leading male dancer 
with the New York City Ballet, a compa- 
ny where the choreography rather than 
the performer is designed to star. 

Martins’ influence on ballet in Amer- 
ica has much to do with the ease and con- 
fidence of his style. He has set a flawless 
standard for partnering a ballerina. If the 
aggressive vigor of Edward Villella and 

an attractive pursuit for men, Martins 
has taken that style and said, in effect, 
“Relax.” He never inflates a movement, 
never accelerates into showy riffs of ex- 
cess energy. 

Right now he is a busy young god. He 
is the author ofa new book, Far from Den- 
mark (Little, Brown; $24.95), part autobi- 
ography, part candid, intelligent com- 
ment on performing and choreographing. 
In the past five years he has become an 
accomplished dance maker. In the next 
few months he will be completing new 

| works for the Pennsylvania Ballet and the 
Hartford Ballet, as well as for City Ballet. 
This week the curtain goes up at the Ken- 
nedy Center in Washington, D.C., on his 
first attempt at Broadway choreography: 

chine’s 1936 musical On Your Toes. 

reography, but his approach to it from 
now on will be radically different because 

om. 

The performer: partnering Farrell in Diamonds | 

86 

Jacques d’Amboise made classical dance | 

the dances in a revival of George Balan- | 

Martins’ destiny probably lies in cho- | 

He tackles new ballets and responsibility for New York City Ballet 

he has, for all practical purposes, succeed- 
ed Balanchine as artistic director of New 
York City Ballet. There has been no for- 
mal announcement. Balanchine’s author- 
ity, when he is able to exercise it, is still 
unquestioned. But at 78 he is in very weak 
health, hospitalized since early November 
with balance and circulatory problems. 
Says Lincoln Kirstein, 75, “Mr. B.'s” long- 
time partner: “Peter Martins is running 
the company. He is not displacing any- 
one, or pushing anyone out.” 

The task of succeeding Balanchine, a 

The apprentice: learning from Mr. B. 

choreographer of genius and a sublime 
example of the benevolent despot, is awe- 
some. Why Martins? To Kirstein the mat- 
ter was clear and simple, like everything 

| else about Martins. “It’s awfully hard to 
ignore the fact that he looks the way he 
does,” says Kirstein. “He is like a Cartier 
object. There is a moral correspondence 
between psychology and physique. He is a 
heroic dancer, with a heroic stance. And 
his behavior is rather heroic.” 

Guiding City Ballet's future needs a 
kind of heroism, the stoic, clear-headed 
kind. Born in Copenhagen and trained at 
the Royal Danish Ballet School, Martins 

| began dancing with City Ballet in 1967, af- 
ter Balanchine spotted him as a good part- 
ner for Suzanne Farrell. His training for 

Ci at hoe as 
The choreographer: listening to Schubert 

his new job began in 1977 asa byproduct of | 
learning how to create dance. Balanchine 
guided him closely, even assigning him 
music. “I consider myself fortunate to 
have him there, tough as it was at times,” 
says Martins. “People say to me, ‘Do 
things your way,” but he never changed my 
steps and I learned everything from him— 
lighting, costumes, music.” 

Martins fondly recalls the mornings 
when Balanchine arrived at the theater at 
8 a.m. to help him with the fine points of 
lighting. But Mr. B. was not always so ac- 
commodating. A scant three hours before 
the premiere of Martins’ setting of Stra- 
vinsky’s Suite from Histoire du Soldat, 
Balanchine examined the costumes, pro- | 
nounced them “awful” and threw them 
out. The dancers went on clothed in bits 
and pieces from the costume bins and 
shod in boots that Martins himself had 
spray-painted black an hour earlier. 
“He was right,” Martins now says. “The 
costumes I had picked melted into the 
set.” Looking back he observes, “Every- 
thing was a compromise, but I am better 
for it. I don’t fly off the handle, or yell or 
scream.” 

Choreography has taught Martins 
much more. “From the moment I began, I 
saw the company completely differently. I 
have special feelings about each and every 
kid, their capacities and limitations. In 
the rehearsal room, you know.” Martins 
used to be a regular at performances of 
other dance troupes and at Broadway mu- 
sicals. He is around much less nowadays, 
because it distracts from his listening 
time. “It means an evening, and that 
means five records. I look for music con- 
stantly—right now, Schubert. This is 
what I do instead of sleep. Sometimes I 
think it was easier when Mr. B. was hand- 
ing me records and saying, ‘Do.’ * 

In his book, Martins describes his 
first work, Calcium Light Night, which 
was set to music by Charles Ives, as 
“sharp and acid.” It was also young and 
sexy. Thereafter he made several small 
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ballets, all at least lively, some a bit close 
to the exercise book. In the past year he 
has taken a big step forward. In The Mag- 
ic Flute, a comic folk-tale ballet (not re- 
lated to Mozart’s opera), Martins pro- 
duced an earthy, unpretentious romp. 
Concerto for Two Solo Pianos, made for 
last June’s Stravinsky festival, recalls the 
sharp, acidulous Calcium, but it is more 
complex and by far the most dramatic of 
Martins’ ballets. 

In 1983 an old friend and former 
N.Y.C.B. colleague, Robert Weiss, 33, the 
new artistic director of the Pennsylvania 
Ballet, will get Martins’ version of Bour- 
nonville’s La Sylphide. For the Hartford 
Ballet, Martins will do a ballet set to Schu- 
bert. There is doubtless more Schubert in 
store for the home company too, but be- 
fore that he will set a Rossini overture for 
Merrill Ashley, N.Y.C.B.’s allegro virtuoso. 

“Right now I have the feeling of /ate,” 
said Martins last week, propped up on a 
litter of pillows to support his aching back, 
recently reinjured in class. The heavy 
work on On Your Toes, with Natalia Ma- 
karova and George de la Pena, is over now, 
but adjustments go on in Washington. In 
New York, there are the endless details of 
running a company: “I will finish my 
dancing career in a year or two,” he says. 
“Then I'll throw those little slippers out 
the window! I have two movie offers that I 
haven't absolutely turned down, but I’m 
not an actor. Next year I'll weed things 
out; anything that is not related to this 
house is unimportant.” 

His world is in fact very small: the few 
blocks between Lincoln Center and his 
apartment overlooking Central Park. For 
several years heshared his life with N.Y.C.B. 
Principal Heather Watts, 29, for whom he 
created a number of parts. That is now 
over, and there is speculation among City 
Ballet watchers about his relationship with 
Ballerina Darci Kistler, 18. “What can I 
call Darci?” he muses. “She is a very close 
friend, a girl whois focused and dedicated. I 
like that in people.” His leisure time is lim- 
ited to an occasional Jeep ride to a hilltop 
aerie he owns in Connecticut. He takes a 
robust pleasure in spending his “low six fig- 
ure” income: “It’s my only frivolous side. I 
buy a pictureand then say, ‘Sorry, Con Ed.” 
If | had money I would fill my walls with 
Ernst, Klee and Kandinsky.” 

N.Y.C.B, insiders acknowledge that 
the company had been drifting since 
1979, when major heart surgery marked a 
downturn in Mr. B.’s energies, and that 
with clear direction it is now enjoying a 
burst of energy. Martins gets plentiful ad- 
vice from Jerome Robbins, Balanchine's 
longtime colleague in choreography. The 
new job means a profound change in 
Martins’ personal relationships: old 
bosses are equals, old pals are subordi- 
nates who must sometimes be disappoint- 
ed. “It's a tough time now. We still think 
that Mr. B. will walk in Tuesday at 11,” 
he says. He shifts the pillows under his 
back and adds in his blunt, candid way, 
“I don't know how the hell I'll do it all, 
but I can exercise diplomacy like nobody 
else.” —By Martha Duffy | 

Wrong Number 
84 CHARING CROSS ROAD 
by Helene Hanff; Adapted by 
James Roose-Evans 

A good writer can construct a play out 
of cardboard and paste, and, in the 

right hands, even the flimsiest plot can be 
turned into an amusing and diverting eve- 
ning in the theater. But such hands have 
not come anywhere near this English im- 
port, which opened on Broadway last 
week. Rarely has so very little been made 

of so very little. 
To call these two acts a play is to 

stretch the definition beyond the limits 
of even the most permissive dictionary. 
James Roose-Evans, who adapted the 
book by Helene Hanff, seems to have 
deliberately, almost perversely, avoided 
any interchange that might be called 
dramatic. The dialogue consists entirely 

Burstyn and Maher reading letters aloud 

Making so very little of so very little. 

of 20 years of letters: actual correspon- 
dence between Hanff, a struggling play- 
wright in Manhattan, and the employ- 
ees of a small London bookstore, the 
address of which is, of course, 84 Char- 
ing Cross Road. 

Hanff (Ellen Burstyn) is trying to 
gain an education by reading the great 
works, and Frank Doel, the bookstore’s 
chief salesman (Joseph Maher), is the 
man who finds them for her. A relation- 
ship of sorts develops. Britain is still suf- 
fering from postwar rationing, and she 
sends packages of food, which are shared 
by the other four employees. Some of 
them also join in the correspondence, tell- 
ing about their lives and their families, 
and Hanff chats them up from her 95th 
Street apartment. 

And that. alas, is all there is. Even 

~— Theater 
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good acting by Burstyn, Maher and the 
rest of the company cannot create a play 
where none exists. The dialogue is some- 
times unbearably cloying. Hanff is given 
to saying things like “thou varlet,” but ex- 
cept for the fact that she is single, Roose- 
Evans tells almost nothing about her, far 
less than he reveals about her friends in 
England. Does she have a love life? Not a 
word. Does she ever leave her apartment? 
Again, scarcely a syllable. Has she ever 
explored one of Manhattan’s secondhand 
bookstores? Apparently not. There are 
other puzzles, one being why the play has 
run a year in London, and by the end of 
the evening, many in the audience may 
think they have been sent to the wrong 
address. — By Gerald Clarke 

Tuned In 
BREAKFAST WITH LES AND BESS 

by Lee Kalcheim 

ypical morning at the Dischingers’. 
A strange young man _ wanders 

about in his shorts; he’s the Navy ensign 
whom Daughter Shelby has married af- 
ter two days’ acquaintance. The phone | 
rings; it is Son David explaining that he 
just drove the family car into the Cen- 
tral Park lake. In the living room their 
parents are doing their radio show live; 
they must pretend that domestic crises 
are stopped at the door, like tieless men 
trying to get into “21.” After all, Prin- 
cess Grace is going to call any minute 
now from Monaco for an “eggsglusive” 
interview. 

The time is 1961, when there actual- 
ly were air-wave couples like Les and 
Bess observing the absurd convention 
that breakfast was a time for smiley 
voices instead of burned toast and re- 
viewing comedies like this. Nowadays, 
when the shows that used to be off- 
Broadway are on the main stem, and 
Broadway shows are running in the lit- 
tle houses, things like this open less glit- 
zily. But the formula is as ever: one set, 
six characters, some brisk banter and a 
simple conflict in values bobbing along 
the sparkly surface. 

In this case, Les (Keith Charles) 
wants to retrieve his old happiness as a 
baseball broadcaster, while Bess (Holland 
Taylor) wants to keep climbing the celeb- 
rity ladder. Conceits of this sort always 
depend for their success on sending the 
audience out whistling their moral codes, 
but Lee Kalcheim is an amiable writer 
with a gift for constructing tight comic 
spots for Taylor and Charles to battle in 
and out of. The actress makes a tough 
lady sympathetic; the actor is a canny 
counterpuncher, Together they reinvent 
that splendid theatrical institution, the 
unhappy marriage, that no playwright 
looking for laughs should ever put 
asunder. — By Richard Schickel 
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wo matters of the heart fill the news these weeks, both firsts 
and quickly related. In Utah, Dr. Barney Clark was fitted 

for an artificial heart, and in Texas, the heart of Charles Brooks 
Jr. was stopped by doses of sodium thiopental, pavulon and po- 
tassium chloride administered by the department of corrections. 
One can muse on the irony of medical inventiveness being used 
for two antipodal purposes, but irony is not the mood with which 
the public is left. For Clark one feels apprehension, appreciation 
and a passing sense of social advancement. For Brooks one feels 
a vast emptiness and impotence, in spite of the fact that the na- 
tion has freed itself of a man who with his partner casually mur- 
dered an innocent. Curious. Was this not the cleanest and 
kindest execution ever? Have we not at last achieved the sani- 
tized death? 

Then again, why should one strive for humane executions in 
the first place? Three stated reasons for capital punishment are 
social vengeance, the affirmation of civili- 
zation’s standards and the deterrence of fu- 
ture crimes. The last has never been 
proved, unfortunately, but if vengeance is 
what society seeks, a gentle execution : 

| would seem counterproductive. Better to = _ 
| use the garrote or the guillotine, surely, 
whereby the full pound of flesh may be re- 
claimed. Better still to do as the Romans in 
cases of parricide. The criminal, judged 
guilty, would be bound and sealed in a sack 
with a dog and a chicken, then dumped into 
the water. Eventually he would suffocate or 
drown, if he was not first scratched to death 
by the panicked animals. 

As for the satisfaction of civilization, 
precious little would seem to be gained by 
conducting an execution in so private a 

Essay 

Do Not Go Gentle into That Good Night 
tion one concentrates on the details: the contents of the final din- 
ner, the prisoner’s last words, the murmurings of the clergymen 
whose presence absolves the citizenry as much as it does the con- 
demned. In Brooks’ execution, the body of the prisoner absolved 
us as well, showing no scars, no holes, no blood. 

The idea of the swift and palatable death is why the lethal in- 
jection came into being, after all. As the electric chair and the gas 
chamber were conceived as improvements over the noose and the 
blade, so this silent fluid would advance the cause further. The 
trouble is that our feelings upon apprehending this matter do not 
seem to have advanced apace. It seems so hard to shake off the 
guilt, the communal savagery one senses; so difficult to view re- 
venge as anything more virtuous than active malice. Ah well, the 
device is new. Perhaps we only need time. 

In the interim will ensue a lively debate on the medical ethics 
involved. One has begun already, the Brooks case occasioning 

some exquisite drawing of lines. True, Dr. 
Ralph Gray, of the Texas department of cor- 
rections, examined Brooks to ascertain that 
the prisoner's veins were large enough for the 

4 needle. But no physician actually placed the 
drugsin the tube, no physician either ordered 
or sanctioned the execution, and it was a 
humble medical assistant who inserted the 
catheters, Thus, exculpation, if one seeks it. 
The doctors will work things out. 

In fact the medical profession could not 
havechosen a better time for its debate, com- 
ingas it did in the week after Clark’s implan- 
tation. At least there the doctors could point 
with unadulterated pride to an experiment 
that succeeded because the patient lived, and 
not because the victim died. One realizes that 
Clark may not survive long, but eventually, 

manner as was Brooks’. Four reporters 
were allowed in, and it is to them that we are indebted for the de- 
scriptions of Brooks’ yawning, wheezing and clutching for air. 
Otherwise the public, unlike the audiences at old-fashioned 
hangings and beheadings, would have had to rely on its imagina- 
tion. Granted, the imagination was boosted by sketches in news- 
papers showing exactly how the execution room looked, with 
Brooks stretched out on a hospital gurney rolled up beside a 
brick wall with a square hole and tubes looping through. But this 
was hardly the same as being there. For those who craved partic- 
ulars, the appetite was merely whetted. 

In this regard it was instructive to compare the newspaper 
diagrams of Clark’s new heart with Brooks’ operation. The 
pump looked moderately interesting, as did the hookup of the 
prosthesis to the atria, but the picture held none of the force of 
the scene in the Texas prison. One sketch showed clearly, in car- 
toon style, where Brooks’ girlfriend was standing, the position of 
the chaplains, the precise spot where the catheters entered the 
arms. Of course, the dramatic content of the events was in in- 
verse proportion to the excitement of the settings. In Clark’s 
case, society asked him, as Dylan Thomas asked his father in a 
villanelle, not to succumb to death placidly, but to “rage, rage 
against the dying of the light.” In the case of Brooks, society 
found a way for him to “go gentle into that good night.” 

Or so one wishes to believe, there being no first-person ac- 
counts of the pain in such circumstances. Yet we are never quite 
so eager for the painless execution that we do not, by circuitous 
E like news reports, somehow manage to witness the events. 
This is our way of seeing the killing and of not seeing it too, of 
inflicting capital punishment and disapproving of it. For distrac- 

thanks to his bravery, someone else may 
walk from a hospital room like his, untethered to a machine on 
wheels, his metal, cloth and plastic heart ticking likea metronome. 
From a general professional viewpoint, the life of this man almost 
exonerates those involved in the death of Brooks. Ifthe doctors are 
searching for self-esteem, they need not look beyond Utah. 

hich leaves only the rest of us to find some peace of mind. 
What exculpation is available to the public, or is any really 

necessary? In Brooks the technological nation has come up with a 
technological solution to the thorniest of problems. Do you feel 
proud, patriotic, relieved, requited? Or do you instead reel with 
shame? For as everyone knows perfectly well, there is no such 
thing asa gentle killing, nor is gentleness, at heart, our real desire. 
After all is said and proved about the needles and the tubes, what 
we wantis death, pure death, the spectacle ofa life removed. There 
lies the thrill, a thrill dressed up by history and legal blessing, but a 
thrill all the same. Only the thrill is cheap, and the regret benumb- 
ing, the massive judgmental power of the people reduced to a 
wheeze and a yawn. 

This is the season of the dying of the light, the winter solstice 
when Jews and Christians pit their faith against the cold short- 
ening days and hold away the night. One day we may pit our- 
selves against ourselves as well, and drive out the barbarians. 
Too late for Brooks. Too late for Caryl Chessman and Gary Gil- 
more and all the other killers reaching back into our dark and 
modern history. But not yet too late for those who, at this time of 
year, would wish to celebrate Clark’s brand-new heart, or the 
Festival of Lights, or the child who outlived all his eager 
executioners. —By Roger Rosenblatt 
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Toyota, world's leading maker 
of economical cars, proudly an- 
nounces their newest, most 
economical line—the 1983 Tercels. 
Priced low. Economical to maintain. 
And great on gas—50 Estimated 
Highway MPG9)EPA Estimated 
MPG on the 3-Door** 

Economy is only the begin- 
ning of the new Tercel story. The 
deeper you go, the more exciting 
the good news gets. 

The new front-wheel drive 
Tercel 3-Door Liftback offers you a 
peppy 15 liter SOHC engine. 
Teamed with an improved 4-speed 
synchromesh transmission —for 

better low speed performance. 
MacPherson strut front and rear 
suspension. And power-assisted 
brakes. New for ’83, you can even 
get a 3-speed automatic overdrive 
transmission on most models. 

Inside, Tercel's interior design 
makes it the roomiest subcompact 
you can buy*** With added head 
room. And improved visibility. 
Naturally, you also get the ameni- 
ties Toyota is famous for. From 
fully reclining front bucket seats. 
To steering-column mounted con- 
trols. And with the 5-Door Deluxe 
Liftback you get extra roominess 
and even easier access. 

INTRODUCING TERCEL— 

OH WHATA FEELING! 

Tercel for '83. A totally new 
standard of economy. From the 
top to the bottom line. $4998! 
Manufacturer's suggested retail price-Tercel 

3-Door Liftback. Dealer's actual retail price may 
vary. Price does not include tax, license, transporta- 
le optional or regionally required equipment. 
** Remember: Compare this estimate to the EPA 
“Estimated MPG” of other gasoline-powered cars 
with manual transmission. You may get different 
mileage depending on how fast you drive, weather 
conditions and trip length. Actual highway mileage 
will probably be less than the “Highway Estimate” 
*** Subcompact car class as defined by EPA. 

BUCKLE UP—ITS AGOOD FEELING! 

THE MOST ECONOMICAL TOYOTA. BUT 
THAT'S JUST THE is = THE ICEBERG. 



Millions 
Endorse 

Merit laste. 
MERIT low targood taste combination continues as 

proven winner over leading higher tar brands. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

© Philip Morris Inc. 1982 

Kings: 7 mg “‘tar;’ 0.5 mg nicotine—100's Reg: 10 mg “‘tar:’ 0.7 mg nicotine— Kings & 100% 
100’s Men: 9 mg “‘tar;’ 0.7 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FIC Report Dec'81 


